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Abseract 

Quarancining the Past: Commemorating the Great Irish Famine on Cirosse-fie 

Colin McMahon 

 rosse-Ûe, Canada's main quarantine station from 1832 to 1937, was a required 

stopover for immigrants on their voyage up the St Lawrence River to the Port of Quebec. 

Though most passed tbrough the inspection process with littie delay, during the spring and 

summer of 1847, the deadliest year of the Great Famine (1845-50)- LOO 000, 

predominantly Catholic, Irish made their way to the isIand aboard 'coffin ships'. Their 

aIready weakened state worsened by the inhumane crossing, some succumbed to typhus en 

route, others whiie in quarantine. Despite the efforts of the island's medical staff and the 

ministrations of members of Quebec's Catholic and Anglican clergy, over five thousand 

Irish were buried that summer on Cirosse-Ûe in mass graves. Thousands more died after 

leaving the island for Quebec City, Montreal, Kingston, Toronto, and Hamilton. 

In commernorations organized on the isiand at the begi~ ing  and the end of the 

twentieth century. irish-Canadians have memorialized this Irish episode in  rosse-ne's 

history. In 1909, eight thousand cwunemorators made the journey to the island to witness 

the unveiling of a Celtic Cross and hear an assortment of bistoncal, political, and religious 

orations. Aimost ninety years later, amidst controversy and debate over the extent to which 

the island's irishess would be emphasized, Parks Canada renamed the national histonc 

site,  rosse-île mrd the lnSh Mernorial, and opened an exhibition marking the Famine 

sesquicentennial. These acts of public remembrarice were multivocal orchestrations, 

inmrporating a variety of hin00cd perspectives. Enamimng  cosse-!le's comemorative 

discourses revcals much about the socio-political context in which they were fonnuiated 

and affords the oppommity to consider how we as a Society choose to approach the past in 

the public sphere. 
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Chapter One 

Lnh.oduc tion 

As Canada's main quarantine station in the nineteenth century,l  rosse-fle received 

millions of European immigants, the vast majority of whom passed through the idand's 

quarantine process with little delay before proceeding a further frfty kilometres up-river 

dong the St. Lawrence River to the port of Quebec. Despite its historic position as the 

"gateway to n ana da? and the recent efforts of Parks Canada to develop the island into a 

national historic site celebrating Canadians' shared immigration experience,  rosse-Îie has 

never been enshrined with the same national symbolic statu  as Ellis Island in the United 

States. For many Irish-Canadians, though, the island has been the locus of a much more 

complicated and painfui past On  rosse-fie is located the largest Famine-era gravesite outside 

of Ireland. During the spring and summer of 1W7, the deadliest year of the Famine, 100 000, 

predominantty Catholic, Irish made their way to the island aboard lumber vessels, otherwise 

known as 'coffin shipsr3 Their already weakened state worsened by the often inhumane 

crossing, some succumbed to typhus en route, others while in quarantine. In fact, it is 

estimated that over five thousand Irish are buried on ~rosse-!le, and thousands more died 

h t r i d g e  Island (also known as Canada's Erneraid Isle) is located at the rnouth of Saint John 
Harbour and served as Canada's other quarantine station in the nineteenth-century. During the 
summer of 1847, 15 000, emigrants, mostly Irish, landed at the island, of whom 1195 died. 
600 were buried in mass graves and the rest died in Saint John. iln 1974, the isIand was 
designated a national historic site for its role as a quarantine station, but it has not been 
developed for public tours because it is not one of the 145 national historic sites that are 
administered by Parks Canada, or one of the 71 that are managed thmugh a cost-sharing 
agreement between Parks Canada and private wmpanies. 

%cianna OfGallagher,   rosse-!le: Gateway to Canada. 1û32-II37 (Quebec: Carraig Bmks. 
1%). The number of immigrants who landed on the island remains unknown because thm 
was no record kept of those who were not hospitalized. It is known that four million 
immigrants entend Canada through the Port of Québec between 1û32 and 1937. 

3~hough historians continue to debate the numbcr of deaths, the scale of cmigration. and even 
the duration of the Famine, it is generally agreed that during the Famine of 1845-50 
approximatety one million died of starvation or fever, another one to one and a haif million 
left Ireland between 1845-1855. Thosc hardest hit lived in the poorer, predominanrly 
Catholic, districts of the West. Sec Cormac 6 Gada, JJ 
~ o r a t i o n s  in Economic Histow 1800-193Q (Manchestet: Manchester University Press, 
Mû* 49. Those who survived the ocean crossing, Iasting anywhere from thiay-six to eighty 
days, were often exhawted and starving upon their arrival at ports dong North Amerka's 
eastern seaboard, 



after leaving the island for Quebec City, Montreal, Kingston, and ~oronto.4 In 

commemorations on c rosse-île in the first and iast decades of the twentieth century, these 

tragïc events were publicly remembered. 

On 15 August 1909, Irish-Canadians, mder the auspices of the Ancient Order of 

Hibernians (AOH), organized a commemorative event on the island attended by over eight 

thousand participants, there to witness the unveiling of a Celtic Cross and hear an assortment 

of historical, politicai, and religious orations remembering the Famine. A new 

commemoration at this national historic site was undertaken by Parks Canada in 1992 amidst 

widespread public controversy over the extent to which the Irishness of the island would be 

emphasized. The surge of interest in Grosse-!le grew steadiiy over the next five years, 

culminating in the recent commemorative events marking the sesquicentenary of the Irish 

~amine.5 

This thesis wil1 examine these two instances of commemoration both as historicd events 

and as representatiom of the past, nading the discourses and considering the contexts in which 

they were produced. Though commemorations are often presented as consensual undertakings, 

a close analysis of these expressions of public history at  rosse-!le reveals that various 

conceptions of historic ~ i ~ c a n c e  have been ascribed to the island. While disentangling the 

various interests that coalesced during îhese acts of commemoration, the evershifting dynamic 

between past and present, forgetfulnesç and memory, mourniag and celebration. and nation 

and community will be addressed. In one sense, this thesis will simply describe a particuiar 

place at particulai. times where a smaii set of unique characters lcft their mark through acts of 

remembrance, Howevcr,  rosse-fie will also be wed as a gateway into the largcr issue of how 

the past has been manipulated to constnrct identities in Canada at the be-g and end of the 

twentieîh cennuy. 

me estimates of the total numbcr of Famine emigrants who died at  rosse-fle varies 
signifîcantly depending on the source condted These various estimates wiU be addressed in 
p a t e r  detail later m the thesis. 

*wo books by Parks Canada historiaas, An&& Charbonneau and André Sévipy, J847- 
 rosse-fie: a Record of Dailv Eventg (Ottawa: Parh Canada, 1997), and Andd Charbonneau, 
Daris Drolet-Dubé, with the coUaboration of Robea Gtacc and Sylvia TrcmbIay, ,4 Register 
pf D~C- 1847 (Ortawa: Parks Canada, 1997, were 
pubiished to coincide with the flurry of sesquicentary activities that from May to October 
1997 brought 42 000 tourists to Gmsse-fie. 



Considering the efforts to memorialize publicly c rosse-fie's history, it might secm 

curious that the island's story has languished in the margins of Canadian historiography An 

overview of the dominant historiographicd trends at work will help explain why, despite the 

close cornmernorative attention it bas received,  rosse-he has remained a relatively uncharted 

island in the work of professionai historians examining Canada's public histories and in the 

historical Iiterature of the Irish in Canada. 

Before exploring the reasons for ihis ellipsis i ~ i  academic historiography, it is a 

noteworthy point of con- that the island's history has been tentatively mapped out in the 

work of two amateur historians and a socioiogist, each prominent Irish-Canadians who 

assumed very public roIes in ensuring that the Irish history of 1847 be highiighted in h k s  

Canada's ment commemoration. In 1984, Marianna O'Gallagher, a former member of the 

Sisters of Charity and the graaddaughter of one of the organizers of the 1909 cornmernorative 

event, wrote  rosse-fle: Gatcwav to Canada 1832-1937. In this brief history of  rosse-he, 

O'Gallagher describes the cvolution of the quaranihe station from its inauspicious opening in 

1832, when government and mcdical authorities hastily improvized the inspection and 

treatment of an infiux of i m m i p t s  in an attempt to prevent the spread of cholera into 

British North America, until its CI-g in 1937. WhiIe she provides an overview of the mauy 

different nationaiities that pasxd through  rosse-!le, her primary objective is to üiustraie 

why the suffering of the Crish "looms Iarge in the folk memory of Quebec" by recalling the 

story of "les immigrants irlandais ... of îhe famine migrations of the late 1840s."7 She argues 

that the seifiess ministrations of Catholic clergy to the Irish and the subsequent adoption of 

hundreds of Irish orphans into French-Canadian families accounts for the powerfal bonds that 

were formed between Quebecers and the Irish, and the enduring historic significance of 

 rosse-he.8 ï en  years after writing  rosse-he: Gatewav to Canada 1832-1937 O'Gallagher 

6~efore the publication of Btewav to ~mssc-he in 1984, the island's history was dûcussed in 
Irish histones of the Great Famine. Cecil Woodham-Smith, n e  Great H w  (London: New 
English Library Ltd, 19621, 213-232, and Oliver MacDonagh, "Irish Emigntion to the 
United States of Arnerica and the British Colonies During the Famine," in m e  Great F w  . .  . les ui Historv 1- eds., R Dudley Edwards and T. Desmond Williams (Dublin: 
Browne and Nolan, 1956), 370-375. Though it is important to refer to the Great Farnint as 
such to distiaguish it from 0 t h  l e s  catastrophic famines in Ireland's history, for the sakt of 
convenience, 1 wiiI subsequently d e r  to it simply as the Famine. 



once again drew attention to this aspect of ihe island's history in Evewitness Grosse Isle. 1847, 

a collection of letters from the chaplains of the quarantine station to their snpenon written 

during the summer of 1847.9 

Padraic O Laighin's contribution to the histonography of  rosse-he has gone much 

fwther in emphasizing its Irish character, straying from OIGallagher's approach by 

unequivocaüy indicting British Landlords and the British govemment, described as "the 

captains of the politics of death," for making the island "in 1847 the nadir of Ireland's 

holocaustn10 He takes on Canadian historians for misrepresenting the Famin? that occumd in 

"the midst of plenty,"ll and purports to correct the omission of  rosse-fie's Irish story from 

the pages of Canadian history.12 For O Laighh this neglect is even more alarming when one 

considers the extent to which the yem 1832 and 1847 "marked ~msse-!le indelibly on the 

consciousness of the Irish."l3 

More recently, Michael Quigley adopted a similar strategy to writing the wrongs of 

l rosse-!lets history by focusing on the malevolent complicity of landlords and the British 

govemment in the deaths of a million Irish people during the "Great Hunger," asserting that 

the "island's story is inevocably Irish because Ireland was the wellspring of the catastrophes 

of 1832 and 1847~14 For Quigiey and O Laimn, aligning historicai writing about  rosse-fie 

*ose Masson Dompierre and Marianna O'GaIlagher, Evewituess Grosse Isle. 1847 (Ste-Foy, 
Quebec: Canaig Books, 1995). 

l h d r a i c  O Laighin,  rosse-f le: The HoIocaust Revisited," in n e  UntoId Storv: the Insh IQ - .  
Canada vol.1, eds., Robert O'DriscoU and Lorna Reynolds (Toronto: Celtic Arts of Canada, 
1988), 92,75. O Lai@ is a sociologist, and, at the height of the controversy over how to 
commemorate  rosse-!le, served as president of the St. Patrick's Society of Montréai. 

1 2 ~ s  the public debate raged over how to commemorate  tosse-fe, Padraic 
O Laighin, "Grosse fie: The Irish Island," in "Eriefs Resented in Montreal, May 20, lm," 
1, chastised Canadian ktorians for examining "mmcntous though unpaiatable events in oniy 
cursory descriptions." 

130 Laighin. "~msse-!le: The Hdocaust Revisited," 78 Cecil I. Houston and Wiiiam J. 
Smyth, S E m i n r a h o a a n d  h~etrlemeat:- 

. . (Toronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1990). 218, have dso recognised that the events of 1847 "remah 
the clearest image in the collective rnemary of the Irish immigration." Howcver, anliLe O 
Laighin, they are suspicious of spurious images obfuscating more objective historicd inquiries 
into the Irish enperience. 



with the coiiective memory of Irish-Canadians - who consider the island "the most important 

Great Famine mass grave site in North America" -- is as necessary as integrating an 

interpretation of the causes of the Famine in Ireland within a Canadian historical 

framework.15 Quigley, O Laighin, and O'Gallagher all submitted briefs to Parks Canada 

between 1992 and 1993 arguhg that the Irish dimension of  rosse-fie's history should be the 

primary commemorative focus. Their interest in the Irish experience at n rosse-!le as a 

significant aspect of Canadian history, however, has not been reflected in the largtr body of 

Literature on the Irish in Canada. 

The bulk of professional historical writing in the last twenty-five years has not focused 

on the Famine phase of emigration to Canada and the wave of predominantiy Irish Cathoücs 

that it carried.16 Led by Donald Akenson, many historiaris writing about the irish in Canada 

have worked to revise the hanclfui of stuclies written before 1975 that inaccurately transferred 

"the standard Irish-American story" to a Canadian context.17 For Akenson, the majority of 

Irish-Catholics in nineteenth century Canada were not unskilled workers Living in urban 

ghettos. The characterization of them as a distinct proletariat class that harboured an antipathy 

toward Great Britain is a histoncal misconception that Akenson considers "part of the 

14~ichael Quigley, "Grosse !le: Canada's Irish Famine Memorial," l,abour/Le Travail 39 
(Spring lm, 197, Quigley, whose academic background is in nineteenth centruy Irish 
history, served as historian and publicist on the exccutive committe of the Toronto based 
Action ~rossc-he. This organization, created by representatives of Irish communities in 
Toronto, Brampton, Hamilton and Kingston, lobbicd Parks Canada to include the Irish story 
of 1847 as the main theme of the commcmoration at the national historic site. 

l%gley,  rosse-fle: Canada's Famine Mernocial," 146. 

16~ased on statistics compiled by Alexmdet C. Buchanan, who sewed as the British 
emigration agent in Qucbec City from 1838 mtil 1868, 98 649 emigrants embarkcd on 
transatiantic voyages for Quebec City in 1847, the vast majority of whom were Irish Catholics 
departing from irish and British ports, cited in Charbonneau and Sévigny, 12 

17~keuson, peinn Had: w j .  the Evidence and the Irish in North America (Port Credit, 
ON: P.D. Meany Pubtishcrs, 1985), 104. Gilbert Tucker, "The Famine Immigration to 
Canada, 1847," Bgiericaa Histoncal Re 

. . view, 36 (193&31), 535, Clare PentIand, "The 
Development of a Capitaiistic Labour Market in Canada," Çanaw JO@ of Economi 'CS and 

cal Scie= 25 (November 1959), 450-61, "The Lachine Strike of 1843," Canacfian 
fistorica1 Rcview 29 (September 1948). 255-77, and Kennetù Duncan, "Irish Famine 
Immigration and the Social Structure of Canada West," Çanadian Review of Sociolonv and 
&thro~010py, 2 (1%5), 19-40, are exampIes of historical iiterature deahg with the Catholic 
Irish experience in nineteenth cenhiry Canada that suggest that îhe experiences of the Famine 
Irish in Canada were representative of the patterns of settlement, employment, and 
acculturation of aii 19th-century, Cathotic Irish emigants. 



romantic, victorioas and mernorable tradition of Irish nationalisnt~8 This poiiticized 

porbait of Famine Lrish who conpgated in U.S. cities dong the eastcrn seaboard should not 

be applied ta the Irish in Canada because the Famine did not visit Canada as it did the United 

States. The procession of coffm ships that sailed up the St. Lawrence to  rosse-fie in the 

summer of 1847 "heralded the end of massive Irish migration to Canada," and the beginaing 

of the subsequent exodus of Irish ernigrants to the United ~tates.19 Since the 198ûs, historians, 

such as Akenson, have sought to discredit what they consider to be a deleterious and 

anachronistic appraisai of the Irish immigrant experience in Canada. Emphasizing agency and 

adjustment while downplaying diifferences, divisiveness, and difficulties experienced by the 

Protestant and Catholic Irish in nineteenth-century Canada, revisionism has become the 

dominant historiographical outlook when writing about the Irish in Canada 

This term 'revisionism' has been applied to describe a general trend of scholarly 

reassessment in the work of historians over the last thirty years studying the Irish diaspora in 

Ausüaiia, Britain, the United States, and in Canada. More notably, this term has dso been 

applied to the work of many histonans of the Irish in ireland, where, since the 1980s. 

objections have been raised against histories that are hostile to the traditional nationalist 

understanding of the Irish past, a bias in historical writing that aitics have since ûaced back 

to the M0s. The objection to revisionism is that it has assumed a vdue-free approach to the 

writing of the Irish past in an effort to denigrate nationaiism, a tradition revisionist historians 

view as propagandistic, polemical, and violenLThe revisionist controversy becomes especiaily 

heated when it cornes to writing about the Famine. Until ncentiy. revisionists had airnost 

compktely avoided examinhg the ~amine.m The few historians who have engaged in studies 

l%onald Mackay, mt From FgCgine: The Co- of the Irish to Clanad4 (Toronto: 
McCleUand & Stewart, 1990), 14, Mackay's impressionistic overview of the hardships and 
uncertainties of life that Cathotic Irish migrants stmggled to overcome in Ireland and 
snbseqaently npon arriva1 in British North America is somewhat anumalous in the largcr 
historiography. His work stands in stark contrast to histories empIoying more stringtnt 
empiricai methodologies to onderstand the pre-Famine nineteenth ceatury migration of 
predominantiy Rotestant Irish. 

mary Daly. "Revisionism and Irish History," in m e  M ' of Irish Histocv: Rensionism 
. 

and the RevUionist Controversy, edrr, George Boyce and% ODay (London: Routledge, 
1996), 71-72, has noted that "despite popuiar interest, scholarly nsearch in the Famine has 
bcen limited, and contemporary perceptions of the subject, both in Inland and abroad, have 
been vimially untouchecl by nvisionist scholarship." 



of the Famine, a chapter of Irish history that, according to Mary Daly, has beea most 

exptoited by Nationaiist polemicists, insist on minirnizing the respnsibility of the British 

govemment for the death of one million ~rish?l 

TKhile revisionist bistonans of the Irish in Canada can remain fairly far removed from 

this politically charged debate about how history is written, tbere are striking similarities to 

these two revisionisms. Alan O'Day has remarked upon the sirnilar use of chronology and 

methodology, but argues that, unlike some Irish revisionist writing, the history of the Irish in 

Canada "is aot part of an anti-Nationalist p m j e c t " ~  O'Day hm decided that "the convergence 

cannot be explained by any agreed project or shared bias but by the universaMy of the 

development of history as a skills-based, not poiiticaliy motivated, discipline."23 This seems a 

rather fiimsy distinction to make between these schools of revisionism. It is hard to imagine 

how historians of the lrish in Canada, or any historian, couid UOt, in some way, be politicaily 

motivated to write within the paradigm of any 'km'. The main point of similarity is that both 

fonns of revisionism have used nationalist interpretations as straw men. In the process, 

academic readings of the Irish past at home and in Canada have increasingly diverged from 

popular historical conceptions, leaving the Famine and its long-tenn consequences largeiy 

unexamined in historical iiterature. 

By attenuating the rather buiky corpus of Irish-Canadiau historiography to its barest 

bones, one tan identify three key interpretive issues that revisionist historians have developed 

in an effort to "deal with the Canadian Irish on their own, not Amencan terms."24 The first 

issue, so fundamental to the historicai revision that it is now rarety looked apon as 

interpretive, is the designation of the formative period of Irish migration as the pre-Famine 

period beginning in 1815, when most emigtants arrived with some means and hope to build a 

ntw, more prosperous life. Whereas the pst-1847 Famine emigration shapcd the historicai 

expience of the Irish in the United States, Canadian historians have identified a dominant 

migratory period unique to the Irish in Canada, chaiienging the pervasivt image of the Irish 

23~1an ODay, "Revishg the Diaspora," in J'he of Modem Historv: Revisionia 
and the Revisianist Conttovetsv, 210. 



as destitute exiles h m  Englisb misnile and famine. Secondly, Canadian historians have 

attempted to debunk the myth of the irish as a largely urban proletanat by employing 

quantitative studies to understand patterns of settlement and occupation in urban and ruraï 

areas. Fmally, cultural interpretaiions of ethno-reiigious düferences between Catholic and 

Protestant immigrants have largely ken passed over in favour of çocio-economic approaches 

that emphasize Irish immigrants' speedy and successful acculturation into a predominantly 

d, Rotestant society. 

Cecil Houston and William Smyth argue that "the aberrant character" of Famine 

emiption shouId not draw attention away from the more prevaleat historical experience of 

the Insh in Canada. While reco@Wig the "misery and degradation" it inflicted on both sides 

of the Atiantic, they interpret the Famine, in the context of British North America, as 'an 

Irish event of limited long-tenn geographical and social consequence, submerged in the 

experience of those Irish who fdled thc colonies beforc its outbrc&"25 Scholariy sights have 

been focused on the larger contingent of Irish immigrants to Canada, the niajority of whom 

were Pmtestant,~ who began arriving and settiing in significant numbers in British North 

America after 1815.n Moreover, when looking at the Catbotic Irish in Canada, historiaas 

25~ecil I. Houston and Wiuiam J. Smyîh, and Se- Pa . . items, 
and Lettersi 218. Houston, "A Personal Brief on the Subject of the Grosse le Heritap 

Site," in "Briefs presented in Toronto, April 15, 1993," 4, who now serves as Resident of 
The Canadian Association of Irish Studies, espoused this view of Famine emigration d u ~ g  
the recent debate over how to cornmernorate c rosse-!le. Considering ctiat 150 years after the 
Famine a public discourse could generate such passion and discord is perhaps an indication 
that Houston has underestimated the simcant long term "socid consequences" that Famine 
emigration has had for maay Canadians of Irish descent. 

2(%hrdon Damch and Michael D. ûrnstein, "Ethnicity and OccupationaI Stracbre in Canada 
in 1871: The Vertical Mosaic in Historicai Perspective," Çanadian Historical Review, 61 
(1980), 305-33, studied the la11 censas and determined that just over 60% of the lrish in 
Canada were RotestanL Smce Eliiot, in the m d a s :  A New Auuroach 
(Mo- and Kingston: McGi-Queen's University Press, 1988). has written an exteusively 
researched microstudy iracing the migration of seven hundrrd and seventy-fiv e Rotestant 
Irish families to ihc Canadas berneen 1818 and 1855, the vas& major* of whom arrived prior 
to the Famine when Irish emigration reached its peak. Catherine Amie Wilson, A New Lase 

(Monmal and Kingston: 
McGi-Queen's University Press, 1994), &O anempts to understand the pre-Famine Irish 
immigrant experience, sptcificaily the rdationship ktween iandlod and tenant, through an 
examination of histoncal circumstances on both sides of the Atlantic. 

nCeciI Hoaston and William J. Smyth, " h h  Emigranîs to Canada: TNhcncc Thcy Came." in 
30, point out that of the approxiautdy 475 000 Irish who came to British 

North America in "the critical pre-Famint period 1825-f 845" the vast majority seüled in New 



have rejected the notion "îhat the core of Irish-Catholic experience was Chat of the Famine 

1rish."28 This has effectively relegated a rosse-Ûe to the rnargins of the standard story of 

Irish-Canadian immigration, an anomolous tragedy rather than a signiricant histoncal event. 

Ancillary to tbis reassessment of the character and chronology of Irish emiption is the 

question of how different the expcnenccs of Irish Protestants and their Cafholic couterparts 

wcre upon setüing iu Canada. Extensive research has been conducted in an effort to ascertain 

the extent to which the Irish settied in rural and urban areas, and undentand correlations 

between settlement location and religious affiliation. The attention of histonans has largely 

been directed towards studying the settlement of Irish in Ontario, where the majority settied, 

of w hom two- thirds were ~rotestaxk.29 

The conception of Irish Catholic immigrants as urban and impoverished workers 

ppdating segregated ghettos in nineteenth-century Canada was Fust propounded in the work 

of historians analyzing the emergent working class. Setting the tone for subsequent 

iatetpretations of Irish Cathoiics in Canada by labour historians, Clare Pentiand, writing in 

the 1940s. viewed Irish Catholics as formative memben of a burgeoning proletarian class. 

More attentive to market forces than ethnicity, Pentland characterized the Irish as "ignorant, 

supentitious, fervent, belligerent, IoyaI, [and] sociable," and concludes chat rather than 

engaging in farming, "the Msh peasant clung to wage work in spite of every hazard of low 

pay, unceaain employmcnt, and abominable conditions.Qo The subsequent work of both 

Michael Katz and John Porter rclied upon quantitative methodoIogies, which, although 

painting a more muitilayercd portrait of the Irish urban experience, nonetheless, subsbntiated 

Peutland's impressions of Irish Cathoiic emigrants as unskilled and undtrpri~ikged members 

of an expanding arban working class31 

Brunswick, Quebec, and particularly Ontario. They comprised tùe major non-French ethic 
group in Canada until the late 1880s. The flow of 19th cenhuy immigration from Ireland 
began to Iessen foilowing the Famine, diminishing considerably after 1855, and, finally, 
slowing to a mere îrîckle foilowing Contederation. 

28Wiam M. Baker, 'God's Unfortunate PcopIc: Historiography of Irish Catholics in 
Nineteenth-Ccntury Canada," in n e  Untold Story, 61-2 

2%onald H. Akenson, "Data: What is Known About the Irish in North America," in 
W I d  Story, 18. 

30Clare Rntland, The  Development of the Capitalistic Labour Mvkct in Canada," 460. 

3llohn Porter, TBç Vertical Mosaic: An &&sis of Social Class md Power in Canada 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Ress, 1965); Michael B. Katz, The Peode of H d t o n ,  



In his study of the Irish in Leeds and hnsdowne Township in Ontario, Akenson used a 

socio-economic approach to argue that, contrary to widely held academic and popular 

perceptions, the Irish in Canada were decidedly not urban, and quickly overcame minor 

obstacles to adapt to this largely Protestant, agricuitural society.32 The image, inspired by 

Amencan historiography, of poor Irish Catholics congregating in urban slums lus, according 

to Akenson, migrated North and seetled far too comfortably into the historical understanding 

of the Irish in Canada33 ConsideMg the fmdings based on the statistical research of Gordon 

Darroch and Michael D. Orustein,% Akenson is convincing when he points out the failacy of 

applying an American mode1 to understand the situation of the Irish in 0ntario>S however, as 

one critic has already argued, Akenson tends to suggest that the conclusions of his case study 

are equally applicable to the [nsh in other regions of canada36 Extrapolation based on the 

fmdiigs of microstudies is a precarious undertaking, especially when one considers the l i i ted 

scope of writing about the Ksh experience in other regions. 

Peter Toner has cailed into question Akenson's interpntation of Darroch and Ornstein's 

data, arguing that in the case of the Irish in New Brunswick substantive differences exist in 

canada West: Familv and Class in a Mid-Ninckentb-Centurv City (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1975). 

3*~kemn.  The Irish in Ontario: A Shidv in Rural History (Montreal and Kingston: M c G i  
Queen's University Press, l m ) .  With al1 the bombast of a self-proclaimed iconoclast, 
Akenson makes this same argument to shatter the image of the Catholic Irish as distinctly 
unskiiied, communal, urban dweners in the United States in W H a d .  

33Akenson, Beiae Had, 106. 

%ordon Darroch and Michael D. ûrnstein. "Ethnicity and Occupational Structure in Canada 
in 1871," used census records to ascertain the occupations of IO 000 heads of household, 
concluding that nationwide 5û3% of Protestants and 44.3% of Catholics of Irish descent were 
farmers. They also traced occupational transitions in south-central Ontario between 1861 and 
la11 and foand that although the CaihoIic Irish were more iikely to be labourers, they wcre 
rapidly turning to farming as an occupation. 

35While Akeusonts intetpretation is widely accepted, there is by no means an ouWight 
consensns among Mstorians. Glenn J. Lockwood, "Success and the Doubiful Image of Irish 
Immigrants in Upper Canada: The Case of Montague Township, 1820-1900," in 3'bc In 

. . sh 
f"- Untold Story, 3 19-34, asserts that the Irish in Monîaguc were not consistently 
successfui as farmers, or in "assimilating local society to their way of thinking." Unlie 
Akenson, Lackwoad also notes thaî economic disparity and religious divisions among the Xrish 
were not uncotnmon. 

36~eter Toner, "Lifting the Mist: Recent Studies on the Scots and Irish." &&ensis 18: 1 
(Autumu 1988). 219. 



the occupational patterns of Protestants and ~atholics.37 Toner notes that Irish Catholics in 

New Brunswick were less inclined to take up farming as an occupation, and far more IikeIy to 

sobsist on wages derived from inegular cmployment in t o m  and cities. 

In a provocative critique of both Toner and Akenson, Gordon Darroch, the historian 

originally responsible for the statistical research, has taken issue with these studies "which 

tend powerfdy to construe evidence in their favour."3* The problem, according to Darroch, 

is that quantitative data regarding occupation have been misread to buttress competing notions 

of Irish ethnicity in Canada that impose "conceptual uniformities." By confining the 

understanding of ethnicity to economic and structural determinants, an awareness of 

"historical contingency" is neglected. He makes a compelling cal1 for accounts that 

"correspond to the lived, socially constmcted and historically variable expcrience that is 

understood as ethnic."39 

With Darroch's critique in mind, finding new approaches to the study of Irish 

acculturation and ethno-reiigious identity could be especiaiiy illuminating in Quebec, where 

two thirds of Irish ernigrants were Cathoücs, who, although less W l y  to be urban dwellers 

than the Irish in the United States, were urbanized at a higher rate than the Irish in 0ntario.4 

Bypassing the pitfalls of culhirai determinism for more empirical analyses of Irish 

acculturation, it is apparent that one of the weakest links in the historiography of the Irish in 

Canada has been the failure to balance economic and demographic analyses with inquiries into 

cnlhue and religion as important historicai factors in sustainhg ethnic identity and memory. 

Kerby A. Miller's Emimnts and Exiles: Ireland and the Irish Exodus to North 

Amenca expansivcly profiles the "culture of exilen pcrvasive among Irish Catholics in the 

United States, raising some interesting interpretive issues for historians seeking to understand 

ihe Irish in Canada. Basing his conclusions on the analysis of five thousand letters and 

37~eter Toncr, "Occupation and Ethnicity: The Irish in New Brunswick," Çanadii Ethnic 
Shidies 20 (1988), 155-65. 

%ordon Danoch, "Haif Empty or Half Fuii? images and interpretatioos in the Historical 
Anaiysis of the Catholic ïrish in Nineteenth-Century Canada," Çanadian Ethnic Studies 25 
(1993), 1-8. 

a o b e r t  J. Grace, . . - .  (Québec: 
M t u t  Qué'bécois de Recherche sur la Culture, 1993). 53.56. 



memoirs, Miller points out Lhat the spectre of the Famine, forced emigration, and Engiish 

m i d e  loomed large in the collective consciousness of the Irish in America, even though 

"comparatively few emigrants were compelied by force or famine to leave Lreland."41 

Despite great variance in "the objective experience" of Irish-America, a common cultural 

tradition mitigated the "ftssiparous tendencies" of class, laquage, and gender.42 At times 

adopting the role of psychohistorian, MiIler diagaoses Irish- America with a worldview 

"deeply rooted in Irish history and culturen Chat engenders passivity, alienation, and a legacy 

of bittemess towards English tytanny, ensuring "the survival of Irish identity and the success 

of Irish-American nationalism."43 

While Miiier's cultural mode! of Irish-America does not seem to have much relevance 

for Canadian history, especialiy considering the fmdiogs of ~kenson,M perhaps it is time to 

broaden our historical understandkg of the Lrish expericnce in Canada by paying more 

attention to reading the discourses of popular historicd representations organized in the public 

sphere that do not necessarily confom to the version of the past articulated in academic 

histories. Just as Irish revisionist historians have been "anxious to wean the Irish public away 

h m  myths of the past,"45 many Canadian historians, assurning a value-free approach, have 

sought to ascertain the historicd reaiity of the Irish experience in Canada to prove the 

inefficacy and implausibility of a mythology borrowed from the United  tat tes.* In the 

process, it cari be argued that Canadian historhns have, in a sense, created a counter- 

4 i ~ e r b y  A. Miller, odus to North America 
(New York: M o r d  

4%ee Bruce Elliot, Jrish Minrants in the Canadas: A Ncw A~proach for a similar 
interpretation to Akenson's. 

4s~eter Gray. The (London: Hamy N. Abram, Inc., Publishets, 1996), 126. 
Roy Foster, n e  Times. 28 January 1997, Features section, 5, believes that 
"commemoration runs the risk of ironing out complexity in a surge of emotional 
identification and holier-than-thou attitudinising- In 1898, factions were competing over who 
owned 17%. hstead of aii the speeches, marches and unveilings of statues-the over- 
poiiticisation of the whole thing-lady Gregory mggesteci that people shodd plant trees. It 
was a very sensrile idea." 

46~kenson, "Data- What is Known About the Irish in North America," 245. 



mythology that excludes e rosse-fle from consideration as an integral site in the history of the 

Irish in Canada. 

 rosse-!le's relegatioo to the periphecy of Canadian historiogiaphy is not just a 

conscquence of revisionist trends in the literature on the Crish in Canada. One must aiso 

consider why the island has yet to be explored in the work of historians who study Canadian 

public representations of the past. This histariographic omission is especiaiiy daring given the 

concern expressed in tecent years by historians that history has "becorne removed from the 

public.w47 Commemoration. in puticdu, bas k e n  identifïed ns a vaiuable form of "tangible 

historiography" worthy of scholarly attention. By studying how "various streams of the past* 

converge in commemoration, it bas been suggested that historians wiü better undetstand the 

"public presenbtion and inierpretation of a collective inheritance."48 These few pushes for 

more historical d y s e s  of public histories, however, have not positioned  rosse-fle into the 

scholariy sights of historians. 

This cm be attributed partly to the fact that some of the conm3utors to the literature on 

Canadian public history are in various ways associated with Canada's heritage agencies. These 

commentators generally object to revisiting the past "througb community eyes, or through the 

eyes of the marginalized,"49 preferring to view "commemoration as a form of aation- 

47~ohn Guis, "Remembering Memory: A Challenge for Public Historhs in a Post-National 
Era," Ttie Public Historiag 14 4 (Fa11 1992), 99, asserts that history is now too "distant and 
analytical, highly specialized and profes~ionaiized,~ and has "becorne removed from the 
public" because it has "lost its power to movt, to inspire, and to celebrate." Canadian 
historians of ail sûipcs have in ment years studicd the Canadian public's relationship with the 
past, drawing very different conclosioas. Sce Michael Bliss, "Privatizing the Mind: The 
Sundering of Canadiau History, the Sandering of Canada," Journa1 of Canadian Studiq 
(October 19911, 11; Ian McKay, J'hc Ouest of the FoB: An@odernism and Culturai 

C *  . w e i n  r . em Nova S c o h  (Montreal: McGU-Queen's University Press, 
1994). 277-78; and Eva Mackey, "Posmiodernisrn and Culturai Politics in a Multicultural 
~at ion:  contests over Tnitb in ihe Iwo rhe Heurt of Afrca Comovnry..' Publie Colhtre 7 
(lm* a- 

Friesen, nIntMdaction: Heritagc futures," Prairie Forum 15: 2 (199û), 193. 

'%ce Frits Pannekoek. ''Who Mattes? Public History and the Invention of the Canadiau 
Pasfw A&&& 292 (Spring 2000), 208, for o critique of Cûristina Camemn, who, at the 
t h e  of the Symposium, was Director General of National Historic Sites and author of 
"Commcmoration: A Moving Target?" in n e  Race of H i s t o r y ~ e m o r a t i n ~  C:agda's 

Anniversam of 
itcs and Mon- B d  of Cam&, ed. Thomas H.B, Symons (Ottawa: The 

Royal Society of Ca~âa,1997), 28-34 



building."a In light of thia, it is aot sinprishg that initialiy when Puks Canada did look to 

~msse-!le in the 199ûs as a site to commemorate, every effort was made to dowuplay the 

Irish story of famine and quarantine, mass graves and epidemics. In his essay, "Who Matters? 

Public History and the Invention of the Canadian Past," John Herd Thompson's understanding 

of heritage accords with the approach Parks Canada first brought to  rosse-f le: 

commemoration is primarily an opportunity to build a Canadian consensus. WhiIe 

acknowledging the importance of issues nlated to class, ethnicity and region. he argues that 

professionai historians, dong with the social bistorians employed by Parks Canada (whom he 

considers professional), must work together to "reconsider the 'big picture' and to rededicate 

ourselves to pomaying it"51 SimilarLy, Thomas H.B. Symons, who, in 1994, was the Chair 

of the Historic Sites and Monuments Board (HSMBC), is interested mostly in examining the 

histories that show us "what [Canadians] have in common."~ In a scathing critique of 

Symons, Cameroa, and Thompson, Frits Pannekoek argues that their underlying assumption is 

that cornmemoratioa and any historical assessrnent of commemoration must deliver a version 

of the past to Canadians deemed usefui by consemative public institutions such as Parks 

Canada and the H S M B C . ~ ~  

Neither the beIief that commemoration is a means of strengthening national unity, nor 

the critique that heritage promotes a view of the past obscured by politics and commerce has 

afforded much conceptual spact for an analysis of  rosse-!le as an evocative example of 

Canadian public history. Mi le  mast academic historians accept the notion that the 

representation of some objective reaiity in the past is beyond their reach, that the "sheer 

%ohn Herd Thompson. "Professional Historians and Heritage Commemontion.' in 
ada's Past. P r o c e e u  storv: Cornmemora s of the National S v r n ~ o s t ~  

Held on the Occasion of the 75th Annivenarv of the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of 
Çanada, ed. Thomas H.B. Symons (Otiawa: The Royai Society of Canada, 1997), 61. 

% o w  Hg. Symom, nCommemorating Canada's Past Fmm Old Crow O New Bergthal," 
in J'he Race of Histow: Commemoram Canada's Past P r o c e e d b  of the Nat . . .  i o a  
SymPosiurn HeId on the Occasion of the 75thqgeiversarv of the Htstonc Slfes and 
Monuments Board of Canada, ed Thomas H.B. Synons, (Ottawa: The Royai Society of 
Canada, 1997), 15. 

~Pannekeok, 209-210. The du of these pubiic institutions wül k diwussed in greater detail 
in Chapter Threc, which lwks at the reccnt commemoration on c rosse-nt. 



pastness of the past precludes its total reconstniction."~ many stiil object to heritage as 

expressed in commemorations, beüeving it gradually effaces history by "substituting an image 

of the past for its reality."S Othen have decided that any historical undertaking through a 

pubüc agency must be tainted since it is fundamentally a commercial and political venture.56 

m i l e  the commemorative process is shaped by politicai and commercial demands, 

nonetheless, it resuits in a pubtic historical representation that merits investigation. Criticizing 

cornmernoration for debasing history is like panning a cinematic or literary representation of 

the past for straying too far from the facts. M a t  some historians fail to recognize is that the 

commemorative form has its own unique conventions which can be conducive to an 

imaginative use of historical data in the creation of plausible and provocative historical 

interpretations. 

Critiques of commemorations and other forms of public history are not exclusive to 

Canadian scholars. Among historians and cultural critics based in the United States and 

Britain, where in recent years the literature on history, heritage, and memory has become 

almost as prolific as commemorative events, "heritage baiting" abounds.57 Many take a dim 

view of how heritage managers have filled the mle of the public purveyon of the past. The 

frequent accusation levelled against "the heritage industry" - as Robert Hewison labels it -- is 
ihat the consideration of pecuniary over pedantic interests engenden sentimental and nostdgic 

representations of the past. Many scholars find the "ovenise, ready perversion, anant 

chauvinism, and bland emptinessn of history, as it is 

for tourist consumption, particulariy deplorableS8 

s ~ r u c e  Cnig, "Interpreting the Historie Scene.' in 
Uzzell (London: Belhaven Ress, 1989). 109. 

packaged to fit hentage events designed 

ventane lnteroretation vol. 1 ed., David 

55~obert Hewison, "Heritage: An Interpretation." in Heritaee Interpretation v.l,21. 

%Jeff Keshen and Paul Voisey, T h e  Piper's Tune? The SchoIarIy Housing Boom," 
Acadiensis, 232 (Spring lm), 189-90. 

9ltaphael Samuel, m t r e s  of Memarv: Past and Prcsent in Contemwrarv Culture (London 
and New York: Verso, 1994). 259-273, bas cataiogued the litany of cornplaints directed 
against hcritagc as it exists in Britain. 

m a v i d  Lowenthal, "Identity, Hcritage, and History," in . . 
JUational Identity ed., John R G i s  (Rinceton: Rinceton University Ress, 1994)- 43 



Underlying this disdain for the producers of public history, is a fundamental distrust of 

the motives b e b d  the public's interest in rcpresentations of the past.s The dynamic between 

heritage producer and consumer is one designed to remm the statu quo. Peter Fowler tries 

to spoil the public's hearty appetite for easily digestible, bite-shed morsels of an emaciated 

past by asking "would the public aUow the display of death, disease and dismay rather than the 

pap which piaders to their expectatioris?"60 Reeiing fmm the disappearaace of "traditioc~al 

sources of the seii--famiIy, religion, craft, [an4 community," Ian McKay similarly suggests 

that the public is left searching for a quick fix of meaning in a world in which "capitalist 

postmodernity with protït-making as its volatile nucleus ... menaces any relationship (other thaa 

casuaiiy exploitative) with the past"61 

Closely linked to this critique of "the ~ o m m ~ c a t i o n  of the past" is a wariness among 

scholars of the part that goverment often plays in massagiag the message embedded in 

official commemorations to propagate a dominant ideology. One task historians have assigned 

themselves is to analyze coramernorative forms aad "expose the mechanisms and structures of 

the political manipulation of rnernory."62 Expressions of national heritage co-ordinated by 

govemment agencies -- often full of sound, but Little fnry -- espouse versions of the past that 

reinforce a civic ideology. Since the escalation of nation-building in the latter part of the 

nineteenth century, the state has been seen as instrumental in nurturing deep attachments to 

nationaiism among its citizenry. S tudying this phenornenon in Europe between la70 and 1914, 

Eric Hobsbawm has argued that the social and economic upheaval brought on by rapid 

industriaüzation and ttrbanization created a sense of dislocation and discontinuity between the 

past and the present. In an effort to tie these disparate notions together, "invented 

traditions ... usela history as a legitimator of action aad cernent of group cohesion." The public 

was exposed to novel fonns of "social engineering" altering their relation to the past: "the 

% m u e l ,  267, has wryly critiqued the critics for their condescension: "the idea that the 
masses, if left to their own devices, arc moronic; that their pIeasures an unthinking; their 
tastes cheapo and nasty, is a favourite conceit of the aesthete." 

%ter Fowler, "Heritage: A Postmodtrn Perspective," in freritaee Intemretation v. l , 8 .  

6han McKay, "History and the Tourist Gaze: The Politics of Cornmernoration in Nova Scotia, 
1935.1964)R &xdiensis 22: 2 (Spring 1993). 1û34. 

%ter Carrier, "Historiai Traces of the Resent: The Uses of Cornmernoration,' Historid 
Refl ectionsiRefiexions Historiaues 22: 2 (19%), 441. 



hisbry which becarne part of the...ideology of naiion .. .is not what has actually been preserved 

in popular memory, but what has been selected, written, pictured, popularized and 

institutionalized by those whose function it is to do ~ 0 . ~ 6 3  

m i l e  Hobsbawm does recognize the importance of a receptive pubiic to the invention 

of national traditions, other historians have stressed that, in the proliferation of public history 

in the twentieth century, the nation-state has been Less systematically hegemonic, facilitating 

rather than imposing a histoneal framework. Throughout the twentieth century, official 

forms of remembrance have instilled a consensual, national historical symbology that has 

resonated even among ethnically heterogeneous and economically stratified populations. 

Modern, national, historical consciousness has been constnicted to fil1 the void left by the 

erosion of traditional, spontaneous memory. With varying degrees of success, governent and 

governed have engaged in a symbiotic historical dynamic ensuring that the "memory of the 

nation has continued to play a cohering d e  in the larger polity."64 The vocabuIary and 

imagery of historical narratives designed for public consumption, it is argued. have been 

designed to create a shared national conception of the past, mergîng a "wide variety of 

politicai and ideological coi~~tellatioas" in an "imagined community" of national d.rnensions.fi 

Studying the evolution of memory in France, Pierre Nora posits that as stock in "true 

memory" has deciiied, investment in the nation-state as a conduit of modem memory has 

increased proportionately, bndging a disconnected past and the disconjunctures of the present. 

A plethora of exhibitions, festivals, anniversaries, monuments, and commemorations 

memoriaIizing a national history have emerged as pale imitations of "reai environments of 

memory [that] have disappeared." These sites of memory are "the ultimate embodiments of a 

memoriai consciousness that has h l y  survived in an historical age that calls out for memory 

because it has abandoned it"e Akhough he considers modem memory an anemic alternative 

63~r ic  Hobsbawm, "Introduction: inventhg Traditions," in 'Jhe Invention of Tradition, eds. 
Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1983), 12-13. 

6 4 ~ a n c ~  Wood, "Memones Remains: Les Lieux de M&moire," mstory and Memory 6: 
l(Spring/Summer lm), 129. 

65~enedict Anderson, 'ned Commua~ties: Reflccti . . ans on the Orinins and S~rcad d 
Natio-(Nm York ! ! ,  rev. ed. 1991). 4. 

66Pierre Nom, "Betwetn Memory and History: tes Lkm de Méntoite," jlewesentations 26 
(Spring 1989), 12 



to ?nie memory,Wora suggests that the expression of a constnicted national memory via 

sites of memory is preferabfe tu the ncent emergence of commemoratioas with local and 

particularist emphases which threaten to sunder consensual, nationai understandings of the 

Pst 

In Canada the înherent tension between divergent bistorical perspectives has also led to 

efforts to deconstnict and reconstitute national or master narratives-rn This tension, however. 

also manifested itself in commcmorative events staged around the nirn of century. WhiIe it is 

essential to recognize that the public's relation to the past has changed over the course of the 

twentieth century, and that the message transmitted tbrough public bistory is contingent on the 

cantext from which it emerged, the cornmernorative fonn is an aggregate of many 

components, often awkwardly fused together. h k i n g  at cornmernoration as a process, rather 

than as a simple, static product, aiiows one to see a variety of historicai perspectives 

inexûicably related to the poIiticai and social dynamic of the day in more visible relief. 

Examinhg expressions of public history around the turn OC the century, the work of 

Rondd Rudin, H.V. Neiles, N o m  Knowles, and the American historian, David Giassberg, 

suggests tbat, despite the appearance of interpretive hannony often exhibited, it is revealüig to 

look at commemoration as a site of coduence whew several historicd currents, sometimes 

divergent or even contrary, are cbarineted into narrative coalcscenct. In his study of the 

protiferatioa of pageantry in early twentieth-century America, Glassberg points out that 

"struggles between compcting groups over the definition of the public and its historyn ensured 

that these civic celcbrations did "not speak with a single, consistent voice .e  For Glassberg, 

accessing "the multiplicity of submerpd alternative visionsn@ communicated through public 

historical irnagery necessitates tracing the process by which various groups influenced the 

evolution of these historical representations. 

f l ~ a n i e i  Francis, Fati (Vancouver: UFicYE.FanZ82: the "habit of 
'consensual hallucination' more than any other people," have only recentiy kgm to reinvent 
the "core mytbs" that defmc ttiern. In chapter thrte 1 will give examples of several recent 
histoncal exhibitions îhat have pmvoked debate about who decides what version of the past is 
reprtsented to the public- 

68David Glassberg, &nericm Histoncal Pa~antrv . . (Cbapei HiII: me University of North 
Carohta Pnss, lm), 2 

@David Gluibcrg. "Pubiic Wny and the Smdy of Mcmory," io J'he Pubtic Historian: 4 
Jof PnblicE 2 ((Spring 1996), 15. 



Similarly, Rudids comparative study of the centenary of the uprising of 1748 in Ireland 

and the tercentenary in 1908 of Champlain's foundhg of Quebec considers cornmernoration as 

a contentious process. In ireland and Quebec rival versions of a national past were propagated 

through commemorative events and activities, reflecting "the socio-politicai contea from 

which the commemorative proceu emerged."70 In The Art of Nation-Building: Pageantrv 

and Soectacle at Ouebec's Tercentenq H.V. Neiles also examines the 1908 commemorative 

events as examples of how the re-presentation of the past has multiple meanings which "serve 

explicit political goals." He points out that hegemonic messages were undermined by "the 

taagled origins of the festival, its multiple purposes, the abiity of participants to make a show 

of their own, and a calturally divided audience."71 The Loyalist tradition that Norman 

Knowles descnis in his study of Ontario layalists also reveals that cornmernorations refiect 

current attitudes, and a study of them can tell us much about the society which commemarates 

the occasion and about changes in how that socicty views its own history. He describes the 

loyalist tradition as "not a desi, static, and independent body of inherited ideas, values and 

behaviours, but a product of socid and culhirai negotiation continuaUy shaped and reshaped 

by contemporary conditions."n 

Underlying these studies is this belief that commetnoration, despite the efforts of some 

to dominate and control its message, functions "to create, criticize, assert or defend gronp 

memory."~ According to David Brett, mderstauding the various historical perspectives that 

vie for standing in the commemorative forum invoIves the twin tasks of reading the 

conventions employed in its presentation and addressing the "pertinent questions about the 

nation, the state. the region, identity, and culhm" that are raised.74 Drawing on the work cf 

Brea, Rudin, Neiies, Knowles and Glassberg, one can develop a conceptual frarnework that 

monald  Rudin, "Contested Terrain: Cornmernorative Celebrations and National Identity in 
Ireland and Quebec," in La Nation Dans Tous ses Etats: Ie Ouebec en Comoaraisoq, eds. 
Gerard Bouchard and Y van Lamonde (Moatreal: L'Harmattan, 1997). 203. 

'~H.v. Neles, n e  Art of Nation-B- Pamantry and S~ectacle at Ouebe 
. . c's T e r c e n t e u  

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999),154. 
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fZ~orman Knowles, the Tav&ts: the -alist Tradihon and îhe Creatiop 
of Usable Pasts (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997), 6. 

73~avid Brett, The (Co& Cork University Press, lm, 4. 



aiiows for histoncal contingency in a comparative study of cornmcmorative events on Grosse- 

be at the b e g h h g  and end of the twentieih-cenhüy. 

tooking at these two examples of commemoration in tandem, and investigating whose 

history, memory, and identity has been asserted, provides an opportunity to gljmpse mutable 

definitions of heritage that embody "the ever-shifting balance of continuities and changes 

characteristic of any society."75 There is, however, a cornmon dynamic that connects the 

cornmernorative activities on  rosse-Île. In both cases, the island has served as a public stage 

upon which Irish-Canadians have taken a Ieading role in communicating nationalist 

interpretations of Irish history and nourishing collective memories of the Famine in an effort 

to foster an Irish identity in ~anada.76 However, within the parameters of officiai, state 

sanctioned commemorations, the telling of a politically volatile and historically contentious 

Irish story of "misnilcn and "exiie" has proven to be a precarious balancing act between a 

variety of often confiicting notions of nation and national history. Through their involvement 

in the cornmernorative process, Canadian goverment agents and agencies have sought to 

mediate notions of Irish nationality proifered by Irish-Canadians in an effort to make hem 

conform to a Canadian historical perspective. 

Exacerbahg this fundamental tension inherent in both commemorations, however, are 

several fissures detectable within contending Irish and Canadian national historical 

perspectives. In 1909, the Catholic church, represented by members of Quebec's Irish and 

French-Canadian hierarchy, offered interpretations of   rosse-fle's histoncal signif~cance that 

made the commemorative event even more of a mdlange of meanings. More recently, the 

Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada (HSMBC) and Parks Canada's prevaricacing 

position regarding the thematic focus of the commemoration attest to the inherent difficulty of 

defining a national identity in the contcxt of an officiaMy multicuInual Canada. Furthemore. 

a close look at the transcript. of tht public hearings held across Canada in 1992 and 1993 

reveals a varÎety of Irish-Canadian perspectives concexning ihe significauce of ~msse-fle. The 

multiple messages expressed thmagh cornmernorations on c rosse-fit offer a glimpse not ody 

into how îhe Irish in Canada have sought to balance allegiances to two nationalities, but huw 

7% J. Graham, "Heritage Conservation and Rensionist Nationalism in ireland," in mding a 
New Heritape, eds., G.J. Ashworth and PJ. Larkban (London: Routiedge, 1%). 135. 

7-e invocation of nationalist interpretations of Irish history and rival revisionist 
conceptions will bt touchcd upon later in this paper when 1 examine the commemorative 
discourses Ui p a t e r  detail. 



the Canadian govemment, îhraugh public history, has made gestures to accommodate an Irish 

identity wbile, ultimately, seeking to subsume it in a larger Canadian national framework. 

Because commemoraîion distills the historical complexities that the profession attempts 

to comprehend and communicate, it has been seen as a site where history mingles with 

memory, coilaborates with commerce, and often serves to bolster national or more 

particularist identities and ideologies in the context of contemporary realities. These 

characteristics are precisely what makes the commemorative event an expression of popular 

history worthy of historical analysis. It may seem self-evident that public representations of 

the past Iend themselves to a highly selective use of histoncal facts and images, and often 

present "a curiously unified image, where change, conflict and clashes of interest are 

neutralized within a single seamless and depthless surface." However, by examining how 

commemorative cvents were organized and negotiated and listening to the historicai message 

transmitted, historians can chip away at "the high gioss of presentation" to identify and 

disentangle the different, and often conflictual, interests that inform these representations. 

revealing much about the underiying societies-7 



Chapter Two 

The Signs of the Cross: The 1- Cornmernoration on c rosse-île 

The object of this [mernorial] is to recall ... the memories of one of the darkest, 
saddest and most ûying episodes in the histories of the long d e r i n g  Irish 
race and of Canada, and at the same time to enhance as much as possible the 
national s i ~ i c a n c e  and eclat of the ceremony. 1 

JA. Jordan (1909) 

Shortiy after nine o'ciock on the moming of IS A u p t  1909, a group of political and 

religious dignitaries, induding the papal deIegate, the archbishop of Quebec, teaden of the 

Canadian and American branches of the Ancient Oder of Hibernians, and represenratives of 

the federat and provincial govemments were among the eight thousand excursionists who 

boarded seven h u p  river steamboats in Quebec City and embarked on a Ieisurely two hour 

jomey down the St. Lawrence to  rosse-h. They came together for a commemsirative event 

designed to mernoridite, in the words of one cornmentatar in attendance, "the Iast testing 

pIace of so many thousands of the exiles and martyrs of the misrule of the unhappy Green 

1sle.2 While each group involved in the event was uaited in fulfilling the ostensible 

commemorative function of paying tribute to those who died on tbe island, close anaIysis of 

the commemorative discourse wiii reveal that those who congrcgated on the island took the 

opportunity to espouse a range of d i r i n g  interpretations of ~rosse-fie's national and 

reiigious sisnifïcance. These competing versions of the past were designed to legitimize and 

promotc thcir respective notions of national cultural identity. 

The 1909 cornmernoration at t rosse-Île is just one example of a variety of public 

historicai expressions formiated at the end of the nineteenth and btginning of the twentieîh 

ccntury in Canada as a means of focging local and nationai identities, and fostering a sense of 

social continuity with what had, for many, become an increasingly foreign past Before 

proceeding with a discussion of the various messages that were cornmunicated to the public at 

21bib, S. This book is rn expandeci version of the commemontive souvenir issued on the 
occasion of the unveüing of the mernoriai on August 15, lm. Jordan provides a lengtby 
history of the isiand and the conditions in h h d  which led ta the emigratioa of almost fûû 
000 Irish to Canada in 1847. This volume is an invduabk source as it provides a detailed 
acccunt of the commemorative activitiea that transpired in 1909 as weii as a full account of the 
dedicatory ceremonies, the semon, and speeches. 



 rosse-île, it is essentid to recognize that at this time in Canada "reconstituting historical 

expenence back into t&e ptesent,G often through the commemorative fom, was a self- 

conscious attempt to defme the contempocary, and "shape society through spectacle and public 

performance."4 

Throughout this period of profound social and economic change many Canadians used 

"history in its broadest cuiturai sense as the medium in which tradition was expressed."5 

Amidst the changes brought on by rapid industrial growth, accelerated urbanization, an 

unprecedented influx of immigrants, and a new set of imperid demands, groups of English 

and French-Canadians appropriated the past to bolster competing notions of national identity. 

Publicly delineating the historical and cultural boundaries of a national heritage enabled them 

to shore up collective memones at a time when 'progress' and modernization threatened to 

destroy many of the üaditional bonds of community and nation. 

Scholars who have studied the interrelated pheoomena of "collective memory," 

"tradition," or "heritage," share a common perception of how pre-existing relations with the 

pst were quickly rendered anachmnistic with the headlong rush of modernity in the thirty to 

forty years preceding the fust World War. As "the social patterns for which old traditions 

had been designedm were weakened or destroyedP new forms of rernembrance and historical 

understanding were consmcted ta maintain consciousness of the pst. According to Pierre 

Nora, when the transmission of 'reaI memory" ceased, "society's need to represent what 

osteasibly no longer exist[edIn ensured the "consecration of reaims of memory."7 Similarly, 

David Brett has pointed out that a population "undergoing a bout of the modernization 

process" will seek to realign itself with the past through the construction of heritage.d Whiie 

Hobsbawm, Nora, and Brett have taken three very distinct approaches to studying how 

societies engage with the past, tmderlying their work is a common perception of the relation 

%ri Berger, A Sense of Power (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1970). 78. 



between modemiry and the development of historicai consciousness îhat is a weful conceptual 

framework to consider when studying the commemorative impuise in Canada at the turn of 

the century . 
The search for historid events and achievements to ceiebrate as the basis of a national 

Canadian heiritage was well under way in Ontano by the 1880s. At a îime when Canadian 

nationai interests were inextricably entwined with those of Great Britain and the United States, 

Loyalist descendants were commemorating rheir historical expcrience in an effort to resist 

calls for Canadian independence and to promote a British-Canadian identityP Loyalists' use of 

genealogical shtdies as a preliminary step towards making larger pronouncernenrs on a 

national heritage were representative of how in this "golden age of local history ... local 

histurical societfiesj became the cbief instniment for popularizing the past."lO These societies 

publicly affirmed aîiegiance to British-Canadian traditions by briilding monuments, organizing 

lectures, a d  celebrating historical annivcnaries.11 

The centennial in 1884 of the arriva1 of Loyalists in Ontario was one such celebration 

undertaken to gamer support for Canada's dose economic, politicd, and, most importantly, 

ideologicaI affiliation with the British Empire. Organized by the Imperia1 Federation 

~ea~ue.12 tht centennia1 celebrations in Toronto, Adolpiiustown and Niagara that twk place 

durhg the first week of luly featured a variety of exhibitions and orations exalting the 

Loyalkt osdition in Canada and espousing fidelity to lmperiai ideaIs.13 Involved in the 

% l e  imperiaiist sympathies of Loyaiists resoaated among a targer contingcncy of English- 
speaking Canadians. Ramsay Cook, C (Toronto: 
McClelland & Stewart, 1986), 176, has argued rhat by the turu of the century a nationai 
consciousness had developed amng English Canadians which "expressed itseif in a desire for 
Canada to achieve a status of greater equality with Great Britain, but within a united British 
Empire." 

l0carl Berger, ne Sense of P o w g  94, has noted that "between 1882 and 1896 no less than 
fifteen local historical orgauïzatioas appeared in Ontario alone." 

I I~pnd~ 's  Lanc Historical Society, 
&xi- M y  25,1894. 

!2~1though the Loyalist centennial in 1884 was a modes& undenaking representing the 
intercsts of a narrow p p  of professiomis, politicians, and nligious leaders in Ontario, Car1 . . . . Berger, Impenm and Nationaiîsm. 18841914: A Conflrct in Canadian TBounfit (Toronto: 
The Copp Clark Pubkisbing Company, 1969), 2, has pointed ont dtat the Imperid Fedetdtion 
League wiclded considerabit influence nationaily. By 1899, the orgaaization "conntcd one 
quarter of the members of the Dominion hdiament in its tank§." 



organizatioa of these events were several patagons of British Canadian pacriotism. As key 

sponsors of the centennid commemoratioa and leading proponents of Canadian imperialism, 

George M. Grant, Colonel George T. Denison, and DIAlton McCarthy seized the opportunity 

provided by the centennial to prociaim the history, Ianguage, and culture of the Anglo-saxon 

race in Canada as "essential criteria for [imperid] unification."l4 

While it is indisputable that Loyaiists used commemorations to reaffm pubticly the 

continuance of close co~ections with England, it has been argued convincingiy that, beyond 

the imperiaüst rhetoric of these prominent Loyalist figures, there was "little agreement about 

the nature of the Loyalist past or the most appropriate means of celebrating the event."lS Just 

as we will see that the 1909 commemoration on  rosse-he was an event that included multiple 

and even divergent perspectives despite the appearance of consensus, Norman KnowIes 

describes the commemoration of Loyaüst tradition as "a contested and dynamic phenornenon 

that has undergone continuous change."16 

Nonetheless, the need to reinforce a i s  historic connection with the Empire became 

more pressing for many Canadian imperialists in the 1890s. Due to the perceived threat of 

continentalism, "Canadian Ioyalty to Britain could no longer be taken for gnnted."l' Without 

an imperial framework, it was feared that an autonornous Canadian nation would have no 

unifying economic and cultural basis to resist absorption into the United States. With 

Macdonald's National Policy still faltering, the Liberal party's endonement of unrestricted 

reciprocity, and mounting tension between French and English Canada, there was growing 

uncertainty about how Canada's c u I ~ y ,  economically, and geographicaliy diverse elements 

would work together in the future. Further spurring on Canadian imperialists was the 

establishment of the Continental Union Association and the publication of Goldwin Smith's 

Canada and the Canadian Ouestion, which coincided with the federal election of 1891. For 

those convinced that Canada's place was under the imperial sun, Smith's polemics, whiie 

1 3 ~ h e  Centennial of the Settlement of U D D ~ ~  Canada bv the United Enmire Lovalist. 1774 
j884 The Celebrations at AdQlghwtowa. Toronto and Nia- (Toronto, 1885). 

1 4 ~ ~ ~ .  Miller, "Unity/Diversity: The Canadian Expericncc Fmm Codederation to the F i t  
World War," Palhoasie Review 55,l (Spring 1975), 68. 

15~onaan Knowles, b v e w  the l n v a i i i  49. 

~6rbid.. 5. 

1 7 ~ e r ~ e r .  The Sense of P o w e ~  82. 



exbibiiing a predilection for theories of Anglo-Saxon supremacy s h e d  by many imperialists. 

coafirmed fears that the "English-spcaking population of a vast Continent [could] 

... amalgamate to f o m  a united nation."l8 

In an effort to invalidate what was perceived as a rnovement towards annexation to the 

United States, imperialists sought to assert their brand of Canadian nationalism by 

demonstrating how Canada's historical association with the British Empire had fostered unity 

in Canada. Commemorating Canada's partnership with Engiand in repeiling the United States 

in the War of 1812 provided an opportunity to amuse anti-American sentiment, !end credenct 

to notions of imperial unity, and generate nationai pride by focusing on the role of indigenous 

militia groups in fending off American incursions-19 Victories at Lundy's Lane. Crysler's 

Farm, and Chateauguay were commernorated in the 1890s with govemment support that 

helped finance the erection of memorials.20 While recounting the heroics of United Empire 

Loyalists in waging battle against the Amencan agpssors, the commemorative discourse dso 

made room for a celebration of French-Canadians who had historically cherished British 

traditions in Canada: "In this feeling of personai Ioyalty and devotion, the Dominion of 

Canada is second to no part of the Empire, nor are the inhabitants of the oId fomess of 

Quebec at al1 behind the rest of their Canadian fellow citizens. The French and English 

speaking section are a unit in this.Q1 This vision of Canada historicaiiy United was meant to 

conflate the contemporaneous national intensts of French and English-speaking Canadians, 

and instill a s e w  of a shared loyalty to British institutions and ide& 

While most Quebecers at the tum of the century accepted Quebec's provincial status in a 

nation still inexbncably linked to the aifairs of Britain, imperiaiist rhetoric was perceived by 

some as an infigement on the right of French-Canadians to preserve theù culturai identity. 

Moreover, the combied effcct of industrialization, consistently high birth rates, and a 

shortage of agricuihuai land had caused Quebecers to migrate from mal settings to the 

18~oldwin Smith, Canada &n Cgnadianoronto, 1891). 215. 

%erger, n e  Sense of Püwcr, 105. 

21 e r  da ' e - 4: er in Me 
mished Sons and Dannhters - A uaper nad Sdv 25. Iû9û bv Mrs Curzon. of Toronto, 

at the Annual Commemoration of the Battle of Lundv's Lane of 1814. before the Lundv's 
Lane Historical Sacietv (Welland: Telegraph Stem Rinting House, 1891), 4. 



province's expanding urban centres, Ontario, and the United ~tates .2  With this exodus from 

niral Quebec, fears of the imminent loss of French-Canadian tradition became incrcasingly 

palpable. To ensure the primacy of Catholicism and the survivai of cultural nationalism in 

Quebec, a variety of political and socio-economic initiatives were implemented to give 

direction and ideological coherence to the rnovement to protect French-Canadian identity in 

the face of widespread societd change. In 1903 the Abbé Lionel Groulx created the 

Association caholique de la jeunesse canadienne-firmpise, and Henri Bourassa, who seven 

years later was the outspoken editor of Le Devoir, he1ped found the Ligue Narionaliste. These 

two organizations formulated a French-Catholic response to what they perceived as the 

increasing cultural and economic impositions of English Canada. Furthemore, in an attempt 

to offer a legitimate banking alternative for French-Canadians, a number of savings and 

lending co-operatives cailed C&sa populaires were established in the fint decade of the 

twentieth century. These efforts to ensure a measure of indigenous conml over the affairs of 

French Canadians can be seen as a response to what was perceived by some as the thmat of 

economic and, thereby, cultural domination of English over French Canada. 

The proliferation of public mernoriais in Quebec at the beg i~ ing  of the twentieth 

century is finther evidence of the impetus to preserve a sease of French-Canadian heritage 

amidst widespread societd change.= The most extravagant celebration of the past organized 

in this period took place in Quebec City during the summer of 1908. A variety of 

commemorative activities, including processions and a historical pageant on the Plains of 

Abraham attended by tens of thousands of people, were orchestrated with the ostensible 

purpose of marking the tercentenary of Samuel de Champlain's settlement of New France. 

However, as H.V. Nelies has noted, "there seemed to be some confusion as to who was being 

commemorated: was it Champlain, or Montcalm and Wolfe? Was it 1608 or 1759? Or was 

2 a t  is estimatcd that 337 058 Freach Canadians migrated to the United States between 1aK) 
and 1910. Danielle Juteata Lee, "The Evoluiion of Natianalism in Quebec," in Two Nations, 
Manv Cuinires ed., Jean Leonard Elliot (Scarborongh: Prcntice-Haü of Canada, 1979), 63, has 
argued îhat the demographic shift in Quebec during this period resulted in the formation of 
political culturai institutions to protect the religions and hguistic integrity of French Canada 

n~num Hébert, ~onumcnts et pairie: une réflexion philaso~hiaue sur un fait historique. La 
a comm~rnomtive au ûu&c de t e l  & 1929 (Joiiette: Les &tions Pieîns Bords, 

1980). 19, notes that whenas in 1ssO ody a few monuments couid be found in Quebec, in the 
foUowïng forty years 1 7  itad bttn conssUcted. 



1908 itseif the object of celebration?"a in his study of this commemoration, Ronald Rudin 

has also pointed out that the objectives of the tercentenaty festivities were not straightforward 

or consensual; rather, they "provided the occasion for considerable debate over national 

identity-*25 From the perspective of the federal govenuneut, the point of organizing the 

commemorative events was to demonstrate "that both races [wereJ united in celebrabing their 

mutnal CO-operation in the political development of Canada," leaving "no m m  in Canada for 

a narrow provincial spirit." However, Quebec nationalists eager to assert a French-Cathoiic 

perspective took the opportunity to commemorate the biccntenary of the death of Bishop 

LavaI, the fmt bishop of ~ u e b e c n  These events are indicative of the ways in which the past 

was used to lend credence to cornpethg national identities. 

The question of the degree to which Canadians of diverse cultural Iineages should 

conform to a British-Canadian national character was a potiticauy and socialiy volatile issue 

throughout the fifteen years (1896-191 1) the Liberals were in power. As the size, distribution, 

and ethnic composition of Canada's population underwent a radical transformation with the 

anival of almost three million immigrants between 18% and 1914,a many English and 

French-speaking Canadians became increasingly apprehensive of the cultural and political 

implications of this massive influx of immigrants. For some British-Canadians the cdnirally 

heterogeneous composition of Canada's populace wouid be disastrous for the nation's unity 

25~onald Rudin, "Contested Terrain: Cornmernorative Celebrations and National Identity in 
ireland and Quebec," 203. 

26~rauk Carrel and Louis Feiczewicz, Jüe Ouebec Tercentenarv Commemorative Histop 
(Quebec: Daily Telepph Printing House, l m ) ,  7,9. 

m e  archbishop of Quebec, Monseigneur Louis-Nazaire Bégin, one of the most 
conservative, ultramontane figures in Quebec, led the Cathofic Church and the Saint-Jean- 
Baptiste Society in elicitbg support for the commemoration of Mgr iaval. Bégin was also a 
centrai figure in the commemorative event at Grosse-ne in 1909. 

m o w a r d  Palmer, "Reluctant Hosis: Anglo-Canadian Views of MulticuIturaiism in the 
Twentieth Century," in --hou in Canad . . .  a: Historical Pcrmctives, ed. Gerald Tulchinsky 
(Toronto: Copp Clark Longman, 1994). 301, has noted that with the arrivai of immigrants 
h m  Germany, Britain, Scandinavia, Italy, Poland, the Balkans, the Ukraine, Russia, and the 
United States, Canada's population mcnased by forty-three percent in the first decade of the 
twentieth century, bringing the percentage of immigrants in Canada to over twenty-two 
percent of the country's entin population by 191 1. 



unies there was a concerted effort "to assimilate the Yoreigner' by inculcating in him the 

values of British-Canadian civilllation."29 The idea of forging a new British -Canadian 

natianality out of the growing number of immigrant nationalities in Canada did not sit weU 

with Henri  our ras sa^^ He argued that Canada was a political entity designed to ensure 

cultural duaiity. According to Bourassa, the Fathers of Codederation never intended "to 

change a providential condition of our partly French and pattly English country to make it a 

land of refuge for the scum of ail nations.41 Bourassa expressed the fear that massive 

irnmi,sration would give justification ta English Canada to contravene what he viewed as 

Canada's bilingual and bicultural status. 

How then were the organizers of the  rosse-tle cornmernoration, and Quebecers of 

Irish Cathoiic descent as a whole, affected by these contending notions of culnual nationalism 

vying for prominence in the early years of the twentieth cenniry? To which nationai chamter 

did they subscribe? Sharing language with Anglophones and religion with French Quebecers, 

the Catholic Irish in Quebec occupied a unique position. Although they fonned the province's 

largest non-French ethnic group in the nineteeath century, in the sixty years preceding the 

1909 commernoration at  rosse-!le their numben, especially those of the Catholic Irish, had 

dwindled considerabiy due to a declining rate of Irish ernigration to ~anada?2 and the 

migration of thousands of Irish Qucbecen to other parts of North ~rnen'ca33 After 1871 

3@alrner, 302. has argued that while the Caaadian government, under the guiding hmd of 
CIifford Sifton, had gone to F a t  lengths eaticing European and American immigranîs with 
free homesteads and assisted passages, the introduction of restrictive immigration policies in 
19Qd and 1910, the imposition of a head tax on Chinese immigrants, and the limitations placeci 
on the nurnber of Japancse and Indians coming to Canada reflected a growing fear that the 
immigrants assigncd a place at the bottom of "the ethnic pecking order" wouid remain 
inassimilable elements in Canadian society. 

~ I H ~ M  Bourassa, quoted in Brown and Cook, Cmada. 18961931,73. 

32hvid Fihpatrick, "Irish Emigration in the Later Nineteenth Cenhuy," Fsh Historical 
Studies 2286 ( September lW), 130, has pointed out that the Irish migrants who chose to 
corne to Canada in the years following confcderation were ptedominantly Protestants from 
Northern Ireland. 

33~onald Rudin, The Fornotten Ouebecers: A Historv of Eanlish-Serin Onebec. 1759- 
(mebec: Institut quéùecois de rechetce sur la culture, 1985), 155, has noted that whiIe 

those of Irish descent comprised 51% of the 123 478 Quebecers of British origin in 1871, by 
191 1, the Irish made up just 39% of the 103 147 English-speakers in the province. 



Irish population generaiiy decliied in ail parts of Quebec except ~ontrea1.M Howevcr, by 

1901, the number of Irish in Montreai was also declining.35 While the Irish Canadians who 

did remain in Quebec were certainly far more integrated in the Canadian socio-economic 

system than other ethnic groups who had mon recently settied in Canada, their position as an 

established minority within a far more prosperous and infiuential comrnunity of English- 

speaking Quebecers did not necessarily safeguard the distinctiveness of their ethnie idcntity. 

Consequently, a variety of societies and associations became essentid to "preserving a 

national awareness and maintainhg a separate Irish Cathoiic identity.'36 Throughout the 

latter half of the nineteenth century, in the face of a declining irish population, a number of 

charitable, literary, sporting, and social organizations were estabiïshed in Quebec City and 

Montreal, affording many Msh Catholics the only opportunity to keep abreast of the affairs of 

ireland, and a sense of community in which the shared economic, political and cuIturaI 

interests of aü members were served. 

One such organization was the Ancient Order of Hibernians (AOK). Tracing its lineage 

back to 18th century ireland and Catholic defence associations such as the ~ibbonmen37 the 

Order made claims to operating in secrecy under several names offerhg "the means of 

defense to the pnest and shelter to the school-master.48 However, this fratemal Irish- 

Catholic Order really bégan in the United States in 1836. It soon developed into a 

sophisticated and innuential organization in North America, boasting a membership of almost 

200 000 with accumulated assets totailing $1.8 million by 1908.39 With the American ûrder 

34After the collape of the timber trade in the lû6ûs most of the Irish who did not leave the 
province went to Montreal. Dorothy Suzanne Cross, "The Irish in Montreal, 1867-1896" 
(MA. Thesis, McGi University, 1969), 80,267, has figured that the Irish were empIoyed in 
unskilied labour at a bigher proportion than thcir French and English counterparts. However, 
by the end of the century, they had aiso developed "their own middle class and elite." 

3me Ribbonrnen were one of several organizations which protested the Pend Laws, 
imposed between 1692 and 1'727, rcstricting the religious, proptrty and pditical rights of 
Catholics. 

38~ohn ODea, Wstory of the Ancicnt Order of Hibernians and Ladies' AuxiIiarv. vol. I 
(PhiladeIphia: Keystone, 1923). 11. 



as "the real Hibernia. parent organization," it flourished in ireland, Ausûaiia. Scotland, 

England, and ~ a n a d f l  The first Canadian chapter of the AOH was establisbed in Montreal in 

lm and in Quebec City the following yea.. By 1909, almost six thousaad Irish-Canadians 

had joined fledghg divisions in Ontario, Manitoba, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Piince 

Edward Island. Together with their numemus American counterparts they were ,muped 

under the auspices of one National h e a d -  While the AOH was fundatuentaüy a conservative 

Catholic organization with a social function to promote fnendship, unity, and Christian 

charity, and cultivate a sense among the North American diaspora of the history and traditions 

of the irish race, its political agenda was to advance the cause of Irish independence.42 

Clearly the AOH was far more than a social society, but ascertainhg how far the Order 

was willing to go to achieve independence for ireland is very difficult. In his study of the 

Irish AOH, Hepburu argues that the Order played a vital role in reinvigorating the nationaiist 

movement in Ireland between 1909 and 1914. Membership in the Irish Order enpanded frorn 

ten thousand in 1905 to sixty thousand by 1909. Many Catholics turned to the AOH for 

employment and socid opportunities, but the AOH, as much as other nationalist organizations 

like the United Irish League of Amenca and the Gaelic League, was able to mobilize 

nationaiist sentiment, manifesthg itself in antagonism towards the Orange o r d e r .  This 

antagonism, though, did not oiten translate into radical nationalism. For the most part, the 

Irish AOH at the b e g h h g  of the twentieth century advocated Irish independence througb 

parliamentary reform. Led by Joseph Deviin from 1905 to 1934, most members of the Irish 

AOH were aIso members of the Board of Erin (an am of the AOH), and threw theu weight 

behind the Irish Parliamentary party.4 

3 9 ~ . ~  Hepburn, "The Ancieut Order of Hibernians in Irish Potitics, 1905-14," Cithara 10:2 
(1971), 5, poinl out that "its wealth and sophisticated organization acted as a magnet for any 
group of Irish-Americans who sought access to the min& or pockets of their feUow-eltiles." 

410'Dea, Morv  of ihe AOY, vol 3, 1379. 

4 2 ~ s  wiii be made evident in the maIysis of the cornmernorative discourse, Canadian and 
Arnerican AOH Ieaders wcre not entirely of one mind when it came to the question of 
achieving Irish autonomy. 

%t Irish Parliamentary Party, led by Chatles Parneil m the 1880s and 90s, was comprised 
of mostly Irish-Catholic MPs whose goai was to wield the balance of power at Westminister as 



Between 19CB and 1906 and again between 1910 and 1914, the Amencan parent body 

agreed with the mandate of constitutional nationalism. However, at the time of the t rosse-fle 
cornmernotation, there was discord between the Board of Erin and the American AOH. 

Michael Cummings, president of the AOH in the U.S. fmm 1-1910, supported a far more 

radical approach to achieving Irish freedom, as will be evident later in îhis chapter when 

examining bis involvement in the commemorative event at  rosse-fie. He encouraged AOH 

extremists in Ireland, some of whom aligned themselves with Sinn Fein, to form a riva1 

movement to the Board of ~rin.45 Though it is difficult to pin d o m  a particular political 

program that the AOH endorsed as an international organization, it is clear that the AOH w as 

very much involved in the drive for Irish independence at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. 

Although it has been argued that by the tum of the century the Irish in Quebec quite 

contentedly considered themselves "Canadian fust and f o r e m o s l n ~  the AOH seems to have 

been motivated to stage the commemorative event at ~rosse-he "in an effort to remove from 

the Irish name the reproach of having so far forgotten the traditions of the race.'"47 As the 

site of what was considered "the greatest calamity that ever befeU a people saiIing to Canadian 

shores,"48   rosse-?le was an obvious choice for those who wanted to instil publicly a 

stronger sense of a Catholic Irish tradition in Canada. It does, however, remain unclear 

where precisely the idea to cornmernorate the events of 1847 originated. It has been suggested 

that the initiative was due to the journalistic efforts of James M. O'Leary and The Ouebec 

T e i e ~ r a a  where a number of articles appeared chronicling the history of  rosse-he.49 

a means of achieving Home Rule (the parliamentary movement to make Ireland politically 
rcsponsible for its interna1 a€fairs, leaving Great Britain in control of foreign affairs and the 
armed forces). Despite the introduction of three Home Rule Bills in parliament (1886, 1893, 
and 1912), it never came to fruition. In the years between 1886 and 1910, most often the 
party worked to protect the interests of Catholics. 

4S~e~burn, 9. The nationaüst party S ~ M  Fein was founded in 1905. It advocated that Lnsh 
MPs and citizens refrain from participating in the British political system in favour of 
forming a national asscmbly in Ireland. At the time of the cornmernoration Sinn Fein had not 
yet become a politicai party; however, by 1918, following the 1916 Easter Rising, it had a 
sûung showing in the general election. 

@Jhe Standard Montni& 28 Angust 1909, vol. V, no. 35. 



Marianna O'Gallagher daims bat the pilgrimage to the island by a group of the Quebec 

division of the AOH in the summer of 1897 was the necessary impetus to organize the 

commemoration.50 Regardless of how the cornmernorative process began, it is clear that f i  

years after the Famine there was renewed interest in the history of the island When the AOH 

visited  rosse-!le they came across a reIatively unpopulated quarantine station31 and very 

few reminders of the thousands of Irish who were buried there in 1847: "the desolate and 

neglected aspect of the particuiar portion of the island aliotted for the resting place of so many 

of [their] blood and faith seemed to have struck [thtm] with reproach."z 

Having received approval in 1899 from the Ministry of Agriculture and Dr. G.E. 

Marineau, the Medical Superintendent of the quafantint station, to erect a Celtic Cross on 

 rosse-!lel several AOH delegates from Quebec went to national AOH conventions in the 

United States to secure fnnding for the construction of the monument. At the 1900 national 

convention in Boston a motion was put fort. recommending the assessrnent of fifteen cents per 

capita be levied for the purpose of building a monument. However, it was not until 19CB that 

Father E.A. Maguire, curé of Sillery's Saint Columban Parish, and the Order's provincici1 

chaplain, received approval from the AOH's executive at the Indianapolis convention "for a 

suitable monument to mark the resting pIacc of the unfortunates of the Grosse Isle tragedy at 

Quebec." and a c d  was made for donations to defray the cost of its constniction.~~ 

In short order, a total of five thousand dollars was raised through donations, larply 

from AOH memben in the United States. Under the direction of County President Jererniah 

-- 

4 % ~ .  Jordan, 8, claimed that it was the û u e k  Dailv TclemapB, the pnblisher of 
Grosse-Isle Traocdv, and the journalistic efforts of James M. OZeary, who wrote a number 
of articles chronicling the history of Grosse-Ue. that spurred public interest in creating a 
mernorial on the istand. 

500'~alla~her.  rosse-he: Gatewav to Canada, 83 

~ ~ ~ n v u o n m e n t  Canada Parks Sewice,  rosse-fle JkvcIo~ment Conce~t (Canada: -ter of 
Supply and Services, l m ) ,  18. The island which had received an average of a mere forty-six 
patients a year between 1S95 and 1900, saw this number increase tenfold (four hundred and 
eighty four admissions) from 1901 to 1912- During 1909-1912 alone, this annual average 
Ieapt as high as sevcn hmdred and fifty-five. 

qeremiah Galiagher, C.E., County Rcsidcnt of AOH Division No. 1, Quekc to John T. 
Keating, AOH National Presidcnt in Chicago, 2û April 1899, cited in OIGaiiaghef s Grosse- 
b Gatwav to Canada, 84. 



Gallagher, the Quebec division o f  the AOH put this money towards designhg a forty-six foot 

Celtic Cross of grey Sîanstead granite to siand as the cenirepiece of the commemorative event. 

Erected at the top of Telegraph Hill, the imposing monument overIooks the St. Lawrence and 

its South shore, and can be seen from a distance as one approaches the island. As the most 

recognizable and long standing symbol of Christiatüty in Ireland, the Celtic Cross was an 

obvious choice as a mernorial ta the Irish emigrants who died in 1847. It was an especiaily 

fitting monument considering chat historicaily - they were erected most assiduously in the 

ninth and twelfth centuries - Insh High Crosses had hth a religious purpose in monasteries 

aad a politicai function for b g s  who commissioned them. THhether it was inducing picty in 

the beholder or educating the laity rhrough the stones etched into thek interlinked panels, 

these crosses were embedded with narratives designed to augment the authority of king and 

ciergy .54 

Although the Celtic Cross was rneaat to be a unifying symbol of the fundamentally 

Cathotic nature of the commemoration~~ the various participants in the dedicatory 

ceremonies asaibed several partisan politicai and historicai rneanings to the Stone mernofiai. 

Commentators on the memorial gathering, however, have tendcd to obscure the divergence of 

the 1909 commemorative messages by stressing the great consensus achieved through the 

event. Present at the scene of the unveiling of the Celtic Cross, J.A. Jordan was among 

"Dignitaries of the Church, high oificials of Stace, priests and layrnen, Irish and French, 

humble and of high degree, standing side by side beneath the open sky, or kneehg siIently 

before the great cross with but one thought-the honor of the martyrs who had died for their 

faith."# Despite this pichire of solemn solidarity, judging from the three inscriptions etched 

into the memorial mue, the various participants in the 1909 ceremonies were not entireIy of 

one mind when it carne to assigning historicd significance to the events of 1847. Yet, more 

ncently, Marianna O'Gallagher has dso overiooked ihe fissures in the mernorial's message by 

s k i e r  Harbison, Jrish Hi& Crosses (Drogheda: The Boyne Vaüey Honey Company, 1994), 
12,13. 

s ~ n ~ u s t  15th is the day Caihalics celebrate the Feast of the Assnmption. According to 
Chmh doctrine, on this day, M i q ,  having bypassed the process of physid decay following 
her death, ascends hto heavcn to be reunited with Jesus. 



conflating the respective meanings of the cross's inscriptions in Gaelic, English, and 

~rench .g  

Despite these attempts to imbue retrospectively the commemorative event with an 

underiying interpretive harmony, it is clear that the Celtic Cross was not designcd to simpiy 

"tell the story of twelve thousand tragedies."58 Whereas the hgIish inscription honom the 

memory of "thonsands of Irish emigrants, who, to preserve the faith, suffered hunger and 

exile in 1847-48," the Gaelic message indicates a more radical interpretation of the 

consequences of British rule in Ireland: "Thousands of the children of the Gael were lost on 

tfüs island while fleeing frorn foreign tyrannical laws and an art5cial famine in the years, 

1847-48,"59 The addendum to this Gaelic inscription reads. "God Save Ireland!" Fmally, îhe 

message in French, while bearing more sirnilarides to the Engiish inscription, has stronger 

religious overtones and emphasizes the role of "le Prêtre Canadienn in consoling and 

hououring victims of exile. These three inscriptions indicate that before any of the 

cornernoration's participants had even amved on the island there were a number of 

divergent interpretations of the sigaificance of  rosse-fle's history. 

Given, however, the religious and national interests that the participants did have in 

common, it would be misleadhg to suggest that the commemorative ceremonies were by any 

means entirely fraught with conflict, Nonetheless, the sermons preached at the requiem mas 

and the orations delivered during the dedicatory ceremony at the unveiling of the Cross 

produced a range of differing messages. To disentangie the contemporary interests and 

historical perspectives that informed the commemorative discourse it is essentid to identify 

the four basicdy distinct gmups that came together at  rosse-Île: representatives of the 

Canadian government, the French-Canadian Catholic hierarchy, the Canadian contingent of 

the Ancient M e r  of Hibernians, and their counterparts fmm the United %tes@ 

% ' ~ a g h e r .    rosse-fle: Gatewav to Canada, 86. 

%bis notion that the Famine was artEciaI, an historical perspective that kvelled biame 
duectly at the English, was one important aspect of Irish nationalist thking. 

6 q t  is curious that there is no record of any Irish from Ireland attending the commemorative 
evcnt. The fact that cornmemorating the Famine was generally more important to Insh- 
Catholics living abroad than it was to those at home might, in part, account for the absence of 
a representative from Ireland. 



TKhile the commemoration was a state sponsored event insofas as officia1 permission 

was p t e d  in 1899 to the AOH for the use of the qumt ine  station, and two governent 

steamboats, the C.G.S. Alice and C.G.S. Druid, were volunteered for the conveyance of the 

rnast esteemed visitors, the role of the Canadian govemment in the event was, for the most 

part, nominal. Those politicians who did decide to participate in the commemocative activities 

were ahost  ail of Irish descent, and they did so of their own volition rather than as part of 

any directive from Ottawa. Along with Sir Charles Pelletier, the Lieutenant-Governor of the 

province of Quebec, and a number of prominent provincial politicians from ~uebec,6l the 

most influentid federal political di,@taries present included Charles Murphy, Secretary of 

State for Canada, and Charles Fitzpatrick, Chief Justice of Caaada.62 Although these 

participants were indeed influentid in politicai circles, it is worîh noting that the premier of 

Quebec, Lomer Gouin, and Prime Minister Sir Wilfrid Laurier both decIined invitations to 

the commemoration. 

In the case of the tercentenary commemoration in 1908, it was oaly after much 

apprehcnsion that Laurier had reluctantly agreed to fund and participate in such a potentially 

divisive undertaking. As H.V. Nelies has pointed out, in the years leading up io the events, 

Laurier had his coacerns about how national a celebration the tercentenary would be when so 

many different factions had such diverse notions of how Champlain's "memory could be 

hamessed to prcsent cconomic and poliricd pinposern~ One year Inter, pledging substantive 

support for a commemoration that was sure to arouse bitter mernories of the Fàmine, fornent 

accusations of Eaglish complicity in the calamity, and result in condernnation of Imperia1 

policy in general, was a politically untenable option for Laurier. 

It is important to recognize that Laurier's decision in 1899 to dispatch a volunteer force 

of one thousand men to fight in the Boer War had deepened the rift between those in English 

61Joseph Turcotte, M.P. for Quebec county; Charles R. Devlin, Minister of Colonization and 
Mines in the Provincial Cabinet; M9. Theodore Beland, Agent of Marine and Fisheries for 
Quebec (and representative of the St. Jean Baptiste Society); John C. Kaine, Irish Catholic 
Representative in the Provincial Cabinet; M.P.P. M.3. Waish; and Charies L Doherty, member 
of parliament for the riding of Saint-Anne m Monmal (by 1912 he was Minister of Justice in 
the Borden Cabinet) were among the excursionists to Grosse-ne. 

62~e~resentatives of the goverment played no substantive role in the requiem mas;  
however, dnring the requiem m a s  these three politicians were among the religious dignitaries 
who stood near the temporary altar erected speciaiiy constructed for the occasion. 



Canada advocating closer ties with the British Empire, and those, predominantly from 

Quebec, who viewed Canadian involvement in imperid wars as incompatible with the interests 

of French canada64 It is quite possible that Quebec "identifîed more closely with the Boers 

than with the ~r i t ish ."a  Moreover, the racial, religous, and regionai animosities that 

simmered in Canadian Society had heated up in the months leading np to the commemorative 

event when Canada was asked at a special Imperid Defence Conference to contribute a navy to 

be used in various parts of the Empire. Wbile Conservatives (outside of Quebec) sympathetic 

to British imperialism pressured Laurier to offer generous and unquaiiificd support for any 

military endeavour involving Britain, many Quebecers questioned the very need for a navy 

and adamantly opposed Canadian involvement in wars waged in defence of imperid rather 

than national i n t e r e s 6  

In light of these circumstances, Laurier was perfectly wiiiing to permit the construction 

of a memorial at r rosse-he, but in no way was he going to risk inciting the majority of 

Canadians espousing allegiance to the Empire by taking a more active rolc in commemorating 

the tragc consequences of Famine migration. His tendency to avoid conflict was at play in his 

decision to decline an invitation to attend the 1909 event.67 The ükelihwd of political falbut 

(particnlarly from the Orange Order in Ontario) from delivering a speech to a crowd of Irish 

nationalists in front of a Famine memonal would have kept Laurier from making the trip to 

 rosse-?le. The fact that the momentum behind the movement for Irish Home Rule - that had 

prompted federal govemments to pass four resolutions between 1882 and 1903 caiiing for a 

measure of Irish autonomy -- had by 1909 diminished considerably would have made it even 

easier for Laurier to opt out of joining the event. These resolutions had not only elicited 

angry responses from the hperial government, Canadian opposition to Home Rule, led by the 

6 4 ~ ~  1902,8 374 Canadian soldien had fought with the British in the Boer War. 

e ~ a u r i e r  had heId on to power sa long because of his popnIarity in Quebec (in 1900 he held 
57 of65 scats m Quebec); however, his dominance in the province was l e s  secwe by the time 
of îhc  rosse-fle cornmernoration. By 1908 he had a reduced majority of scats in Quebec due 
to the growing perception that he was unwilling to protect French in the rest of Cauada. 

m0ne other reason for the Prime Ministcr's absence from the 1909 event was the disdain that 
Archbishop Bé@ and Laurier had for each other. Laurier knew Bégin was going ta be on 
 rosse-fie for the commcmoration and would have wanted to avoid such a meeting. 



predominantly Rotestant and Cornervative party and the influentid Orange Order,@ had 

become increasingly vociferous and had gathered signüïcant momentum in the decade 

preceding the commemontive event at ~rossc-Ûe. 

In bis oration to the audience assembled before the Celtic Cross, the Secretary of State, 

Charles Murphy, reflected the precariousness of the government's position, M e r  paying 

tribute to "those Irishmen and lrish women whose ashes are commingled with the dust of [the] 

island+"d Murphy chose to make only fleethg refmnce to the Famine. limiting hunself to 

lamentations on the scope of the tragedy and intimations that the British govemment was at 

fault for faiiing to alleviate Irish di stress.^ Hanng dispenxd with this fractious subject. 

Murphy chose to stress "the endaring bond between the French and Irish in canahn71 

in developing thîs motif of solidarity, he included aii Canadians in his vision of a united 

nation by predicting that the Celtic Cross at  rosse-he wodd become an even more potent 

symbol for immigrants to Canada than the Statue of Liberty on Ellis Island was for 

newcomen to the United States. 

As the incoming stranger saiIs up the St. Lawrence river, his gaze WU rest on 
this monument, and no sooner will he hear its story than bis mind wüi receive 
an indelible impression that this is not only a Iand of freedom, but that it is a 
Iand of brotheriy love--a land where the races live in harmony where each vies 
with the other in promoting the great work of nation& imity.72 

lnvoking the notion of brotherly Iove and drawing cornparisons to ELlis Island, Murphy was 

playing to the signifïcant number of Irish-Amcricans in attendance. He was also, perhaps, 

refcrring to an idea proposed by Govemor Generaî, Earl Grey that was aborted two years 

eariier during the planning stages of the tercentennial ceIebrations. Grey had had a vision to 

Wormand Laplante, "Canadian and British Polîcy on Ireland 1882-1914," Arcbivist 16, 5 
(1989), 14, has pointed out that by 1912, Sam Hughes, Mister of Militia and Defence; 
Thomas SprouIe, Speaker of the House of Commons; and Edward Kemp, Ministcr without 
portfoiio, were influentid members of Borden's governent who participated in Orange 
demoastratioas aglinst Home Rule. 

69~ited in Jordan, n e  Grosse-Isle Traaedy, 93. 

ï I h e  excuse Miuphy provided for the brevity of his remarks on this subject was that 'the 
committee in charge of ta-day's programme assigned to othcr gentlemen the task of dealing 
with the details of the great Irish famine.' 

71~ited in Jordan, D e  Grosse-Isle Tranedy, 94. 



build a colossal statue of the Angel of Peace on the Plains of Abraham where it wauld be 

visiile to ail  incornhg immigrants as a symbol of Canadian nati0naIity.B Whether or nat 

Murphy envisioned the Celtic Cross as serving this function, he certainly viewed the mernoriai 

as an auspicious syinbol of Canadian unity in diversity. Choasing not to invalve himself, and, 

by association, the government he represented, in drawing potentially divisive lessons from 

the history of the. Famine, or making pronouncements on the current position of Ireland as a 

colony within the Empire, the Secretary of State opted instead to celebrate the pivotal rote that 

Irish-Canadians had played in fostering an inclusive Canadian nationality. 

After Murphy's address, Chief Justice, Charles Fihpatrick took the stage and delivered 

the shortest speech of the day. Considerhg that ten years before the commemoration, when he 

was Solicitor General, Fitzpatrick had been one of the most prominent fundraisers for the 

cause of Irish Home Rule and a close associate of Edward Blake (the one time leader of the 

Liberai party and, since 1892, a member of the Irish Parliamentary ~arty)?4 his words to the 

crowd assembled at  rosse-fle were surprisingly devoid of poIitically nationalist sentiment. 

Focusing more on the affairs of the Irish in Canada than on those of the Irish at home, 

Fitzpatrick chose not to use the memorial cross as a platforin from which to tnimpet the cause 

of Irish Home Rule; instead, he concluded that "Ireland had not been persecuted in vain, for in 

îhe wake of her sufferings the cross rose with renewed brilliancy and was carried into distant 

1ands."75 

Joseph Turcotte, Liberal MJ. for Quebec County, the oniy speaker of the day to 

address the audience in French, did not stray from his coileagues' example by sidestepping the 

potential pitfalls of speculating on the causes of the Famine. He used the occasion, instead, to 

emphasize the unity of purpose that the Church and State demonstrated in paying homage to 

"nos frères d'Irlande et leur lamentable exode de 1847." Lauding the prtsence of both the 

Archbishop of Quebec and "le Roi lui-même, dans Ia personne du Lieutenant-Gouvernear de 

la Province de ~uébec,"76 Turcotte saw the commemoration as symbol of political and 

7 4 ~ . ~ .  Lyne, "Irish-Canadian Financial Conmiutions to the Home Rule Movement in the 
1890s," Studia Hibtrnica 7 (1967), 200. 

%ted m Jordan, Grosse-Ide T m  96. 

%ted m Jordan, m e  Grosse-Isle Trapedu. 96. 



religious rapprochement Aithoogh he brought his brief speech to a close by celebrating the 

resiliency of the Irish race tbroughout its tragic history, memorializing the Irish experience at 

 rosse-fle was Tnrcottels secondary concem. The commemorative event served as a vehicle 

by which he conld convey his underlying message that the political and denominationai 

diüerences between French and Engiish Canadians had been transcended "sur cette libre terre 

du C a n a h n 7  

The French-Canadian clergy, represented by the then Archbishop of Quebec (and Iater 

Cardinal) Louis-Nazaire Bégin, dso used the mcmoRal gathering, and the history of the Irish 

at  rosse-fie, to make larger statements about the role of religion and nationality in Canadian 

society at the beginning of the twentieth century. Unlike the govemment representatives, 

howevet, Btgin's exhortation at the close of the requiem mass sought to edify the 

congregation by recalling the importance of the "Holy Catholic Church" in bringing together 

Irish and French Quebecen. Much of his sermon eulogized the role of the forty-two French- 

Canadian ptiests at Grosse-ha wbo cared for the sick and dying, and ceiebrated "the heroic 

chariây" of French-Canadian families that adopted six hundred Irish orphans in the aftermath 

of lû47. He described these events in light of the longstanding historic alliance between what 

he calied "the glorious Catholic nation of Ireland" and France, "the most Christian nation." 

Bégin was calling for unity among Catholics, impIoring those in attendance to look upon the 

Celtic Cross as "the symbol of that union that shouid ever biid together those who are of one 

baptism of faith-"78 

The Archbishop's speech must be considered in tems of the context of Irish and 

French-Canadian relations at the beginning of the century. Since the mid-nineteenth century, 

Irish and French Quebecers had not consistently enjoyed friendly relations. While 

iniermarrïage between the two communities was not uncommon,~ on an institutional level. 

the Lrish and French were often divided. Not only had labour disputes generated discord 

between the two commnnities, irish and French Canadians in Quebec, at the behest of their 

respective teaders in the Catholic hierarchy, had long k e n  isolated h m  each other in their 

78~ited ia Jordan, The Grossalsle Tranedb 83. 

%onaid Rudin, n e  F o r e - w s h - S D e g J g g g  Outbec. 175% 
110, has pointed out that when the sîatisticai information becamc available in 1931, 

"1596 of aU Quebecers of Irish origin had Erench as theu mother tongue." 



own ethnic parishes.m Momover, the lnsh and French in Quebec were also, by their own 

design, kept apart in separate schml systems.81 

At the time of the cornmernoration, though, the most divisive issue between French and 

Irish Catholics in Canada was the bt?ingual schmls problem, which has been described as 

"first and foremost a stniggle within Romm ~a tho l ic i sm."~  With the creatiou of the 

provinces of Alberta and Saskatchewan in 1905, French-Catholics were denied ~ n q ~ e d ,  

equal access to pubüc money for the establishment of separate schools. In the public debate 

that ensued, Catholic Irish-Canadiaas wen caught somewhere in the midde between English- 

speaking Canadians insisting on stmdardized, governent controlIed public education in 

English and French-Canadians demaading public gants for church-run French Catholic 

schools. At the same time in Ottawa, Irish and French-Canadian Bishops were facing off over 

the division of the Archdioceses and the nature of the separate schcd board. When it came to 

supporting the rights of FranccXhtarians to have a French-Cathoiic education or siding with 

the majority of Anglo-Protestants in Ontario w ho wanted Engiistr-on1 y education,s the Irish- 

Catholic hierarchy, led by Bishop Fallon, h w  iîs bt in with their CO-linguists, believing this 

was the best way of ensuring the sumival of separate schools in 0ntario.84 

Considering the increasing vulnerability of French cultural rights outside of Quebec in 

the years Ieading up to 1909, and the perceived betrayal of the Irish-Catholic hierarchy, 

Bdgin's commemorative speech cornes across as a pointed reminder of the debts owed by the 

Irish to French-Canadians. Describhg the Irish and French-Canadians as kindred not only in 

80~erome H. SIack and David Higer, "Québec Immigration hiitics and Paücy: HistoricaI and 
Contemporary Perspectives," in Ouebec: State and Society ed. Alain G. Gagnon (Quebec: 
Nelson Canada, 1993), 284, have offered the explmation that "feus for the purity of the 
French-Canadian 'nation' tcd réiigious authorities to take measures limiting contact between 
immigrants and French Canadians." 

81This situation, accordhg to Ronald Rudin, "English-Speaking QuCbec: The Emergence of a 
Didiusioned Minority," 342, "was found agrccable for both the Irish, who suught an English 
education to permit subsequent mobiiity, and for the French-Catholic hierarchy, which 
believed that îhe survival of the French-Catholic population was linktd to its isolation €rom 
outsiders." 

8 3 ~ i t h  extensive migration of French Catholics from Quebcc to Ontario. came intensifîed 
Anglo-Protesiant nativism, 

&FChoquette, 88. Bishop Failon served as the AOWs provincial chaplain for Ontario- 



"Christian fortitude" but aiso in a shared history of "hardsEp and privation" was a nminder 

of how these two minorities shouid stand together to avoid assimilation. Accordiag to the 

archbishop, the French and Irish had absorbed the lessons of their "heroic ancestry" and 

affi ied aliegance to their inextricably linked national identities. He was caiiing on the Irish 

to stand by French Canada in defense of the ideah of Catholicism. 

In an eloquent and lengthy address delivered to the AOH in Hamilton, Ontario, on St 

Patrick's Day five years after the commemoration at  rosse-he, Henri Bourassa summed up 

the importance of the Irish Cathotics king on side with their French counterparts in the 

stniggle to ensure public funding for Catholic education: 

Let the Irish Catholics be under no delusion: the enemies of the French language 
are the enemies of separate schools and Catbolicism in al1 its f o m .  The Irish who 
help in the crusade for the oppression of the French language, or even those who 
stand aloof in this struggb for rigbt against might, are, knowingly or uakaowingiy, 
the fast allies of the bitterest enemies not ody of Cathoücism but of bue Canadianism 
as w e ~ 8 5  

Bourassa's entreaty reveals the increasing pofitical clout enjoyed by the Irish in Canada, and 

the relnctance of the Irish to promote the idea that the language of Catholicism was anything 

other than Engiish. They did not want to associate themselves with the fight for French 

language rights for fear that it wouid do damage to their bid to receive public grants for 

Catholic edncation in English. Bourassa's prescription for a united Catholic front also 

indicates the extent to which French-Canadian leaders felt they had already been let down by 

theu Irish counterparts. He was, nonetheless, detennined that Irish-Catholics codd stiU be 

usefui allies in the fight against the assimiiative policies of English-Canada. 

In bis commemorative speech, Bégin was making a very similar politicaI statement to 

that of Bourassa, outlinhg how Irish Catholics shouid fit into his vision of Canada. In contrast 

to the perception of Joseph Turcotte and Charles Murphy that the commemoration at Grosse- 

ne was an evocative harbinger in the hmonious evolution of a Canadian nationalism, Begin 

used the event to pmmote the ideals of French-Canadian nationalism. Omitting any mention of 

Canada in bis sermon and celebrating the hcmism of Jaques Cartier, the inherent sacredness 

of "the soi1 of French Canada," and "the shores of this French-speaking province,"= 

Archbishop Bdgh cchoed the concerns of many religious and political leaders in the Quebec 

8 5 ~ e m i  Bourassa, Jreland and Canada (Montreal: Le Devoir, 1914), 14- 

Wited  m Jordan, ne Grosse-Isle Tragedy, 82. 
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world of the 1900s who considercd the rampant materialism of the age and the exodus from 

rural Quebec as portentous of the disappearance of a disbùictly Cathoiic, traditional French- 

Canadian culture. In an effort to ensure the swival of this disîinct identity, the French- 

Canadian Cathoiic hierarchy took an active mle in instilling Quebecers with pride in their 

history, language, and religion. By bonouring the memory of Irish Catholics, and 

reconstituting the historical experience of their consoling French confrères at  rosse-f le, 

Bégin was afforded the opportunity to extol the traditions integrai to the preservation of a 

vibrant French-Canadian nationalism within Canada 

W e  readily acknowledging both the tremendous sacrif~ces made by French-Canadians 

at Grosse-fle in 1847 and the shared devotion between those of irish and French descent at 

"the Altar of God and the Altar of the ~ation,"87 the Irish-Canadian members of the AOH 

had their own agenda in organizing the commemorative event. This public show of 

remembrance can be seen as an aetempt by Irish-Canadians to construct and maintain an ethnic 

identity that they felt was at risk of beïng subsumed by British and French-Canadian culture 

into wwhich generations of Irish-Canadians had, to varying degrees, assimilated. 

The formation of the AOH in Montreal and Quebec had attracted members from a 

growing Catholic Irish-Canadian middle class. Having been integrated long enough into the 

Canadian socio-economic system to achieve a modicum of economic and political standing 

within society, these Irish-Canadians were, on the one hand, exhorters of the standards of 

betraviour and beiief stereotypically associated with expoaents of the Protestant work ethic, 

and, on the other, the most active in maintaining an ethnic consciousness distinct from the 

dominant culture. This p h i o n  rcvcrled itself in the speech delivered by the national director 

of the AOK, Charles I. Foy, whea he promised his feUow Irish Canadians that 

In sobriety, in indusûy, in mady seif-respect, in honest pnde of everythuig that 
an honest man ought to be proud of-in aii these and in respect for the laws 
of our country Lies the secret of your honor and mine and of our national existence.88 

The cornmernoration at c rosse-be provided the AOH with a forum to disclose publicly its 

secret of Irish-Canadian national existence. Stradding identities with one foot in an Irish past 

and one pfanted firmly in a Canadian present, the AOH sought to legitirnize their increasingly 

pmsperous position m Canadian society, and to pnserve a sense of th& irish heritage. 

mpeech of Charies Foy (AOH Chairman), cited in Jordan, The Grosse-Isle Trwedy, 85, 



I believe that if [Daniel O'ConncU's] joys in heaven can be brightened, they wiii 
be when he knows and sees the increased wealth, the increased numbers, the 
power and influence of those same Irish and their descendants as they exist 
to-day in ~anada.89 

Like a child corne of age, fmaIly emancipated after having received parental approval, the 

AOH in 1909 felt confident to assert publicly a distinctly Cathoiic Irish-Canadian identity. 

Centra1 to this identity was a moderately nationalist memory of the Famine. In his 

sermon at the end of the requiem mas, Father E.A. Maguire, Canada's AOH chapIain, spoke 

of "Ireland's sad history under foreign rule," and of "the legislation and tariff regulations 

made to benefit En@andls commercial enterprises ... [that] so discouraged Irish trade and 

indus &y...[ leaving] the potato as the only food of the Irish peasantry."~ While drawing 

attention to what he perceived as the British goverment's misguided policies before and 

during the Famine, the AOH chaplain significantiy avoided making any connections between 

mass starvation and genocidal intent on the part of the British, instead choosing to emphasize 

the pain of Irish exile. 

Interpreting the Famine was indeed a contentious undertaking amidst the politically 

charged atmosphere snrrounding the ongoing issue of Irish Home Rule at the beginning of the 

twentieth century. TKhile the AOWs Canadian Director dreamed of one day seeing "a glorious, 

free and an unfeîtered 1reland,"91 it is reveding that he held up Daniel O'Connell, the 

emancipator of middle class Catholic Ireland, as the exemplary Irish leader.% By doing so, he 

indicated a preference for the gradua1 achievement of Irish autonomy through LawfuI, 

parliarnentary channels rather than independence by any means necessary. Foy's privileging of 

incremexuai political reform in ireland reflected the views of many Catholic Irish-Canadians 

=A picture of the O'Connell Monument in Dublin is included in the text of JA. Jotdan's I3.g 
Grosse-Isle Tranedy. There are aiso a number of pictures and paintings of niral Ireland. 
Images of a blind Irish piper sitting upon a bluff in Kerry overlwking the ocean, an old 
fannet with a pipe (the kind yon smoke) standing in front of a deserted Irish cabin, and a 
paooramic Vista of the Irish coast, indiate that just as the French-Catbotic hierarchy Iooked 
back to a sirnplcr rurai existence, the cornmernoration providcd the opportunity for Irish- 
Caaadians to romanticize the traditions of bucolic Ireland, 



conceraing the situation in Ireland. However, given the rather equivocal and unsuccessfui 

efforts of Irish-Canadians to wieId influence over the politicai situation in Ireland in the thirty 

years preceding the 1909 commemoration, thtir cornmitment to achieving a measure of Irish 

independence had its iimits. h responsc to the solicitations of Charles Fitzpatrick to address a 

fundnising meeting for the  rosse-!le mernoriai. Edward Biake reluctantly agreed but 

expresseci his feeling that Quebec had done nothing for Home ~ule.93 While funds had been 

ïaised in support of Home Rule by a variety of Catholic irisb-Canadian organizations. Irish- 

Canadian interest in the political affairs of Ireland was usually a response to the prodding of 

persuasive individuals iike Edward Blake, and never reaiiy acqirired a smng momentum of its 

own.94 

At the beghing of the century in the United States the AOH was representative of a far 

more aggressive and relativtly influentid movement for Irish nationalism. As respectable, 

law-abidig advocates of social order, the middecIass members O€ the AOH prufessed equal 

alegiance Co the United States and irelaad. In the Order, Catholic [rish-Americans had fouad 

an effective vehicie to exert financial and ideohgical influence on the situation in Ireland, 

while also promoting their integration into American society . Although much of the work 

of the organization was directed towards benevolent causes, many AOH rnembers stiil 

harbourcd feehgs of "animosity for British and Protestant supremacy in [reland* These 

longstanding grievances found expression in anti-Imperid AOH policies. la 1899, the 

American Order had raised funds and sent a brigade to fight against the British in the Boer 

War, ten years later, the AOH had agreed "to work together as one invincible body" with the 

G e m  American Alliance -- a powerful organization in its own right - to lobby the 

American goverment to take an active stance against British impcria1ism.97 Considering the 

%yne, 2û4, has Wed the amount of money raised in Canada on behaif of lrish Home Ruie. 
in îhe k t  twenty yean of the nineteenth centary a total of $66 635 was accumulattd throngh 
various fundroising advitics most often led by Edward Blake. in the years leading up to the 
1409 commemoration, money taishg efforts had, for the most part, dried up. 

-ornas J. Rowland. "Irish-Amencan Cathoiics and the Quest for Respectability in the 
Coming of the Great War, 19iXL1917, Jomd ofqmctican Fthnic Historv 15, 2 (Winter 
1946)- 3. 



antithetical policies of the AOH and the Canadian govemment regarding the Boer War and 

British impenalism in generai, it becomes clear that the commemoration at  rosse-!le made 

strange bedfeiiows. 

Nonetheless, since the American AOH had brought delegates from as far away as 

Colorado and was the primary fmanciai backer of the commemoration, they were given the 

final word at the dedicatory ceremony. Standing on the base of the Celtic Cross, AOH national 

president Matthew Cummings, a man known for professing open sympathy with those 

contending for absolute independence for Ireland, denounced the "Government-made 

famine."gg Invoking a notion that was well enscooced in the memory of the Famine among 

1rish-~mencans,m Cummings pressed his audience to consider that "two millions of your 

kindred died of starvation with sufficient food in the fields to feed five times the population." 

Moreover, thr AOH president, having "heard the story from [his] mother's 1ips."100 

passionately indicted, w bat one historian has called, the " gallery of well-known rogues." 101 

Accusing the English governent and its accomplices, British soldiers and landlords, of 

standing "between the Irish people and the products of their land," and sweeping "the people 

from the land to die on the madside," 102 Cummings was making sure that the thousands who 

died of fever at  rosse-fk were remembered among the victims of what he perceived as the 

English govementts malevolent conduct during the Famine. 

Btbid., 1409. The 1908 election of Cummings to the position of National President brought 
out some of the ideological fissures in this monolithic organization. In a closely fought 
contest, Cummings defeated ex-National President James E. Dolan, an advocate of the 
parliamentary policy of the United irish League. 

%erhaps the rnost mflaeutial nationaiist writing after the Famine was John Mitchel. In his 
address at Grosse-Ile, Cumrnings even surpassed many of the assertions made by Mitchel in 
his -4 (Dubk Oifig Dioita Foillseachain Riaitais, 1936) and The h t  Conauest of 
Ireland IPerhaml (New York: Lynch, Cole & Meehan, 1873). Mitchel was sure that therc was 
ample food in Ireland during the Famine to feed twice the population. 

l q i t e d  m Jordan, Jüe Grosse-Isle Tqg& 88. 

lOl~ames S. Donneliy, Jr., The Construction of the Memory of the Famine in ireland and the 
Irish Diaspora," J5e-lrelamk a Journal of Irish Stuclies 31, 1 (Spring Lm, 60. 

102~ited in Jordan, The Grosse-lsle Tranedv, 89. 



FoIiowing the lead of Cummings, AOH national director Major E.T. McCrystal, the 

only one to address his audience in Gaelic, made a clear connection bctween "the tyrannical 

taws" enforced during the Famine and the situation in ireland in 1909. 

The land of o u  heritage is s t i .  being kept down and our race is under oppression. 
But 1 say to you, and listen to me, as sure as we are here, as sure as the monument 
is above our poor oppressed dead, our memory of what the Engiish did to the 
Gael will not be let go and the day will corne with God's grace and on that day 
hence, some of us wüi be ready to suike a blow for Ireland in their cause.lm 

And on this militantiy nationalist note, the commemorative event drew to a close. 

The commemorative process produced a variety of disparate messages which offer both 

a glimpse into Canadian society at the turn of the century and a window of understanding 

upon how the Irish in North America sought to forge national identities that reconciled a sense 

of the past with the exigencies of the present. Formulated as a "sepulchral larnent" to the long- 

standing suffering of the Irish, the 1909 comrnemoration was at its foundation a communal 

expression of sorrow upon which several quite distinct layers of historical meaning settled.104 

The legacy of degradation and oppression that  rosse-fie symbolized fmt compelled al1 the 

participating groups to memorialize, then ailowed the disparate interests to cluster together 

and create the appearance of a common commemorative perspective, and conclusively marked 

 rosse-!le as an island sacrosanct for many Irish-Canadians. While recognizing that the 

participants put forth a variety of differing readings of the isIand's historic sisnif~cance, the 

1909 comrnemoration ensureci the island's potency as a symbol of Irish suffering during the 

Famine, a popular historical association that would survive the twentieth century and prove 

instrumental in shaping the recent commemorative activities organized by the Canadian 

govement. 



Cross Currenix Commemaration on  cosse-he in the 1990s 

As part of a ment fundraising campaign undertaken to establish a Centre for Canadian 

Irish Studies at Concordia University prospective patrons were sent glossy packages 

explaining that "the history of the Irish - Protestant and Catholic - working together and 

witb their Engiish and French compatriots as nation buiiders. is a stoq of extraordinary 

cooperation, goodwill and vision." As part of an effort ta reduce "the growing aiienatioa 

among mmmunities m Canada," wouid-be phiianthropists were encouraged to contribute to a 

programme designed "to publicize how Irish-Canadians have nurtured cooperation between 

the nation's various linguistic, religious, and cultural traditions." 1 Although this highly 

poli ticized and immodest characterization of the historic role of Irish-Canadians must be 

considered as part of a pitch to attract individuai, coprate, and govemment donations3 it 

also reveals an attempt to accommodate compcting notions of bow to construct historical 

nanatives in Canada. By casting the Irish as signif~cant pIayers on the national stage who have 

historically acted in the interest of Canadian nnity, the organizers of this iledgIing Irish 

Studies Programme werc seeking to justify their focus on the particular experiences of one 

ethnie group. This Canadian quandary of how to negotiate between national and particular 

perspectives was similady at the bcart of the ment debate about how to commemurate 

c rosse-he3 Parks Canada, the agency of the Canadian govemment responsible for 

hteqrethg the island's national bistoric sipificame, had to decide what space to give to the 

hficbael Kennealiy, "Fundamentals: Canadian Irish Snidies Foll~~datioa, a Newsleier for 
Frimds af Irish Saidies, August 1997- Kemeally is a central figure in the irish-Canadian 
comuniîy in Monireai and in Canada. He is past-president of boih the Canadian Association 
for Irish Snidiw and the St. Pairick's Society of Montreai. Cmntly  he serves as the editor 
for n e  Gmadian Soma1 of Irish Shidics and as the interim director of Concordia 
University's Centre for Canadian lrish Studies. 

%e newsletter incIudes a photograph of Paul Martin, Minister of Finance, with his am 
around Brian Gallery, an honourary patron of the Irish Stpdies Rogrammt. Martin, who 
"traces his Itisli mts to County Roscommon, is very pmud of bis Irish ancestry." Above the 
photo, the caption reads: "Minister of Finance is Delighted with Good News." 

3~ichae1 Kennediy was an advocaîc of inclading the Irish Mary of ~msse-ne in the recent 
commemotation. Recentiy, the Centre for Canadian Irish Studies received the promise of the 
maquettes of the new Irish memorid on ~nisse-!le. 



experiences and collective mernories of tbe lrish in Canada within the narrative framework of 

a national public history. This chapter examines the controversy that arose over the 

commemoration at  rosse-he, analyzing the Canadian and Irish historical perspectives 

expressed in support of a varkty of commemoraîive strategies. 

Initialiy, Park Canada was not prepared to focus exclusively on the experience of the 

Irish at  rosse-fle (or any other particular group of Canadians) in the telliig of Canada's 

national history. The agency's ~veloriment Conmt, published in 1992, clearly situated and 

even subsumed the story of the Irish within a more inciusive Canadian history. Privileging the 

broad and celebratory theme of nineteenth century European immigration to Canada, Parks 

Canada advised that "there should not be too much emphasis on the tragic aspects of the 

history of  rosse-fle.~ This attempt to accentuate the positive at the expense of the Irish 

story dnw harsh criticism from hundreds of Canadians of Irish descent. These lobbyists 

argued that the island was the most signifcant site in the history of Irish migration to Canada 

and issued a steady stream of demands that the Irish dimension of d rosse-flets history be 

given full and conspicuous cornmernorative treatment. With the island awash in a rising wave 

of public interest, Park Canada offered Canadians an oppommity to participate in nationwide 

public hearings in 1992 and 1993 More any cornmernorative themes wen fmaliy chosen. 

While the absence of the story of the Irish at  rosse-he in 1832 and 1847 from the 

p h e w  of Parks Canada's exhibition plans may suppart the argument that "commemoration 

mus the risk of ironing out complexity,"S the public debate described below suggests 

othemise. tndeed, the v h s  conceptions of haw to delineatt the history of the island 

articulated during the hearings, in the media, thniugh petitions, and in historiographie 

responses indicate that commemoration can be an "eminently political act ... susceptible to 

contestation."6 Just as Parks Canada's original idca for the commemoration was a bistory 

fashioned to fit a political agenda, the diffennt historical perspectives proposed for 

commemorating t rosse-he, mostiy by Canadians of Irish Catholic descent, wen inforrned by 

an array of political and socid interests relevant to theù contemporary position in Canadian 

~~nvironment Canada Parks Service.  rosse-fie Development Concept," 69. 

%oy Foster, "Who Fcan ta Speak of 98," The Irish Times. Jan~ary 1997. FeaItires 
Scctioll. 

6 ~ l l e n  Feldman, "Gaelic Gotham: Decontextttalizing the Diaspora," Eue-Ireland: & 
sh Sûtdies. (sptiaglsummet 1996). 189. 



society, This debate over how to commemorate îhc island offers a glimpse into how 

emotionalty charged and politicaüy divisive it c m  be for Canada, a nation comprised of many 

nationalities, to remember its pst colleciively. 

The conbution over how to commemorate c rosse-tle is jut one example of several at 

the end of the mentieth century in wbch groups of Canadians wcre asserting historical 

perspectives in the public sphere. Those who are responsible for the pIanning and design of 

culturai and bistorical representations have been forced to monsider how and what they 

choose to appropriate from the past. For instance, The Spirit Sings: Artistic Traditions of 

C&'s First Peoples, an enhibition presented at the Glenbrow Museum ia Calgary in 1 s  

as part of the Wmter Olympics, drew criticism from Natives and other commentaton for 

entrenching the concept of "Us coilecting and defining Them.7 The Lubicon Cree callcd for 

a boycott of the exhibition partially because Sbell Canada, a corporation with whom the 

Lubicon were involved in a [and clairns dispute, had provided $1.1 million towards the cost of 

mounting the exhibition. Onc year tater Into the Heart of Afn'ca opencd at the Royal Ontario 

Museum. in this instance, the curator had set out to decwstnict subtly the incntaiity of Anglo- 

Canadians during the colonial period. ffowever, The Coalition for the Tmth about Africa 

argued that Mrican-Canadians were excluded from the exhibition's planning process and 

"hpiicitiy from the position of the ideal vitwer."8 Thesc demands for control over public 

representations of the past have not only corne from traditionally marginalized groups of 

Canadians. Canada's war veterans have been engaged in a number of skirmishcs over how 

their expcriences during the second World War have been recounted. The broadcast in 1992 

of a three part CBC documcntary, The VuZour rmd the Homor, triggend respnses fmm 

veterans wbo felt that the fhmakers  bad misrepresentcd their historicai experience by 

focushg tm much on the questionable conduct of Canada's politicai and military Ieadership.9 

7 ~ a j o r i e  HPlpin, "Tht Spirit Sings: Attisîic Traditions of Canada's Fmt Peoples," Culture 
8:l (lm), 90. 

%ckey, 413. For a discnssion of other examples of Canadian public history controversies 
sec Michacl Ames, "Mpscums m the Age of Deconstraction," chapter in Cannibd Tours and 
Glass Boxes: the of Mustums (Vancouver: UBC kess, 1992), 151-168. 

9~rnest J. Dick, "The Vdour and the Homir' Concinucd: Do We Stül Want Our Estory on 
Television?'' W v a ~  35 (Spring 1993). 253, bas voiced concern that even public 
wntroversits invotviag the pst do not sustain the interest of the public in a prolonged or 
substantive way. 



These examples, üke the commotion over commemoration at ~msse-!le, indicate that 

Canadians are increasingly inclined to "pound on the door of the representational stage, 

demanding not just images of themselves but representations which are controlled and 

produced by representatives of the community."lO 

The infiuence îhat particda groups of Canadians can wield in determining how public 

histories are rendered is likeIy discouraging to historiaus who believe that Canadians need a 

coherent, hear,  national historical narrative. Such traditionaüsts argue that the fracturing of 

national history into a muhiplicity of micro-histories, addressing issues of ethnicity, gender, 

region, and class, has conûibuted to the demise of a Canadian historical consciousness, and, in 

mm, national unity. Rather han viewing the involvement of interest groups in shapiag public 

history as evidence of widespread interest in the past, some historians see this as reinforcing 

the work of many of their colleagues which has contributeci to the fragility of the nation. 11 

Based on the bloated assumption thai the historical profession is indispensable to Canadians' 

understanding of the past, several prominent historiaus have criticized their colleagues for 

concentrating on "iimited identities" which "threaten to take over and settie the matter of a 

Canadian national identity by ending it outright." 12 The profession's apparent attentiveness to 

traditionally marginaiized groups in Canadian society and its emphasis on historicai injustices 

has led Michael Bliss to lament that "the mdering of a sense of Canadian history [bas berne] 

part and parcel of the sundering of Canadians' conscioumess of themselves as a people." 13 

Historians at whom this criticism has k e n  dirccted have shown a similar interest in 

becoming "custodians of our collective memory,"l4 According to these scholars, history 

written and taught predominantly by "aie, white, and aimost exclusively political and 

inteiiectuai historiansn does not Feflcct the "diverse exptriences and histories" of Canadians. 15 

l l ~ b i s  viewpoht has moat rccentiy been articulated by bistorian and ubiquitous media 
phenom Jack Granatstein, Who Killed Canadian H i s t e  (Toronto: Harper Collins Pubiishers 
Ltd, l m ) ,  7, 148. He contends that "the nation is fragile indeed, and one reason for this 
lamentable state of affairs might weii be th lack of a history that bmds Canadians together." 

13Mïchael Bliss, 14. 



Rather than contributhg to the disintegration of the nation, they contend that studying 

regional, ethnic, Native, and women's histories better reflects the reality of "our current 

constitutional and political debates," and dows  Canadians to "appreciate the sense of 

community, the experiences of oppression, and the desire for political redress of other 

Canadian groups." 16 

Many of these issues of historicai interpretation that professional historians are 

continually debating are aiso Whig addressed outside acadernia, particuiarly when historic 

sites are commemorated in Canada It is an endeavour îhat sometirnes engenders vigorous 

debate about who gets to decide how a select set of historicai facts is interpreted, and how this 

version of the past may serve a contemporary poütical agenda. This was certainly the case 

when some Irish-Canadians realized that Parks Canada's intention was to turn ~rosse-Ple into 

an immigration theme park.17 Not q r i s ing ly ,  the prospect of the Federal governrnent 

creating an exuberant exbibit designed to imbue tourists with an uncomplicated pride in their 

nation on a site where thowands of Irish are buried garnered negative reactions from Insh- 

Canadians that were immediate and voluble. What emerged from this initial outcry was not 

ody a pubIic debate about historical facts, but also a variety of divergent conceptions of how 

to constnict a national public history. As Cùristopher Moore noted, "far from being a simple 

matter of recognizing history where it has occurred," the process of commemoiating Grosse- 

!le "tumed acnteIy politicai, reminding us how much history is made -- and remade -- in the 

presentWl8 

Despite assuming an unbiased position when dcveloping national historic sites, the 

Histonc Sites and Monument Board of Canada (HSMBC) and Parks Canada are indeed 

poütically motivated. In a ment overview of the historiography of Canadian public history, 

Frits Pannckoek concludes that "pssibIy the most conservative history in Canada is that 

sustained by the cautious intellectual bureaucracy employcd by Parks Canada's Nationai 

1~Linda Kealey, Ruth Piemn, Joan Sangster, and Veronica Strong-Boag, Teaching Canadian 
History in the 1990s. Whose 'National' Hisiory Arc We Lamenting?" n.2 Journal of Canadian 
Studies, 129,130. 

17~his  attempt by the federal gavenuncnt to cast  rosse-fie as a Canadian Ellis Island was 
dso made in the 1909 cornmernoration- Set p. 18. 



Historic Sites."l9 The HSMBC, "witb impartiai and expert advice on matters reIating to 

historical commemoration,"decides on %ose aspects of Canadian history that it considers 

worthy of a designation of natiod hist~rk siguificance."n) By working dosely with the 

HSMBC, Parks Cauada assists in "identifying, evaluating, mlecting and commemorating sites 

of national historic signifcance."21 AIthough its inclination is to communkate Canadian 

history to the public in a fnn, celebratory, and accessiile way, the= is an aspect of its mandate 

that is undeniably political: "National Estoric sites provide tangible and irreplaceable Links to 

what defiaes us as a nation and a people, and along with other national institutions and 

symbols, especially those of historic value, are integral ta 'our sense of country'."22 

Considering the widespread ethaic, tinguistic, and regional diversity of Canada. insmng this 

'seme' and deciding what is natiody sign5cant is a perpiexing task that codd dizzy even the 

most diligent bureaucrat or ardent nationalist. 

Parks Canada outiines the criteria for the enormously chailenging task of designahg 

national signif~cance by asserting that "uniqueness or rarity are not, in themselves, evidence of 

national historic signiF1wice." Similady, the HSMBC " w u  not recommend that religious and 

ethnic groups per n be specifically commemorated except where their contributions are...of 

national historic siwcaace."Z3 Thcre is a disjuncture between Parks Canada's insistence on 

representing commooaüties and not differences and the cationale that in a liberal, democratic, 

multiculhiral state ail citizens are to be treated as equals, regardless of particdar e h i c ,  

religious, racial or sexwi identities.24 Once a group's historicaI expcrience fails outside what 

was most cornmon to Canadians, its history is no Longer going to receive equai representatioa. 

In other words, Parks Canada's public histories, which an designed to insa national unity, 

% Canada, Gui-?les and O m ~ n a l  Pol . . icies, (Canada: Miuister of Suppiy 
and SeMces Canada, 1994), 72. 

abid., 71. Is it possibte ihat Michael Bliss is working on the sly writing poiicy for Puks 
Canada? 

24cbaries Taylor, &&@I- and "The Politics of R e c a  (Princeton: Rinceton 
University Rcss, 1992). 45. 



can have the undesirabb effcct of alienating communities of Canadians when official history 

does not jxb with their own anderstanding of the past. As was made evident in Parks Canada's 

proposed commernorative plan for ~rosse-he, an impartial and celebratory rendering of the 

past can mute or even excise the unique and tragic aspects of a history. 

Ironicaily, Parks Canada's decision to downplay the history of the Irish on the island 

had the uaintended effect of exhuming interest in  rosse-Ûe's history after decades in which 

the story of the irish at  rosse-he rrmained, for the most part. buried. Apart from the AOfI's 

annual Irish pilgrimage to the site daring the interwar period, relatively littie attention was 

paid to the history of the Irish at  rosse-fie between the 1909 cornmernorative event and the 

more recent cornmernoration25 AIthough the island continued to operate officialiy as a 

quarantine station until 1937, the pend foliowing the F h t  World War was one of relative 

inactivity. During World War iI ~rosse-!le was used by the Canadian govemment as a 

biochemicai weapons testing site, and Iater it became a quarantine station for animals. 

It was not until May 1974 -- by which time the Canadian government's historic sites 

program had grown enough to develop bigger projects and oversee "large heritage properties 

completely under the [heritage] department's control" - that  rosse-fie was seen as a site with 

heritage potential.26 The Historic Sites and Monument Board of Canada's (HSMBC) 

ncognized the "national historie signifieance of G I T I S S ~ - P ~ ~ ~  and recommended the installation 

of a commernorative plaque. initiahg the process of establishing the island as an historic site. 

Six years later, another mernorial was unveiied. The plaque b a r s  an inscription that, without 

specificaiiy mentionhg the Irish or any oiher nationality, describes the quarantine station and 

some of the efforts made to prevent the spread of cholera and typhus. In June 1984, the Board 

reiterated its eartier interest in the island and recommended that, "in light of the number and 

quality of the in situ resources on  rosse-he related to the theme of Immigration, the Minister 

should consider. .. dcvcloping a national historic pak"î7 The HSMBC also sücssed that Park 

Canada's "interpretation, while teiihg their story in some detail, shouid not focas solcly on 

wGaUagher, G- ne: Gatewav to Canada. 1832-1937, 107. 

26C~. Taylor, Negs t ia t i~  the Past: The M u e  of Canada's National Historic h k s  and 
m. (Montnal. Mcûill-Queen's University Ress, 1990), 169. 

27"E;xcerpts from the Minutes of the HSMBC," June lm, 23. These minutes have not been 
published, but upon requcst were sent to me by the HSMBC. Some of the ncommcndations 
made by the HSMBC were indudcd by Parks Canada in its ~10sse-PIe Develoumcnt Concept, 
5. 



the experience of the Irish on the island.Y8 This proposai was accepted, and the islaad 

officiaüy became a national historic site whcn the Ministry of Agriculture, responsible for 

 rosse-fle, transferred ownership of buildings and land to the Canadian Parks Service on 4 

August lm. 

The original eighty-seven page proposal to deveIop  rosse-fle reminded Canadians of 

their national collective inheritance. Foilowing the recommendations of the HSMBC, Parks 

Canada suggested that the foilowing aspects of immigration to Canada via Quebec City (1800- 

1939) were to be considered and included: causes of immigration, governent immigration 

policy, logistics and perils of the Atlantic crossing, a portrait of immigrants arriving in 

Quebec City, and an account of immigrants' contniution to Canadian society.29 Celebrating 

the role played by nineteenth and early twentieth century European immigrants in "building 

the country by bringing to it îheir courage, hiud work, and culture," the bstoric site was 

designated, " C d :  Land of Welcome ami Hope. "30 

Given the right spin, immigration is a relatively benign historic theme titat lends itself 

nicely to the nation-building mandate of Parks Canada. The interpretation of  rosse-!le as an 

important immigration site allowed the govemment to rccognize nominally that Canadians 

have a wide variety of distinct cultural and historical identities; but more imprtantly, 

immigration could be celebrated as the cornmon historical experience to aU Canadians that 

signifies membersbip in a national community. However, the unique histories of particular 

individuals or communities of immi,gants do not aiways fit easily into the larger 

commemorative concept of the national immigrant experience. For instance, it was a 

Europeau immigrant experience that was proposed to be highligùted at Grosse fle as the 

historicaüy signiricant cxperience with which aU Canadians, including non-Europeans, were 

expected to identify. Of course such a celebration of immigration wodd give no indication 

that prior to the 1%0s Canada iried to keep out groups secn as incapable of assimilation. As 

one writer puts it, "not so long ago, it was un-Canadian if immigrants were too visibly 

%vhnrnent Canada ParlEs Service, Grosse !le Develo~ment Conceu~ 47. 

30Ibid.. 45. This was perceived by many Irish-Canadians as akin to crcating a Canadian 
caricature of Eiiis Island. See Katherine Wiiton, "Grosse-ile Theme Park Shclved," 
Gazette 7 August 1988, A 1. 



ethnicC"31 Such an intcrpntaiion also excludes any mention of the histoxy of Native peoples 

on  rosse-fie: one gronp of Caoadians which would most certainly have objections to being 

includeà in a national celebration of Canadian immigration. Not until August 1995, wheu the 

government appointed an advisory panel to comment on the isiand's development as an 

historic site, was any mention made of Native peoples' c l a h  b be included in the story of 

 rosse-he and its si@cmce as part of Canada's national bistory32 One anonymous 

recommendation that "the cemeteries of the First Nations shouid be found and iàentified" was 

perfunctody acknowledged by the panel, but was ncver included as part of the 

comxnemorative plans. Parks Canada felt justified in avoidiig digging up al1 the layers of 

histmy on the isiand îhat would have most Mcely revealed stories of displacement and death 

because these were not the experiences of the majority of European immigrants who passed 

through the quarantine station. 

Parks Canada was not about to let the spectre of unhappy historicd reaüties interfere 

wiîh the oppommity to ceiebrate European immigration as an historically simcant theme in 

a part of Canada that has been most resistant to federalism. The rise of Quebec separatism 

since the early 191% has been îhe largest challenge to the federai goveniment's vision of 

national unity, and creating a hi& profde historical exhibit in Quebec, heraldiag the successes 

of immigration in buiiding a strong and multiculturai Canada, can be seen as part of an effort 

to offset daims made by Quebec for special status inside the federal framework. Parks 

Canada's mandate is very much in keeping with Canada's officiai policy of multiculturalism, 

inaugurated in 1471 to complement the existing policy of bihgualism. Designed to guarantee 

that "every ethnie group has the right to preserve and develop its own culture and values 

within the Canadian context," multicultwalism is also meant to ensure that "no particular 

culture is m m  offcial than another.93 Not surprisingly, the piicy has been received leasc 

favourably among French-Canadians living in Quebc.34 A survey assessing attitudes toward 

3 l ~ i l l  Kymlicka, "An Ethnic Stitch in Tme." The Globe and Ma& 12 December 2000, AlS. 

32parks Canada,  rosse-fie National Histonc Site: Report of the A S . .  dvisotv Panel (Canada: 
Heritage Canada, August 19%),15. 

33~ited by John W. Friesen, Whcn Cultuns Cl&: rase Studies in Mulh 
* .  'cuituralis~ (Calgary: 

Detselig Enkrprises Limittd, i98S). 1. 



multiculturalism found that Quebecen, and French-Canadians in particuiar, wen most wary 

of the consequences of immigration and were more likely to hold discriminatory attitudes 

towards immigrants35 It seems reasonable to suggest that Parks Canada was weU aware that 

~rasst-!le w u  a platlorm h m  which the giories of immigration and i b  attendant legacy of 

muiticulturalism could be tnunpeted And drawing particular attention to the history of one 

gtaup of Canadians, the Iiish, in its cornmernoration wouid nui counter to the theme of 

inclusivity designcd to gird against the forces of disunity in Quebec. 

This dilemma was not acknowledged by Parks Canada in its initial proposal; instead, its 

intention was to aiiow the island to "tell its own ~ t o r y . ~  As objective facilitaton of 

cornmernoration, Park Canada go so far as to assert that  rosse-!le is indeed a genuine 

open-air history book."36 At last, a history book with no footnotes, a straightfonvard 

narrative in which the facts speak for themselves, plenty of photos, and, to boot, a happy 

ending. The island was destined to be a bestseller because the editors (Parks Canada) were 

Uitent on emphasizing the successes of immigration in building Our nation and burying the 

more unpleasant theme of disease, qwaatine, and death. 

Aithough the "particular significance that  rosse-he holds for the descendants of those 

thousands of unfortunates ... who met with suffering and death on the islandR is recognized in 

the document, it is an issue that, according to Park Canada, has only "particular ~ i ~ c a n c e , "  

and was, consequently, included only superfîciaiiy as part of the secondary theme: t rosse-fle 
quarantine station37 Nowhere in the otherwise comprehensive Ptvelo~ment Concept is any 

reference made to the severai mass graves, or how they would be integrated into the site. The 

retuctance of Parks Canada to unearth and exhume the mon disturbmg legacies of the island 

can par(ially be explained by the demands of tourism and an inclination to celebrate Canada's 

%Raymond Herbert, "Francophone Perspectives on Muiticulhuaiism," in Twenp Yean of 
ed., SteUa Hrynink (Wmipeg: St. John's Coiiege 

Rcss, lm), 65. 

3%ese results are cited by Raymond Herbert, "Francophone Perspectives on 
Multicuitaralism," 65. The sunrey consisted of one-hour interviews with over 2 600 
Canadians, incIuding 488 in Quebec. 

371bid, 49. In 1988, when the island was declared a national historic site, the Environment 
Minister Tom McMiilan commentcd that "Grosse he will not be a sombre place to 
commernoratc death and disease, bat rather a wcicoming place for the celebration of the 
hnman spirit." Cited in The Globe and 10 Novemkr 199û. 



past. However, the rationale that was offered to explain the decision not to include the less 

palatabie aspects of the island's history raises larger questions about what historicd 

perspective influenced the proposal for cornmernoration. The comment that "the painfui 

events of 1832 and 1847, which have often been overemphasized in the past, need to bc put 

back into perspective, without robbing them of their importancew38 indicates that despite 

Parks Canada's pretensions of neutrality, its role was clearly an interptetativc one. 

According to an historian at Park Canada, when organizing an exhibit at a national 

histonc site it is a regular practice "to rely on the historiography and to look at the work of 

specialists because [they] do not have the means to become speciaiists in Irish history, 

Ukrainian history, German history etc ..." 39 Although the authon of the Deveiopment 

concept consulted the historiography on the Famine, and therefore must have become 

sornewhat familiar with debates between revisionist and nationalist historians of Lreland, it is 

still difficult to ascertain the extent to which this influenced their formulation of the 

commemorative exhibit at  rosse-!le. Nonetheless, both the rationaie to minimize the effects 

of the Famine and the language used in the Deveioument Conceut indicate that there are some 

siwcant parallels between Irish revisionism and the interpretation offered by Parks Canada. 

The traditional nationalist interpretation of the Famine as "cataclysmic" has been 

challenged by revisionist historian R F. Foster, among others, who argue that it can no longer 

be viewed as a "watershed in Irish history."40 He downplays nationaiist readings of the 

Famine that make direct causal links between the policies of the British goverment and 

"large-scale emigration." According to Foster, the consequences of such nationalist 

perspectives lead to "institutionalized Anglophobia among the Irish at home and abroad."41 

38Ehvironment Canada Parks Service,  rosse-fle Deveio~ment Conce~t, 62 

3 9 ~ ~  "Witness," 17 Ianuary 1994, "Hunger's Childnn." dis. Michael Maclcar. 

F. Foster, Modem Ireland. l6Oû-l97;i (London: Pen* Books, l m ) ,  318, synthesizes 
revisionist historiography. James S- DonneMy, Jr points out in The Great Famine: its 
Interpreters, Old and New," Bstow TreIand (Autumn MU), 27, how historians have 
confronted ihe history of the Famine in a variety of ways. Not al1 naîionaht historians have 
mqtüvocaiiy argucd that "the British govenunent was rrsponsiile for mass death and mass 
cmigraticm because of the policies which it did or did not pume." Cecil Woodham-Smith's 

(1962) offers no defdtive answer to the basic question of British 
respansibiiity. Although Woodham-Smith was critical of British policies and their 
impIemtntation, John Mitchel in The iast Conaucst ( P e t h a  was far more rinequivocal in 
Iambastisig the British goveniment for its genocidal mtent 



This perspective on the Famine diminishes the sensation and emotion with which it has 

traditionally been remembered by diffnsing the issue of the British govement's 

responsibiity for mass emigration and the death of one million Irish. 

This very debate about culpability for the Famine, which is central to understanding 

Irish historiography, was one with which Parks Canada did not want to involve itself. Once it 

becarne apparent, however, that Parks Canada's inteniion was to exclude any consideration of 

this chapter of ireland's history, the dispute over the extent of English accountabiiity for the 

tragedy quickiy made the transatlantic journey to ~rosse-fie. Most vigorous and vocal in the 

defcnse of the nationalist interpretation was Action  rosse-!le president, Michael Quigley, 

who asserted that the Famine was "a man made famine because Ireland exported more food 

between 1846 and 1û4û than would have fed the entire population of the counûy." Taking the 

revisionist stance on what she views as the most popuiar misconception of how the Famine is 

remembered, historian Mary Daiy pointed out that "the food that left Ireland was less than one 

tenth in 1846/1847 of the food equivdent of aii the potatoes that had been destroyedm42 

Having to choose between these two readings. it seems reasonable to suggest that Mary Daly's 

historical outlook would better suit Parks Canada's objectives in creating a celebratory 

Canadian comrnemoration at Cirosse-!le. 

Paradoxically, in its eagemess to restrict its comrnemoration to the story of the 

Canadian historical content of immigration, and to avoid stirring up the contentious history of 

the Famine, Parb Canada created a conmversy by opthg to include oaly a few brief remarks 

in its Dcveloament Conceut which subscnied more to a revisionist than to a nationalist 

reading of the Farnine.43 

4 1 ~ .  F. Foster, 318. In his review, "Revisionist Milestone," of Foster's seminal Modern 
j&nd: 1600-1792, Kevin O'Neil insists that Foster's "attitude towards the Irish abroad is 
paranoid," and notes that Foster fin& "the Irish identity of emigrant cornmunitics 
'anachronistic' and 'fiercely tmealîsticaiiy obsessive'." 

43111 1992. revisionism would have been an easy school for Parks Canada to cndorse 
considering, what James Sc Domeliy Jr. 27, called, its "îriamphai march" in Ireland. It has 
been widely viewed by scholars to be an empiricalIy sound and dispassionate historical 
perspective. In recent years, howevcr. many Irish historians have fomd the schools of 
revisionism and nationalism too Mting.  Post-revisionism, an attempt to rcassess aspects of 
nationalist thonght while maintainmg the professionai standards of lrish historicai wriihg that 
rcvisionism espouex& is gainhg momcnûm 



Both revisionist historians in ireland and Parks Canada assumed a dispasdonate and 

"objective" approach to the emotiondy charged history of the Famine and emiption. The 

"value-free history"revisionism aspues toward has, accordiig to historian Brendan 

Bradshaw, opened in Ireland a "credibility gap which is now acknowledged by all sides to 

exist between the new professionai history and the general pubiic."44 The Irish public's 

historicai consciousness has been informed not by "the determined re-education campaign 

conducted by the revisionists," but by a public history "moulded within the ambience of the 

natioualist movementn45 Although no substantial cornparisons c m  be made between Parks 

Canada and revisionist historians in terms of a common criticat methodology, the objective 

highground has been taken by both, and, in the process, many Irish and Irish-Canadians feh 

aiienated from the represeatation of the past that has been offered them. if Bradshaw is 

correct in saying that "the Irish have clung tenaciously to theu nationalist heritagen despite 

developments in new professionai history, this is perhaps even more truc of communities of 

Irish ernipnts. 

Tbis was evideat in the overwhelmingly unfavourable response by Irish-Canadians to 

Parks Canada's plans to cornmernorate c rosse-!le. in 4, two hmdred and twenty-eight briefs 

were submitted either in person or by mail during the two rounds of public hearings. The 

f'ust round, beginning in April 1992, consisted of public hearîngs held in Montmagny, 

Quebec; Quebec City; and, a month later, in Monûeal.46 With Little time to organize the many 

Irish organizations in Quebec, Irish-Canadians demanded that the public consultation process 

44~rendan Bradshaw. "Nationaiism and historicai scholarship in modem IreIand," Irish 
fistoricai Studies 26:104 (November 1989). 348. Economic bistorian Cormac 6 Grgda, 

land. Before and After the F* (Manchester, 1988), 79, one historian whose approach 
can be descnied as post-revisionisî, has also criticized revisionists for their "anti-populist" 
interpretation of the Famine. Although he views the Great Famine as a watershed in the 
history of Ireland, and does apportion some blame to the British goverment, he pulls back 
fmm a traditionai nationalist interpretation by rejecting any suggestion of a conspiratorid 
genocide. 

*Md., 347. The Great Famine was a pend of snffering that has Ieft an indelible 
mark on the consciousness of the Irish. James S. Do~eUy,  Jr, "The Great Famine: Its 
Cnterpreters, Old and New," 33, has noted that "by far the dominant popnlar interpretation 
among lrish Catholics at home and abroad" of the Great Famine is still the one put forth by 
John Mitchel. 

46Situated on the south shore of the St, Lawrence, Montmagny is one of sevcraI points of 
departue for island tours. 



continue with hearings the foliowing year across the country.47 The second round of hearings 

began in Vancouver on 22 March 19B. By ibis time many Irish-Canadian organhtians had 

coordinated their responses and recommendations to Park Canada under the auspices of a 

graup calling itself Action  rosse-he.48 Hearings in Vancouver were folîowed by meetings in 

Fredericton and Charlottetown at the end of March lm. Finaliy, the process of public 

consultation came to a close in Toronto after briefs were presented for three days in A p d  

1993. At the meetings in Vancouver and Toronto, two petitions, signed by a total of 501 1 

people, were submitted by Action ~msse-ile, along with a third petition presented by the 

group Petition  rosse-fle which included 18 844 signatures coUected from across Canada, the 

United States and Ireland. Moreover, during the consultation proccss over one thousand letters 

were sent to Parb Canada between April 1992 and June 1993, and a  rosse-!le toll-free 

telephone number aIso recorded the comments of concemed Canadians.49 

In 1994, when reviewing the recommendations made at the hearings, Parks Canada. 

assuming the role of dispassionate chronicler, was correct in remarking that "heightened 

emotions underlie and pmpel numerous contributions." However, what the authors of the 

report did not acknowledge was that many of the briefs presented by Irish-Canadian iobbyists 

hcluded detailed historicai accounts of 19th century Ireland and migration. These briefs, for 

all their emotiveness, invoked "historieal facts," albeit an entirely Mereut set of facts than 

that assembled in the Develo~ment Conce~tSO 

For most of the participants in the hearings, the issue of how the Famine is historically 

perceived was inextricably linked to the question of how to commemorate c rosse-!le. While it 

wouid be reductive to suggest that ail of those who voiced objection to Parks Canada's 

commemorative concept relied on the same historical facis to protest Parks Canada's 

47~ction  rosse-fie, "Brief regarding proposed development concept for Grosse h. national 
historic site," in "Briefs Resentcd in Monmal, May 20, 1992," 7. The Monireai meeting was 
to have been the conclusion of the public consultation process; however, the 200 members of 
the irish-Canadian community in attendance demanded that hearings also be held outside 
Quebec. 

481ntemiew with Michael Quigley, Hamiiton, 20 March 1997. Denis J. Leyne, fomded this 
organizatiou. After Leyne1s death later in 1992, John Masterson became chair. 

%ks Canada, b rosse-be National Historic Site: Rewrt on the Public Coasultatiou Program 
(Canadâ Minister of Supply and Services, March l m ) ,  9-11. 



"historical rnisrepmentatiou," the influence of Nationalist lrish historiography is pervasive in 

many of the briefs pnsented during the fmt  round of hearings. Action ~msse-ne, the Comité 

Québec-Irlande and the St. Patriclt's Society went so far as to attach bibliographies of Irish 

history. These included Cecil Woodham-Smith's widely read The Great Hu- "Grosse !le: 

the Holocaust Revisited" by Padraic O'Laighin and John Mitchel's seminal nationalist 

interpretation of the Famine, The iast Cou~uest (Perhaps). These tex& were used to stress the 

importance of Cirosse-he as a reminder of what Don MuIlan, a representative of AFrI (Action 

From Ireland), considered the "watershed which the Great 'Famine' was in Irish, and indeed 

Canadian his&ory."5 1 

The persona1 and political were closely linked in Mullan's brief to Piuks Canada. He 

made a point of relatirig a story about a friend in County Derry, Richard Moore, who "twenty 

years ago this very month, was blinded by a rubber bullet, fved at point-blank range into his 

ten year old eyes." His politicaliy charged brief is unequivocal in its indictment of the British 

and their "unjust policies."52 In his brief to Parks Canada, O Laighin delivered a lecture on 

the politics of language. Arguing that Parks Canada's description of the historicd context of 

the Famine betrayed its interpretative biases, he took issue with "a nnmber of terminological 

inexactitudesn thai appeared in The Develo~ment Conce~t. Using the word 'British' to 

describe Irish people, aiiuding to the Great Famine as the Great Potato Famine, rcferring to 

Britain as 'the mother country' of immigrants prior to 1867, and using the term 

'Londonderry' without noting that many c d  it the city of Doire (in Irish) or Derry were, 

according to O Laighan, important examples of Parks Canada's interpretative disposition53 

To ensure that  rosse-he be recognized as a site of Canadian and Irish historic 

signif~cance, and persuade Parks Canada that the tragic aspects of the isiand's history shouid 

not be ignored in the cornmernoration, many Irish-Canadians used the fmt round of public 

hearings to chalIenge the agency's potted history of the Famine: "Vast numbers of Irish had 

left their country since the 18209 to escape over-population, rrpeatcd food shortagcs and the 

5 b o n  Mulian, "The importance of Grosse-Iie to the Xrish Worldwide," in "Briefs Resented 
in Montreal, May 20,1992," 6. 

S1n his brief to Parks Canada, O Laighan, "Grosse-Re: The Irish Island," in "Briefs 
Presenctd in Montrcal, May 20,1992,' 5. 



reallocation of land by landlords and, from 1845, the Great Potato Famine."54 By facusing on 

impersonai cconamic and demographic forces rather than "the delibtrate policy choices of the 

British colonial power and its implantcd Ascendancy agents in Ireland," it was perceived b t  

Parks Canada was distorthg the fristorical record The "entireIy man-made starvation" and the 

complicity of some English politicai leaders who, accordhg to the Irish Freedorn Association, 

"gioated with mkcoming and inhuman entùusiasmln were k g  ignored by Parks Canada55 

Wbile many of the Irish-Canadian arganizations participating in the bearings combated 

the revisionism of h k s  Canada with rhetoric borrowed from the pages of Irish nationalist 

history, cnticisms were dso directed at the way Canadian history has been written. John 

OrShea of the Tara Golf Association, frustrateci with the lack of historical awareness in 

Canada of the Irish at ~msse-!le, asked with rhetoricd flourish: "Are their detds and 

recorded exploits not worthy of more honourabie accIaim than the fictitious exploits 

attrîbuted to some of our 'heroes' of stature in some of our bistory books?"56 The failure to 

acknowiedge the "Irish dimensionw of the island led Padraig O Laighin to indict Canadian 

historians for examining "momentous îhough unpalatable cven ts in only cursory descriptions," 

especially in the case of history texhoks used in scbooIs.57 He argued that Canadiaas of 

Chinese, Japanese, and Jewish origins bave their own powerful examples of k i n g  excluded 

h m  Chnada's national WO~Y. J. M. S. CareIessrs Canada: A Siorv of fballenge is cited as 

one example of bistorians' dismissai of the particuiar Irish expenence in Canada. Careless 

dedicates just two sentences to a consideration of the tragedy of the Insh at Grasse flc with 

vague references to "hundreds" of Irish dying in "emigrant shedsw upoa amval in ~anada.58 

Whiie 0 iaighin's critique does have some validity, he convenientiy omits any reference to 

%nviromcnt Canada hrks Service, ~rosscfie Develomnt Concm 9. 

551rish Fnedom Association, "8rief presented to the Parks Service of Environment Canada," 
in "Briefs Presented in Montr4a1, May 20, 14R2,"l. 

56~ohn O'Shea of the Tara GoIf Assaciation, "Brief to the Environment Canada Parks Service 
Commission on the Grosse Ue Development Project," in "Briefs Resentcd in Montreal, May 
20, 19!92," 6. 

flPadraig Breandan O Laigbin, "Grosse fie: The Irish bland," in Briefs Presented in 
Mont&!, May 20,1492," 1. 

981. M. S. Ciueless, -& A Stow of Challem (Toranto: MacMiUan of Canada, 1970), 
147. 



histonographical literature since 1970 that has attempted to draw attention to previously 

neglected histories and perspectives of minorities in Canada 

A brief look at some more recenl Canadian history textbooks indicates that histonans 

writing in the last twenty-five years cannot be categoricdiy accused of ignoring immigrant 
. . experiences. In Historv of the Canadiau Peodes-Be- to 1867 the experiences of "over 

300 000 Irish refugees" at Grosse fie and Partridge Island are briefly examined. Without 

going into great detaii, perhaps an u n r e M c  expectation for any general history textbook, the 

authors note the "resentrnent, discrimination, and exp1oitation"endured by many Irish 

immigrants, and the "virulent strain of fever that decimated both their own numbers and the 

people they came in contact witk"9 Although iittle indication is given of the number of Insh 

"who perished in Lower Canada," the authors of w s :  Canadi . . 
'an Historv to Codederation 

do expiain the role of Grosse fle as a quarantine station that received many Irish who were 

forced to emigrate. While not aii  Canadian history texttmoks have explored the experiences 

of irnmi,pnts satisfactorily, there has been a concerted effort among many historians to 

approach history as a "contested terrain," where 'events mu t  be analyzed fmm a variety of 

perspectives."6~ This contentions issue chat has preoccupied many Canadian historians of how 

to incorporate "limited identitiesn into a national history made its way to the centre of the 

public debate over how to commemorate Grosse fle. 

In response to the reactions of Irish-Canadian organizations and individuais in Quebec, 

Parks Canada published a supplement to its original proposal, acknowledging that it "did not 

fulfi11 [the] mission of informing the pubkic." The admission was made that there was a 

margare t  Conrad, et ai, Historv of the Canadian P - 
. . eooles -Bewn to 1867 (Toronto: 

Copp Clark Pitman Ltd, lm), 321. 

m u g l a s  Francis, et al., C a n a d i m r v  to Coafedetation 2nd ed. Uoronto: Holt, 
Rinehart, Winston, and Smith timited, 1992), 251-2, 327, avoid any mention of the grim 
details of how many died on the island. In fact, instead of discussing conditions on Grosse !le, 
they note that the island was psibly thc final cesihg place for the wife of an Irish famer 
named John Ford, who happened to be the grandfather of car manufacturer Henry Ford. 
Perhaps O Laighin's critique of Canadian history texts is not yet entircly outdateci. Professor 
of Education, DonaId Power, "Negative Images of the Irish in Canadian Curriculnm 
Matenals," Canadiau Social Studiq 26 (3: Spring 1992), 115-1 18, argues that references to 
the Irish in Canadian history are still s m t ,  and "not only is then bias by omission regarding 
the Irish, but a negative pichue of them emerges based on dccades of misnnderstanding" and 
stenotyped images. 

6l~argarct  Conrad, et al, xiii. 



vagoeness on certain points, "particulariy those of specifïc conceni to the Irish community."2 

Un& the ~veIonment Conceut, in which the words "Ireland" or "irishW appear just seven 

times, this brief document was designed to highiight the "Irish experience." The point was 

made of rec;ognizing the "importanct of the island as a shrine for the Irish people," and Parks 

Canada promised that the burial grounds and monuments would receive scrupuious care.63 

The Sudement to the DeveIo~ment Conce~t also withdrew the theme of "Canada: Land of 

Welcùme & Hope," referring to it as "inappropriate" in light of "the tragic dimensions of 

events on the island."64 The comment that "the painfui events of 1832 and 1847..have often 

been overemphasized in the past," was also retracted. While recognizing that some Irish- 

Canadians found this comment to be unsettling, Parks Canada's explanation of the causes of 

irish immigration was not withdram. 

Although Parks Canada's attempted to quel1 the protests of Irish-Canadians by 

exhibiting a heightened awareness of the Irish dimension of the island's history, the changes to 

the development plan for cornmernoraiion introduced in the &m~lement were, for the most 

part, cosmetic. The originai cornmernorative theme of immigration and the secondary story of 

the quarantine station were reaffirmed. The sensitive question of what caused the Irish to 

emigrate is one that Parks Canada clearly wished to avoid. Although the original proposai 

promised that the "national and international context surrounding the arriva1 of immigrants 

would be examined," the Sup~Iemea made it clear that "the focus is on immigration ... not 

from the perspective of the history of each country whose emigrants Canada welcomed, but 

from the perspective of Canadian history."~ These efforts to restrict the focus of the 

commemoration to a strictiy Canadian perspective (whatever that may be) were meant to 

sidestep any of the interpretive pitfaiis Parks Canada had encountered during the frrst round 

of public hearings. The final sentence of the SmpI,'çe~& illustrates Parks Canada's intent: 

62~nviromnent Canada Parks Service,  rosse-fie National Historic Site: Su~dement to the 
peveIonment Conce~t, (Canada: Minister of Supply and Services, November 1992). 3. This 
document was published after the hearings in Montmagny, Qucbec City, and Montcd had 
been conducteci, 

6~~nviroament Canada Parkç Service. firosse-he D e v e l o m  47, Siioplemeat t e  
Conceait.. 



"The stocy told, and the theme, is immigration, simply that." Grosse fie's bistory was to be 

presented to the public in an uncomplicated manner that would generate a uniquely 

uncompiicaîed and unüied Canadian tesponse. This pncarious balancing act of placating the 

boistcrow Irish-Canadian complainants while making no fimiamentai aiterations to the 

original plan to commemorate ~rosse-!le attracted the attention of even more Canadians, who 

feIt compelled in the second round of hearings to contribute their own historical perspectives. 

For most participants in the public meetings the ~u~pl tmeut  did little to aiiay fears that 

"the mass graves on Grosse be and the story bebind the people buried there would be swept 

under the historical carpet;" instead, aii that was found in the second document was "a change 

in terminology, not philosophy."~ The participants in this public consultation also generally 

criticized Parks Canada's reaffmation of immigration as the theme of the historic site: "Let 

it be remembered that s rosse-fie was not an immigration entry point to Canada, it was a 

quarantine station."68 The concern expressed by many irisK.anadians was that Parks Canada 

was still ignoring the story of the Irish fieeing "imposed starvation;" in other words, they 

were to be "commemorated only as immigrants, and not as emigrants."69 

Most of the briefs submitted in 1993 make it clear that Parks Canada's promise to give 

"due weight" to the story of the Irish on the island was unsatisfactory. According to Action 

 rosse-!le and almost every other Irish-Canadian oqanization involved, too many "historical 

misrcpresentations" and omissions existed in the commemorative plans to warrant much faith 

in Parks Canada's interpretive role.70 These lobbyists beiieved that despite d rosse-fie's status 

as a Canadian national historic site, its story is inextncably tied np in the history of nineteenth 

century Ireland. Putting succinctly what many had been stressing throughout the pubiic 

consultation process, Harold T. K e ~ y  argued that "the Great Hunger is a fundamental part of 

maub Ireland F. C., "Brief on Development of Grosse fie," in "Briefs Presented in 
Vancouver, March 22 and 23,1993," 3. 

68~ounty Roscommon Association, "Brief to Canadian Park Services on the Proposed 
Deveiopment Concept for Grosse he," in "Briefs Resented in Toronto, Aprii 14, 1993," 4- 

dqCrlkemy Association of Toronto, "Grosse !le National Historic Site Development Concept? 
in "Briefs Resentcd in Toronto, April 15, 1993," 1. 

7%chael Qoigley, "Prcsentation on behaif of Action Grosse fie," in "Briefs Resented in 
Tomnto, Aptil 13, 1993." 17. 



Canadian history wbich may not bt ignored if the proposed development is to be a success." 

KtMy went on to suggest that if Park Canada presented the history of l rosse-fie without 

providùig an explanation of the context of the Famine, it would be analagous to the 

"Government of Canada erecting a monument at Vimy Ridge without recognizhg the larger 

historical context of the Errst World War." "imagine," he asked, "the reaction if it were 

pmposed tbat the inscription were to read: 'At this site 3 600 Canadians died in 1917 from 

ovemwding, exposure to the elements and gun shot wounds!"71 

Not only did many participants in the hearings insist on extending the ùistorical sight- 

lines of the commemoration back to Meteenth century Ireland, but many also wanted the 

island to serve as a reminder of the present &y plight of the underprivileged throughout the 

world. Honified by the thought that their ancestors may have died cornpIetely in vain, three 

families who collectiveIy submitted a brief in Toronto asked "do we leam anything from 

bistory?" They suggestcd that the commemoration could be formulated so that "people would 

be stimulated to make connections between the anguish and dcath of immigrants only one 

hudred years ago and the confiicts that are a reality for so many of the world's peopte 

today."72 SirniIarly, Jim Peterson, Liberai member of parliament for Willowdale, took the 

opportunity to draw analogies between the Famine that brought the Irish CO  rosse-'tle and 

"the crimes agahst hurnanity such as those in Croatia, Sornaiia and Cambodia." He insisted 

that  rosse-!le must stand as a reminder ta us and succeeding generations of Canadians that 

our fight against discrimination, misey and inhmnanity is a battic we have not yet won." 73 

W e  many bistonans may cringe at the idea of drawing cornparisans too freely between past 

and present famines and strife, for some who participated in the hearings, commemorating 

 rosse-!le was as much an opportunity to leam about the history of the Famine as a catl to 

action to bring an end to modern famines and global inequity. 

The most prominent advocate of this commemorative approach was Irish Resident. 

Mary Robinson. In the surnrner of 1994 Robinson came to Canada and made  rosse-fie her 

71~arold T. Kcnny, "A Plea for Canadian History," in "Bnefs Presented in Toronto, Apd  
14, 1993," 1. 

nO'~eil ,  Griffin and Hennessy Families, "Grosse-Ile - An Irish Brief," in "Briefs Presented 
in Toronto, ApriI 14, 1993.2. 

nrun Peterson, "Environment Canada Parks Service Grosse ne Public Consdtation," in 
Briefs Rcsented in Toronto, ApriI 14, 1993.2. 



first stop. Accompanied by four hmdred and fifty Irish-Canadians, she went to the island ta 

see the mass graves of the Irish and endone publicly the idea that ~msse-fie is the most 

sigairiant Famine site outside of t r e h n d .  In her address to those gathered in front of the 

1909 mernoria1 Robinson pleaded that "the tragedy of  rosse-Ûe sbould serve as a reminder 

that famine and disease continue in the world today ...p articulariy in Africa, which needs Our 

urgent attention."f5 A few months earlier, Robinson had opened what has since become the 

most prominent Famine mernorial in Ireland, the Famine Museum at Strokcstown, County 

Roscommon, a section of which focuses on the problem of malnutrition and famine in the 

Tbird World. In her preface to Stephen Campbell" book on Stmkestown, Robinson suggests 

that the b a t  way to commemorate the Famine is "by taking our fdk-memory of this 

catastrophe into the present world with us, and aiiowing it ta strengthen and deepen our 

identity with those who are still suffering."76 

While the notion of formulating the commemoration at  rosse-he to inspire 

phiiantùropic initiatives was a popular recommendation at the pubiic hearings, the most 

frequent cornplaint issued by Irish-Canadians was that Park's Canada was misrepresenting the 

history of the island by using the commemontion to celebrate the history of Mmigration to 

Canada. According to Club Ireland F.C. Parks Canada's attempt to "capture part of Canada's 

history ... had distorted the history of the people who lie buried at Grosse fle."n Michel 

QuigIey, in his seventeen page diatribe, insisteci that the island cannot be commemorated as a 

nationaily si-cant site of Mmigration because it never existed as such: "We beiieve ihat the 

attempt to merge these two quite distinct histories under one theoretical or practical roof 

persists in doing a disservice to the history of irish suffering in 1832 and 1847, and to the 

7 4 ~ a q  Robinson's visit generated quite a bit of media intenst See, Don MacDonald, "Irish 
Leader Heads to Site of Mass Graves," 'Jhe Gazetîe, 19 Augast 1994, A 4  "Irish President 
Visiis Mernorial for Compatriots," m e  Vancouver Spq, 22 August 1994, B4, D'arcy Jcnish, 
"An Island of Death and Memory," &lacîean's, 5 September 1994, 42; Boris Weintraub, 
"Canada Commemorates immigrants' Strnggie,* National Gconniohic, January 1995, vi. 
Throaghaut the  rosse-he coatmversy, newspapcr reports were generaiiy sympathetic to the 
interests of Irish-Canadian organizations. 

75~ary Robin, quoted in m e  Vancouver Sup, 22 August 1994, B4. 

76~tephen J- Campbell, The Gnat Irish F a n e :  Words and I w e s  from the Famine Museum - - 

Simkestown hrk. Coaaty Roscommog (Sttokestown: The  amine Mnsemn, lm), 7. 



heroism of the Canadians who stniggied to comfort and care for them."78 Immigration was 

acknowledpd as an important part of Canadian history, but ~rosse-fie is not the place to 

teii that story. If, according to the Irish-Canadian participants, the historical tnith was to be 

pnsewed, the secondary theme of the quarantine station, rather than the generai story of 

immigration via the St. Lawrence, shouid have taken precedence in the commemorative 

Although, in many ways, the briefs presented to Parks Canada express similar concerns 

of Irish communities acmss Canada, some fissures in this &ed front can be detected. The 

ideological underpinnings of some of the briefs are blatanî, especially thosc submitted by 

Irish-Canadian organizations which had an axe to g&d with the politically volatile situation in 

"the occupied six counties of North-East Ireland, presently under British military 

o c ~ u p a t i o n . ~ ~ ~  The repeated use of words such as "genocide," "holoca~st,~ "Irish refugees." 

and "ethnic ckansing,a1 as weil as a general disdam for the British indicate that, for some of 

the lobbyists,  rosse-fle was a potent symbol of the suffering of the Irish both past and 

present at the han& of the British govemment On the other hand, some participants in the 

hearings, especially thosc who presented orally. made few txplicit rtfcrencw to perpefzators 

or victims, and, instead, strcssed theu concern that the island should be remembered for its 

"Irish face."82 mite Michael Quigley's assurance that there was a "unanimity of opinion 

and purpose" among Irish-Canadians, a close look at the transcripts of the hearings reveals a 

79~ermot Ryan, "Statement to Canadian Parks Service," in "Briefs Presented in Toronto, 
Apd 14, 1993," 4. 

8 0 ~ a o ~ s e  Eireann Radio Show, "Submission to Canadian Parks Service," in "Briefs Presented 
in Vancouver, March 22 and 23,1993,' 1, goes so far as to accuse the Canadian govemment 
bath past and prtsent of acîing "as an agent of the British goverment with regards to ireland 
and her people." 

8batrick Joseph McKee, "A Personai letter to The Pa& SeMce of EnWoument Canada," in 
"Bnefs Rcsenicd in Toronto, April 13, 1993," 5. 

82~arianna OIGallagher, " B W  Pruented Oraiiy in Toronto, April 15, 1993," recited a 
long speech that is rcpresentative of many of the d e r  orai pnsentations because of its 
personal nminiscencts. 



variety of nationalist interests, rauging h m  the politically militant to sentimental yearnings 

for the old comt ry .~  

Whiie Quigley was in Toronto making ceferences to nationalist histories of the Famine 

in an attempt to establish the "inescapable indichnent of British responsibiity for suffering, 

disease, starvation, and deaths," the Irish Solidarity Couunittee was in Vancouver prefacing its 

presentation to Parks Canada with an exphnation of how it "support[s] the aims and objectives 

of the Irish Republican c ove ment"@ According to the research of this latter organization, 

the Canadian public has deliberately been kept ignorant of what happened to Irish people 

living under British government. It suggested that "the situation has only modified slightly 

since 1 ~ 7 . ~ 8 5  Quigley and Denis Lep, the two founders of Action ~rosse-!le, were also 

quiîe candid about the implications of what Leyne called "the cover-up and whitewash of the 

Bvelooment Conce~t. "86 Quigley went so far as to specuiate "that there is a sense among the 

mandarins in Ottawa that we dont want to open this c m  w o m  and talk about the Irish 

Famine because that might tread on British tw."m Aithough these conspiratorid musings 

came from a minority of politicalIy radical etemtnts among Irish-Canadian lobbyists, they 

expnssed the concern common to most of the briefs that Irish communities in Canada had to 

83Mïchael Quigley , Personai l n t e ~ e w ,  (March 20, 1997). 

%dichael Quigley (on behaif of Action Grosse he), "Presentation to Canadian Parks 
Service," in "Briefs Resented in Toronto, April 13, 1993," 5% frish Solidarity Couunittee, 
"Submission to Canadian Patks Service," in "Briefs Presented in Vancouver, March 22 and 
23, 1993," 1. The commemoraiive events at Grosse-iie did draw the attention of the spiinter 
republican groap Republican Sinn Fein, whose party opposes the current IRA ceasefue. Ch 
Juiy 18,1997 its leader Mr. Ruairi 6 B W g h  was denied permission by the Canadian High 
Commissioner in London to board a flight to Toronto at Shannon Airport. Mr. O Bddaigh 
was on his way to attend the lm anniversary cornmernoration of the Irish Famine at Grosse 
ne. 

851rish Solidarity Cornmittee, "Submission to Canadian Parks Senrice," "Briefs Presented in 
Vancouver, March 22 and 23.19%" 3. 

86~ction Grosse Iie, "Briefs Presented in Montreai, May 20, 1992," 24. At the height of the 
 rosse-he protcsts, Denis Leync was arrested in New York and charged with helping to 
smuggle bombdetonators uscd by the IRA in Northern Ireland. Michael Quigley has denied 
aay direct affiliation of Action Grosse IIe wiîh Sinn Fein, and maintains Leyne's innocence. 
He commented that Leyne wouid not be the fust Irish nationalist jailed on faIse evidence. 



become involved in the writing of their own bistory to ensure tbat the historicai experiences 

of their predecesson would not recede further into an imüievabte past. 

There were, however, several participants in the hearings who criticiztd the efforts of 

Action ~ m s s e - e  and its cohorts to divert Parks Canada from its pmposed commemorativc 

course. Cecil Houston, author of @sh F ~ m a t i o n  and Canadian Setticment and a professor at 

the University of Toronto, submitted a brief that was unique in that it criticized the 

participants rather than the conveners of the public consultation.88 He thought it 

"preposterous" to expect Parks Canada to serve as a vehicle to nui down the English tyrant 

and redress the injustices of the past: "the most pernicious idea expressed here and the one that 

throws into question the political motivation at work has been the insistence that the Famine 

constitutes a Holocaust or the consequence of genoeide."m Rather than using the 

commemoration at  rosse-fie to "right some wmng that was doue or perceived to have been 

doue in another part of the worid," Houston encouraged Parks Canada to remain tme to its 

original plan to concentrate on the Canadian story. He wanted the Canadian govemment to 

seize the opportunity to use the historic site as "a way of promoting and encouraging notions 

of multicuituralism--ernphasizing the commonality between people, the tragedy of Enropean 

existences. and the signEcance of the migration experience."90 Believing that an Irish 

emphasis would draw attention away from the many nationalities that came into contact with 

 rasse-!le throughout the nineteenth-century, Houston pleaded that "we m u t  not be party to 

8BCecil J. Houston and Wüliam J. Smyth, Jrish b a h o n  and -Sealeme . . np Patterns, 
Links. and Letters (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990) cm be counted among 
revisionist scholars. Popuiar imagination has made the Great Famine the "primary image 
symbolizing the Irish emigration." They point out, however, that the "vast majority of 
Canada's Irish arrived More the Famine and not as exiies." This perspective was supported 
by BNCC S. Elliot, Assistant Professor of History at Cariton üniversity, "The Place of Grosse 
he in the Story of Immigration," in "Briefs Presented in Toronto, April 15, 1993.We not 
only stressed the historical compIexities of Irish immigration, but also noted the diverse 
experiences of English, Welsh, German, and Italian immigrants. By pointing out the chah 
migration and clustered settIement of immigrants, he suggested that the immigration 
experience as it has been "narrowly tmdentood" is misleading. One assumes that this was a 
referencc to the emphasis given by Irish-Canadian organizations at the pubiic hearings to the 
cruelties endured by Irish e m i p t s .  

8 9 ~ e d  Houston, "A personai brief on the subject of the Grosse he hentage site. in "Briefs 
Presented in Toronto, April 15, 1993," 4. 

~ O C B C ,  "Hunger's Children." Towards the end of this documentary Michael Qnigley and 
Cecil Houston were the talking heads npresenting of the two sides of the controversy 
surrounding Grosse-ne's comaicmoration. 



the statels dissemination of a history that denies diversity, snffocates leanimg, and freezes the 

 future."^ 
Houston also took issue with what he considered to be the attempts by some participants 

in the consnltation process "to misinform and utilize the most questionable sources that 

purport to tell the trnth."92 References made to a document varioudy calied The Joureal of 

Gerald Kcenan. The Sammer of Somw, The Vovaac of Na&ma or The Famine Dim: 

Journtv - to a New Wotlg particularly cnraged H O U S ~ O Q . ~  These an fictional adaptations of a 

supposedly authentic diary written in LW7 by a young Irish school-kacher, Geraid Keegan, 

who died on ~- -P i t .  in 1W1, Mangan edited n e  F m  

which was pubüshed by Wolfhound Press of Dublin as part of The Great Famine Projecf 

meant to raise consciousnws mong the Irish public about the Famine. Its publication, 

according to Robert HiIl, was met with "a chorus of.,.acclaim, Ming  it as a sort of Irish 

equivalent to "The Diary of Anne Frank". However. EU hsists, as does Houston, that this 

non-fiction bestselier was in face the fictional work of a Scottish-born journalist, Robert SelIar 

of Huntingdon, Quebec. The copyright to the Seliars's Sumer  of Sonow expired in 1969, 

seventy-four years after it was psblithed in the weeidy newspaper, The Canadian 01eaner.H 

In the acknowiedgments to The Vova~e of Na arima, James Mangan explains that he had a 

rnysterious meeting with a saident at Laval University in 1972 "who tiad in his possession a 

photostat copy of a journal written by a passenger on one of the vesseIs that landed at Grosse- 

Ûe." Mangan still maintains that it is Keegan's genuine diary. 

The tale of Geraid Keegan's horrifk demise is, according to Houston, a "fake that has 

been troited out to depict the real Famine emigration and to support a sense of Canadian 

connivance in English perfidiousaess."~ Twa days priar to Houston's dismissal of the diary 

as a legitimate historical source, the editor himself, Brother James Mangan, snbmitted a 

93~ri#en by Brother James L Wiangan, me Vovane of the Naparimi: A Storv of Canada's 
JsIand Gravevard (Qucbec: Canaig books, 1932). 

94~obert Hill, "Fmm Famine ta Fraud: The Truta About Ireland's Best-SeKng Famine 
Diary," Ma- 38 (FaIl l a ) ,  412 



presentation to Parks Canada that made reference to The Vovaee of the Na~arima: A Storv of 

Canada's Island Gravevard as evidenct of the terrible snffering caused by the "artificial 

famine."% These contradictory claims to historical accuracy and objectivity made by 

participants at the public hearings iliustrate that the controversy over how to commemorate 

Grosse fie was not simply a showdown between a singIe, W i e d  Irish interpretation and a 

Canadian perspective peddkd by a governutent agency. Rather, a nurnber of cornpethg 

histoncai perspectives among Irish-Canadian individuals and organizations became 

intreasingiy evident as the public codtation process drew to a close. 

After the final public hearing in Toronto on 15 April 1993, Parks Canada began a 

process of synthesizing ali the comments and recommendatioiis it had received since the 

publication of the original Develo~ment Conce~t. Two years after the controversy began, the 

Re~ort on the Public Consultation Promam was published. With, what Michael Quigley calls, 

"a statistical sleight of hand," Parks Canada processed and analyzed the briefs, letters, 

petitions, and telephone cails they had received and came to the conclusion that "the historicd 

importance of Grosse he arises precisely imm the siflicance that the site has for different 

people."~ By sûessing the myriad of didferent interests among the public, Parks Canada was 

discreetIy reinforcing the [egitimacy of the general theme of immigration. Although it was 

noted that the vast majority of contributions came from members of the Irish commuaity, it 

was imperative that none of the "diffemnt ideasn among the Irish be favoured at the expense 

of 0thers.S 

Before making any final decision, Parks Canada asked the HSMBC to make 

recommendations upon consideration of the various issues raised throughout the pablic 

consultation. At a meeting on 10 March 1994 the Quebec Regional office of Park Canada 

provided a summary of what had transpired at public meetings in 1993, and asked the Board 

to "re-examine the thematic orientation wbich had been recommended for the site."99 They 

S ~ r o t h e r  James Mangan, "Canada% Island Graveyard," in "Briefs Preseated in Toronto, 
April 13, 1993," 1-3. 

97~ichael Quigiey, (Persona1 Interview, U) March 1997); Parks Canada, Rewn on the Public 
Consultation I l .  The different interests of the public cited by Environment Canada 
Parks Service were historical, patriotic, symboIic, hentage-based, sentimental, economic, 
touristic and even ecological. 

9Bparks Canada, peuort on tbe Public ConsuitaCion Il.  



offered the Board two options: the fmt  was to use Quebec City as an alternative historie site 

to commemorate immigration, allowing the commemorative focus at Grosse he to be on the 

quafantine theme and the Irish story; and the second option was to give greater emphasis to 

the Irish dimension under the nibric of the commemorative theme of immigration. The 

HSMBC ultimately decided to endorse this second option, which was in many ways a 

reaffllmation of the commemorative proposal put forth in the Supplement to the Develoament 

Concept in 1992. 

Although they acknowledged that "Grosse fie was never a Pon of Entry for 

immi,orants," it was, they maintained, "a part of the Port of Québec immigrant reception 

services."1~ According to the HSMBC,   rosse-fie was an especiaily important site because of 

the "lack of in situ resources related to the theme of immigration at ~udbec."IOl Clearly. 

commemorating the historic theme of immigration in Quebec was the priority for the 

HSMBC, and ~rosse-fle was the only site in the province with satisfactory "cultural 

resources" that fit the bill. Consequently, the Board recommended that the primary 

commemorative intent of i rosse-!le "should be to tell the full story of the Canadian 

immigrant expenence through the 19th century to the closure of the quarantine station, with 

particular emphasis on the period to the Fmt World War." The Irish experience on the island 

was to become a "particular focus of the commemoration of the general theme of 

immigration." 102 

After reviewing the advice of the HSMBC, the Heritage Minister, Michel Dupuy, 

announced his acceptance of its commemorative recommendations. Dupuy also decided to 

appoint a spccial panel of "prominent Canadians" tu "assist Parks Canada in the 

implementation of his decision about Grosse De."lm It is sipfïcant that ihis announcement 

came ten days before the arriva1 of Irish Resident Mary Robinson to Canada. Although the 

99"~xcerpts From the Minutes of the HSMBC," 10 March 1994, 24. Severai of the 
recommendations made by the HSMBC are included in Appcndix 2 m Parks Canada's, Report 
of tbe Advisorv Panel. 

I w i d . ,  24. 

1mCauadian Heritage, "News ReleaselCommuniqué," (Ottawa: August 10,1994), 2, cited in 
P e m t  of the Advisory Pppd, appendix 2. 



advisory panel had notbing to do with affectiug Dupuy's decision to highiight the larger 

immigration theme, these scholatiy advisers were appointed to lend a degree of legitunacy to 

Parks Canada's mandate, and perhaps diffuse the protests against the proposed 

commemorative theme. This panel consisted of Dr. Larkin Kerwin, an atomic physicist, 

former rector of Laval University, and ex-president of the National Research Council of 

Canada; Jean Hamelin, historian and Director of research at Laval University; Marianna 

O'Gaüagher, historian of the lrish in Quebec; and Jean Bumet, sociolagist at York University. 

Not surprisingiy, in August 1995, the advisory panel submitted its report to Michel Dupuy 

r e a f f i n g  the HSMBC's plan to make immigration the main theme, and the Irish experience 

the particular focus. 

As weli as lending credibility to Park Canada's decision, the advisors can also be seen 

as conciliators between the Irish-Canadian community and the goverment. One suggestion in 

their report was that the "relative historio,gaphic ponderations" coaceming the causes of 

emigration and the Famine shouid be presented without drawing conclusions, "so as to permit 

the visitor, in possession of the iacts, to draw his own.'lW This recornmendation was 

obviously an attempt to ensure Parks Canada's role as facilitator rather than interpreter of the 

Pa=t. 

It was hoped that the "various iacts, theses and interpretations (nationalist, revisionist, 

etc.)"that were wielded by Irish-Canadian groups and Parks Canada in 1992 and 1993 could 

be presented to the island's visitors objectively and dispassionately, thus subduing the 

controversy surrounding  rosse-he's commemoration.l05 It must be noted that although the 

h s h  experience was to be the particuiar focus rather than the primary one, the panel made it 

ciear that the Irish graves and memorials were to be cherished and become "centrai 

1()4Parks Canada, Pe~or t  of the Adviso~ Panel 3. Two years after the panel submitted its 
report one of its authors, Jean Burnet, "The Irish Famine: Ethnic Groups as Viciims," 
kctures and Pabers in Ethnicity: no.73 (Toronto: The Robert F. Harney Professorship and 
Program in Ethnic, Immigration and PIuralism Studies, University of Toronto, lm, 11, 
argued that "the Ianguage of victimizatimn used by Action Grosse-Ile cnated the conûoveny: 
"Since Parks Canada had never had in mind a Disneyland on the St. Lawrence, the= might 
have been little problem in rcassuring the public, including the Irish, except for a mifitant 
organization." She refutes the interpretation of the Great Famine put forth by this 
organization, and pomts out that îhc British government never had a plan of genocide nor did 
it engage in any form of ethnic cleansing. According to Buniet, these militant lobbyists wcre 
more interested in using history to make a political point than fosterhg understanding of 
u rosse-fie. 



attractions" of the commemoration. In its role as peacemakers, the advisory panel also 

suggested that 'a partnership be developed between Parks Canada and the Irish community." 

This new bond was to be sealed with Canada and the Republic of Ireland working together to 

issue a commemorative stamp "to mark the 150th anniversary of the tragedy of the Irish 

immigrants."l~ 

Eight months later, on St. Patrick's Day, 17 March 1996, the accommodations made tu 

Irish interest gmnps in Canada became more than just conciliatory gestures when the Minister 

of Canadian Heriîage, Sheüa ~ o p p s , l ~  announced ihat ail plaus to commemorate c rosse-lie 
with the them of immigration had been shelved Instead, the islaad vas renamed  rosse-Île 

and the Irish Mernorial. The government spent about $1 l W o n  over the next few years to 

restore severd dilapidated buildings on the island, including the sheds that were wed as the 

island's main hospitai. Also, a visitors' reception centre was opened in 1997 and the Irish 

cemetery was made presentable. Accounting for this sudden decision to shift the 

commemorative intent of the island is not simple. Witbout access to the backroom deaiings 

that must have taken place between Parks Canada and mernbers of the Federai government, it 

is difficult to explain with any precision how the decision was made. 

The most straightforward explanation is that the four years of considerable resistance of 

Irish-Canadians to the commemorative development pmposals had persuaded Parks Canada 

that the historical omission of the Irish from the commemoration was misguided. This, 

however, is not a snfficient explanation. It is possible that Parb Canada nalized that focusing 

on the isiand's irish history wouid generate a lot of tcurism. The controversy surroundhg the 

national historic site had inadvertently proven to be a highly effective marketing strategy, 

putting a hitherto littie known island on the map as an important Canadian and Irish 

touchstone. It must have occurred to Parks Canada that the benefits of a shift in 

commemorative emphasis would not only be a potentiai heritage wllidfall, but also send the 

message that the govenunent responds to the needs of its citizens. 

There were other instances of national heritage celtbrations being orgaaized at the t h e  

of Copps' amouncement that must have also factored into the decision to feature the Irish 

history of  rosse-ne in the commemoration. Pians were underway to have The SS Marhew, a 

lm~eri ta~e  officiaily became a Ministry unto itseii in J i m ~  1996 when Sheila Copps, then 
deputy Prime Minister, was appointed the new Minister. 



recreation of Cabots vessei, sail from Bristol to Bonavista, Newfouudhd during the summer 

of 199'7. Although efforts were bemg made to turn the &air into a multicultural celebration, 

with the Queen expected to attend, the ceIebrations wouId clearly draw attention to Canada's 

British heritage. By ailowing Irish-Canadians the cornmernoration they wanted at  rosse-Île, 

perhaps the Federal govemment was attempting to avoid any more politicaliy volatiie 

controversies about how the nation remembers. It is also apparent that at this time Parks 

Canada was shifting its attention away from ~msse-he as the site from which to celebrate 

immigration and looking more favourably at Ker 21 in Halifax. Designated a national historic 

site in 1996, Pier 21 was Canada's key port of entry for immigrants between 1928 and 

1971.108 During the summer of 1999, Sheila Copps joined Prime Minister Chrétien at Pier 

21 to unveil a plaque commemorating Canada's immigration experience. 

Aithough these deveiopments in Canadian politics and heritage (two worlds that often 

collide) were significaat factors that kd to Parks Canada's about face, international pressure 

to reformulate the commemorative theme was intense. Copps' announcement in 19% 

regarding  rosse-f le must be considered in the context of "the feast of events and activitiesw 

that was being undertaken in Ireland, England, and the United States to cornmernorate the 

sesquicentenary of the ~amine.109 As instrumental as Mary Robinson had been in Canada, 

highlighting the Irish experience at  rosse-he, she had spent much of her tenure as President 

travelling around the world meeting with lrish emigrant communities drawing attention to the 

largest Famine-era gravesite outside of Ireland, declaring it "a speci al... hallowed place."llO 

The sesquicentenary of the Famine was gaining an international momentum. It was strong 

enough to prompt Tony Blair to go to lengths John Major's Conservative party had previousIy 

rehised to go, expresshg regret for the d e  of t6e British goverrunent during the ~amine.1 l1 

1œRer 21 is one of Canada's 71 national historic sites that are not administered directly by 
Parks Canada, but receives partial fuding from Ottawa. in this case 4 million dolIars. That 
amount has been matched by the provinciai govemment in Nova Scotia. Another $500 000 has 
k e n  contributed by Halifax and the rest (4.5 million) has been raised in the private sector. 

1~~christ ine Kinealy, "The Great Irish Famine - A Dangerous Memory?" in The Great 
-ne and the Irish Diasuora in America cd. Arthur Gribben (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1999). 239. Accordiug to Kinedy, the various members of cornmittees 
and heritage consuItants working to publicIy remember the Famine have been dubbed 
Tarninists! 

Il(hIary Robinson, cited by Michael Quigiey, "~mse-!le: Canada's Famine Memonal." 151. 



Ignoring the demands of Irish-Canadians to cornmernorate the sesquicentenary at the largest 

Famine gravesite outside of Ireland would have been politically unsound. The Canadian 

govemment had had enough of the domestic coneoversy over the commemoration at Grosse- 

île, and was not hungry for any bad press fiom 'faminists' intemationaiiy. 

Six years after Parks Canada had omitted the Irish story fmm its commemorative plans, 

the Canadian and Irish govenunents agreed to twin Strokestown and c rosse-Be, the points of 

departure and arrivai for thousands of Irish e m i p t s  during the Famine. This was due in 

large part to the work Mary Robinson had doue mapping out the intemationai scope of 

Famine commemoration. Robinson brought a giobal perspective to Famine commemoration, 

and, in a sense, if Parks Canada was going to be pressured to iuclude the Irish history as one 

of its commemorative themes, this perspective would be relatively palatable. She believed that 

"the tragedy must be seen as human and not historic, and that to think of it in national terms 

aione [would] obscure that factnl12 This perspective on the Irish history of  rosse-he would 

d o w  Parks Canada to sidestep the thomy issue of how this event fits into Canadian history. 

By adopting this mord and giobal perspective on the Famine, including the history of the 

Irish in the commemoration at  rosse-fie wouid no longer have to be a case of fracturing a 

national historical narrative. 

Throughout the sesquicentenary sumrner there were a number of special 

commemorative attractions for those interested in the Irish aspect of the island's history. 

Every second day, visitors could hear the Soundr of lrelond, a celebration of Ireland's musical 

heritage. They conld also take advantage of the Gaelic meal, Irish inspired menus which were 

offered Aaily at the third class hotel. These attractions may be just as superficial in promoting 

an historicd understanding of the Irish emigrant expcrience as actors dressed in period 

costume, but they dîd serve to draw attention to the Ltish elements of  rosse-fle's history. 

Those who wanted a more substantive commentary couid attend Bound for Haven, a semimu 

discussing the ports that were the piers for Irish immigration to Canada, or participate in the 

annual grand piigrimage of ïrish Associations. Another event which drew attention to the 

sesquicentenary was the arriva1 to  rosse-fie of The feunie Johnnon, a refurbished nineteenth 

century taU ship which transported Irish ernigrants to Canada and the United States from 

1 1b'bis apology came in June 1997. 

1 1 2 ~ ~  Robinson, "Address to Joint Sitting of the Houscs of the Oiceachtas, 2 February, 
L995." Citpd by Michel Quigley, w~rosse-ne: Canada's Famine Mernorial," 152 



County Kerry, West Limerick, and North Cork d u ~ g  the Famine. In the spring of 1997 the 

ship, with costumed actors assuming the d e s  of ship's passengers and crew, left Cork to visit 

ports dong the eastern seaboard of the United States. By Augast the vesse1 had arrived at 

 rosse-he.113 Other features of the exhibit that have been developed at the national historic 

site will be discussed in further detail in the concluding chapter. 

The controversy over how to commemorate Grosse !le illustrates the way different 

historical perspectives in the public spbere can be set in opposition in the making of a national 

historic site. The conceptuai issues raised are of great importance to Canadian historians who 

have expressed an interest in shaping and refIecting a national historical consciousness. 

AIthough retatively few professionai historians were involved direcdy in this cornmernorative 

dispute, it is interesting to note how frequently histoncal scholarship in the name of 

objectivity was invoked to bolster the agendas of various interest groups. For the sake of 

"historicd accuracyn, many Irish-Canadian individuais and organizations that participated in 

the public consultation process made use of Irish nationaiist histories to support their demands 

for the irish experience on the island to be highlighted as the primary theme of the 

commemoration. However, what raised the ire of most participants was not necessarily the 

challenge to their understanding of the past derived from history books, but îhat their 

memory of the Famine and emigration was king challenged and even ignored. That is not ta 

Say, however, that theirs is simply an inherited impressionistic understanding of the past; 

certainIy, the memories of Irish-Canadians have been informed and transmitted thmugh the 

writing of history as weU. Nonetheless, their perspectives constitute a value-laden conception 

of the past that has been collectiveiy accepted as meaningful. 

Lürewise, from the bepinning of the development of  rosse-he as an historic site. Parks 

Canada ptesented itseif as an objective public institution which had the straightforward task of 

simply recognizing where history had occurred and commemorating it accordingly. With 

confidence that the totaiity of the Canadian historicai experience on  rosse-!le could be 

expressed in the commemoration, Parks Canada sought to jog the collective memory of al1 

Canadians about immigration. Consequently, the particuiar sisnif~cance of the island for Irish- 

113~he Jeaniè Johnston was built in 1847 by Quebec shipbuilder John Munn- It is worth 
noting that, unlike most emigrant vcssels, this skip never Iost one Iife to disease or to the sea 
in its sixteen voyages. This rather anomolous artefact of the Famine has been refurbished to 
draw attention to the M e n c e  and vitality of Irish emigtant communities, and also as a point 
of contrast to highlight the tragic couseqaences of îhis chaptcr of Irish history. 



Canadians was challenged. Throughout the controversy, the national historical consciousness 

that Parks Canada had hoped to nurture was set in opposition to the collective mernories of 

Iri~h-Canadians. 

Moreover, several differing conceptions of how to construct a national history, that also 

vie for predominance w i r h  the historical profession, were in cornpetition in the public arena 

during the h rosse-fie dispute. The HSMBC and Parks Canada had hoped that the island would 

become a historical touchstone for ail Canadians who required a sense of the nation. One of 

the problems faced by Parks Canada, however, was the dûfrculty delineating witen and where 

the lives and experiences of immigrants who came in contact with m rosse-fie becarne of 

national historic significance. In this case, Irish-Canadians made it irnpossibte for Parks 

Canada to dump overboard into the St Lawrence the cultural baggage immigrants brought 

with them. They dernanded a national history that went beyond Canadian borden and was 

representative of the particular experience of the Irish as emigrants and immigrants. Grosse- 

!le was, as Parks Canada quickly discovered, a site that was important for d l  Irish-Canadian 

Iobbyists because of the mass graves, but also signifiant for a nwnbcr of different reasons. 

The historical complexities that Parks Canada had attempted to teach out of its 

commemoration wouId not go away. 

The ~msse-he controversy also iliustrates the acutely political nature of these o p p i n g  

notions of nation. Establishing an historic site (or a symbulic bastion of historical 

multiculturalism) in Quebec was clearly of great interest to the HSMBC and Parks Canada. 

The site provided an opportunity to acknowledge Canada's cultural diversity while f d f i i g  

the nation-building mandate of encouraging a cornmon historical consciousness among ali 

Canadians. On ihe other hand, the island is one of the most evocative sites and poignant 

reminders for Irish-Canadians of the Famine. For some of the participis in the public 

hearings, ~msse-!le was a tangile Link between the sufferfng endured by Irish refugees in the 

past and the contempocary political malaise in the North of Ireland. It was essential that 

commemoration mequivocaüy confront and rcdrcss the injristices of the past. 

Commemorations of national historic sites cannot easily accommodate multiple 

interpretations of the pst, conf'licting historiai evidence, or the complex of cdtural identities 

in conternporary Canadian Society. Not only does the cornmernorative f o m  lend itself to a 

visceraI, crystailized, and often celebratory representation of the past, but as a state-sponsored 

enterprise, its final product must also confonn to political factors and commetcial standards. 

Moreover, the Canadian public has to be consuitcd on the viability of commemoratîon bcfore 



it is formaliy approved. Clearly, mediating d these interests is a precarious task. What 

lmsons, then, cm be leamed f m n  the Grosse fie controversy? W e  achowledging that it is 

unrealistic to expect that the criticd standards of histoncai scholarship c m  be met in 

commernoration, perhaps Brendan Bradsbaw's c d  for an "imaginative and sympathetic 

approachw to history cm be applied to the making of a nationai histonc site.114 The difficult 

task for the HSMBC and Parks Canada was to atternpt to incorporate historical scholarship 

into commernoration whiie also communicaiing the collective mernories relevant to the site in 

question. AIthough this inevitabIy involves the privileging of sorne interpretations of the p s t  

over others, Canada's diverse cultural makeup Leaves no other choice. As the example of 

e rosse-!le indicates, the particular historic siwcance that a site evokes should not 

necessarily be sacrificed entirely for a purportedly inclusive national interpretation rhat 

attempts to reflect the experiences and interests of ali Canadians. Ironicaily, Parks Canada's 

attempt at commemorative inclusivity proved to be quite exclusionary, marginalizing the 

coUective mernories of a group of very vocai Irish-Canadians. The controversy over how to 

cornmernorate c rosse-fie should offer professional historians some reassurance îhat there is "a 

sense of iiving history" in the public sphere,Ils and. if indeed historians are set on being the 

"custodians of collective memory," they may do weU by contributing to the discourse on 

diversity and historical memory that the commemoration of national historic sites requins. 

. . 1 1% McKay, ne Ouest of the Folk: mm-, 
Nova Sc* 278, notes the "waning of any effective sense of living history" in 

modem Halifax. 



Chaptcr Four 

Conclusion: What Time is This Place? 

[Cornmernoration] is a complex iterative process in which place spun debate, 
debatc leads to interpretation and interpretation reshapes place over and over again.l 

Kenneth E. Foote, Shadowed Ground: America's Landscam of VioIence 

Looüng at how the exhibition at m rosse-Pie has evolved since it opened to the public 

during the summer of the Famine sesquicentennial, this concluding chapter considers the 

process of historical reinteqretation set in motion by the LW commemoration that continues 

to reshape the island today. Contrary to "heritage baiters"wwho view commemontion as a 

static recreation of an idealized past for the amusement of "passive consumers,"2  rosse-fle 
proves that commemoration is an evershifting discoutse about what happened in the past and 

how we choose to femember it in the present. Begiaaing wiîh a personal account of my visit 

to ~rosse-fle in August 1997 and a description of the considerable developments that have 

reshaped the site in the years since, this chapter looks at how the cornmernorative themes 

agreed upon after the process of pubtic consultation were incorporated into Park Canada's 

exhibition. A discussion foîlows about how the legacy of 1909 is communicatcd to visitors 

today. In other words, how has the 1909 event been commemorated, and how does the Celtic 

Cross stand in relation to the new Irish mernorial, constructed ahost ninety years later? 

These questions lie at the heart of understanding how this site bas changed over the course of 

the nventieth cennrry. FinaUy, the thesis closes with some generai comments and 

recommendations about strategies that might berter incorporate the various historical and 

politid perspectives which contribute to the formation of heritage exhibitions. 

Wheo I visited  rosse-he to see for myself what strategy had been implemented by 

Parks Canada, my expectations of the exhibition had, admitadly, become somewhat infiated. 

Though 1 recognized that any historical exhibition is a selective enterprise, subjectively 

kenneth E. Fmte, aadowed Grouad: America's Landsca~ of Viotencg (Austin: University 
of Tcxas Rcss, lm, 6. 

2 ~ o r  an overview of the various criticisms levelied against hetitage expressions, see Raphael 
Samuel, "Heriiage-baiting," chaptet in Theatres of Memoq 259-273. 



constnicted, that Parks Canada is a conservative institution disinclinecl to take representationai 

risks, and that this tendency wouid be especially evident foliowing the adverse public reaction 

to its original proposal, 1 had hoped the consultation process might have resulted in a 

sophisticated commemoration of the island's many pasts. 1 eagerly anticipated this sort of 

exhibition because it wouid conform neatIy to the thesis that was emerging from my research 

into the 1909 event and the public debate preceding the recent commemoration. This research 

suggested that public histoncal discourses, such as the ones organized at  rosse-fle, are 

cornplex, muitivocal orchestrations which, upon close scmtiny, reveal a range of historical 

and political overtures, and 1 hoped that my visit to the isIandis permanent exhibition wourd 

ream the concIusions 1 had already drawn. Considering that Parks Canada bad agreed to 

recodigure its original conception to highlight the history of the Insh as one of its two main 

commemorative themes, going so far as to rename the historie site  rosse-Île and The Irish 

Mernorial, 1 expected that the organized tour of the island would engage the visitor with at 

least some of the numerous, and often dissonant, voices registered during the public hearings. 

Upon aniving at the western wharf of  rosse-fle 1 joined a group of bventy buoyant 

tourists? where we were introduced to a guide employed by the Corporation pour la mise en 

vaieur de  rosse-Île inc, a local Company based in the t o m  of Montmagny that has beea sub- 

contracted by the Canadian govenunent to conduct tours on the island.4 Given little time to 

take in our new surroundings, we were led directly to the Disinfection building, constnicted 

in 1892 at the north end of the wharf. Here, we were shown the disinfection trolleys which 

ran along three railway tracks and passed through the stem bath m a ,  and various artefacts of 

the disinfection process: boilers, steam engines, dynamo-electric machines, and showers. 

Althou@ it was easy to imagine how disconcerting such a disinfection procedure would have 

been for immigrants after an exhausting transatiantic voyage, it became Mmediately evident 

that out young guide cornmanded little knowledge of the idand's history and could only 

clumsiiy handle some of the straightforward questions asked by members of our tour. Of 

course, the inexperience of one guide is not necessdy indicative of how well Parks Canada 

3 ~ a v i n ~  undergone over three miliion doliars worth of renovations, the Western Wharf was 
inaugurated in the summer of 2000 in the presence of the Secretary of State, Gilbert 
Normand. 

to the public from 1 May to 31 October, the island is accessible only by designated 
carriers. The $30 that local camers charge includes admission to the national histonc site. 
Femes from Quebec City charge double that amoimt. 



prepares its staff, especiaüy considering that at the tMe of my visit the historic site had been 

open to the pubIic for just three months. However, this experience was a reminder that, just as 

the process of organizing commemorations fuses together multiple perspectives, exhibithg a 

site is a collective undertaking. 

In an effort to offer supplementary information about the history of the building, we 

were quickly led to the basement where we viewed a shoddily produced video that spliced 

together stiils of drawings and photos fmrn the mm of the century with interviews of several 

snrviving immigrants recalling their childhood experience at  rosse-fie. In 1999, Parks 

Canada introduced a more sophisticated mdti-media display to augment the guided tour of the 

Disinfection Building. However, my exposure to a series of black and white images without 

any accompanying text or cornmentary Ieft me wondering if this sequestration of restless 

tourists on a splendid summer's day was an attempt to dramaticaUy re-enact the histoncd 

experience of quarantine. 

Discharged from the Disinfection buiIdinp, still no mention had been made of the 

arriva1 of the Irish on the island during tbe Famine years. This soon changed, however, as the 

walking tour of the western section of the island began and the focus of the tour shifted rather 

abruptly from turu of the century European immigration to 1847, when the island was 

flooded with irish emigrants, many of whom were diseased and distraught. Our fmt stop was 

in front of the mass graves of the Irish cemetery. Famine-era Irish died from the typhus 

epidemic at such a rate that rows of long trenches were dug and bodies were ûansported from 

the East section of the island to bc buried en masse. The cemetery is marked by unadomed 

white crosses and grassy mounds. Quite suddenly, the stillness and seriousness of the scene 

was broken by the sobbing of a young actor costumed in the tattered rags of a forlom Irish 

wax. As she wandered t h u g h  the cemetery in search of the grave of her dead family, she 

was greeted, consoled, and seemingly wooed by another budding thespian assuming the roie of 

Dr. George Douglas, the quarantine station's medicd superintendent in 1847. This stiited five 

minute performance ended in an embrace that f d y  put the waif and the rest of us out of Our 

collective misery. 

The curator of the Ireland's Strokestown Famine Museum, Luke Dodd, has expressed 

bis dispieasan with this strategy of resurrecting the pst "where very white, weU-fed, late 

twentieth-century, mud-daubed bodies are dressed up as Famine victims and buried in 

makeshift graves." After witnessing such a performance, 1 tend to agree with Dodd's 

conviction that "this does Little more than reduce the Famine to the level of a spectacle by 



packaging it in an acceptable manner for a contemporary audience."5 In facf the performance 

relegated the setting of the mass graveyard ta that of a mere backdrop. Rather than 

transporthg the visitor back in time, the actors served as an unwelcome reminder that we 

were tourists, very much in what seemed a moment seized in an eternal present, being 

entertained (rather unintentionaily) by the story of the Famine. While the usefulness of actors 

who dress op as animators and interpreters of the past cannot be dismissed ouaight, when 

standing before mass graves they do have the effect of "robbing the past of its temrs."6 

The walking tour proceeded to the top of Telegraph hill, located just south of the 

cemetery overlooking the St. Lawrence and its south shore, to see the Celtic Cross. Instead of 

drawing attention to the French, English, and Gaelic inscriptions etched in this imposing 

granite memorial, and perhaps discussing the rival historical conceptions of  rosse-!le's 
signif~cance, our guide, who seemed rather at a 105s what to say, made little effort to explain 

how and why the island has, for many Canadians, been such an evocative symbol of Famine- 

era Irish emiption. It was not long before onr group, still bewildered by the performance 

they had witnessed minutes earlier and left to its own devices to glean whatever meaning it 

could fmm the Celtic Cross, tumed away from the memorial to take in the impressive view of 

the river and the fies-aux Grues archipelago, a popular bird sanctuary. 

Shortly thereafter we were taken on brief tours of the fmt, second, and third class 

hotels. Built in 1893, the second-class hotel, originally designated as fust-class, was conferred 

with thc lower statu9 in 1912, when the new fust-class hotel was built to house wealthy 

immigrants who were required to stay on the island for medical observation. The third-class 

hotel, consûucted in 1914, is the largest and the most ncent of the hotels. This buildin, = now 

serves as the cafeteria. Here, this section of our tour ended for a one hour lunch break. This 

time provided an opportunity to r e m  to the cemetery and back up to where the Cettic Cross 

stands. Without the distractions of a guide going through the motions and actors stumbling 

through a script, Parks Canada's claim that "you can feel the spirit with which the place is 

imbued" seemed to be more than just a marketing ploy.7 This short time away from the tour 

s~nke  Dodd, intemiewed by Tom Hayden, ed., Irish Hunger: Personal Reflections on the 
Leeacv of the Famine (Dublin: Wolfhonnd Press, 1997). 51. 

6 ~ a ~ h a e l  Samuel, Theatres of Memory, 265. 

7Parks Canada's websia for  rosse-!le (w~.parc~canada,gc.ca/parks/quebedgrosseile) has 
grown each year since 1997. It now includes pictures and descriptions of each of the island's 



allowed me to look closely at the three inscriptions on the Cross and to imagine bow the 

crowd lwked and sounded as it conpgated amund the imposing memonal on that hot day in 

Au,wt almost ninety years earlier. 

Finished with our food and the Famine, we boarded a ûactor-pulled trolley for the tour 

of the centre and east section of the isiand, Ieaving the Irish part of the tour behind. As we 

moved thtough the centre section, few connections were made between the story of the village 

(constructed towards the end of the nineteenth century, long after the disastrous year of Irish 

emigration), and the history of the quarantine station. While visits to the Catholic and 

Angiican chapels, the school, the bakery, and the residences of sailon, nurses, doctors, and the 

electrician were of some interest, the tour was geared more towards providing information 

about the various renovations that had taken place on these buildings than conveying a sense of 

what life rnight have been like as a caregiver or permanent resident on the q w t i n e  station. 

When we rcached the most eastern point of  rosse-he, where. in 1847. eleven pre- 

fabricated lazarettos had been brought from Quebec City to shelter those etnigants stricken 

with typhus, the tour came to a rather abrupt end. The one lazaretto still standing is the only 

building on  rosse-!le from 1847 which remains. Fint designed to house healthy immigrants 

and then used to treat those anlicted with smaiipox, by 1847 the lazarettos were crowded with 

irish dying from typhus. It was restored to its originai form and opened ta tourism in 1998. 

After settling for a quick peak through the windows, our group was ushered back on to the 

trolley. We passed by the East cemetery that is located next to the lazaretto and retumed back 

to the western wharf where our ferry was waiting. 

The exhibition that Parks Canada had developed by the summer of 1997 took few risks 

in communicating the varied conceptions of historic significance that Canadians attribute to 

the island. Though it was to be expected that no mention was made during the tour of the 

passionate and divisive debate that had takeu place in the years preceding the site's apening, 

this absence of self-reflexivity about the proccss of rendering the idand's history was 

disheartening. One was Ieft with the impnssion that Parks Canada had decided to dcaw due 

attention to the Irish dimension of the isIand's history without reaily engaghg the visitor with 

any of the contentious issues of histoncai interpretation that came to light during the public 

monuments and buildings. Detailed histories of the quamutine process and the epidemics that 
visiteci the island are inchded dong with a Iengthy account of the events of 1847, written by 
Parks Canada historian André Charbonneau, One can ais0 access extensive statistics regarding 
immigration and the quarantine process. The growth of this impressive websïte indicates how 
historic sites can becorne more sopbisticated over tirne. 



h d g s .  Instead of fmding a space in the tour to articulate the "heightened emotioos which 

underiied and propelled m e m u s  contributions" during these hcaringss Parks Canada, for 

the most part, decided to let the artefacis speak for themselves. 

in 1995, foiiowing the consultation process, Parks Canada published and endorsed the 

Re~ort of the Advisorv Clouucu which recommtnded that "the various facts, theses and 

interpretations, frequently controversial, which address the causes of tbis emigration as well 

as the causes of the Great Famine be presenteà as objectively as possible, taking into account 

their relative historiographic ponderations and without drawing fmal conclusions, so as to 

permit the visitor, in possession of the facts, to draw his own.9 Based on my tour of the 

island, Park Canada did not do very weti in fulfrlling its stated roIe as dispassiouate arbiter of 

the past. The visitors with me that day in 1997 could not draw their own condusions about the 

causes of emigratiou or the Famine because they had not been privy to any "historiographic 

ponderations." 

AdmittedIy, a sunny day in August full of "bisturiographic ponderations" (a rather 

regrettable mm of phrase) is not an experience most tourists would relish; however, Parks 

Canada's bland rendering of r rosse-he's history was in need of some pondering. Ahhough it 

had made the concessions to renarne the site r rosse-île nnd the Irish Mernorial and to indude 

the k s h  dimension of the idand's bistory as one of its two main commemorative themes, by 

1997 Park Canada had not corne up with a satisfactory straagy to engage the visitor with 

some of the contendhg historicd interpretations of  rosse-!le and the Famine. Nor had it 

found a way of imaginatively integrating îhe particular story of Irish emigration to Canada 

during the Famine and the general history of Canadian immigration through the island's 

quarancine station. This is, of course, a tdl order: blendhg two distinct historical themes, two 

diffcrent approaches to writing about the past: the very diIemma that marked this 

commemorative undertaking from its incepiion. However, the amended commemorative plan 

that Parks Canada had chosen was not realizcd when the site was initially opened. Neither of 

the two main commemoraîive themes received thoughtful treatment during the guided tour. 

 rosse-ne, at this point in its evolution, was "a tourist space, constructed by the selective 

qmrt on ihe Public Consnitaticm M e s s ,  11. 

wrt of the Advisorv PaneL 3. 
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quoîaiion of images of -y daferent pasts."lO Little etTort had been made to make sense of 

ihe numemus existing artefacts or to locate them in relation to each other. 

In faimess to Parks Canada, the commemoration of c rosse-fie's history cannot be 

critiqued based solely on a guided tour conducted in the inaugural season of the site, just one 

year after its commemorative themes were decided upon. Cornmernoration is a process of 

continuai renegotiation. Though in the years since my visit to the island little has been done to 

resolve the bifurcated gaze of the exhibition, a variety of activities, mernoriais, and schoIariy 

publications have been or,@zed under the auspices of the national historic site. And much of 

the work that the commemoration has inspired communicates various aspects of the island's 

history, providing information and interpretations which supplement the limited pumiew of 

the guided tour. 

The activities and events now offered to toucists focus on various aspects of  rosse-!le's 
history. Every year, for instance there are speciai activities on the island: archeologists 

interpret the island's material history; doctors describe how cholera and typhus claimed the 

lives of so many immigrants in 1832 and 1847 and the treatments that were subsequentiy 

developed; specialists visit the island to discuss its natural environment and its architecture; 

tourists can hear a symphony of bells, attend dimer conferences, and participate in, what 

Parks Canada caiis, "famüy oriented events," celebrating Canada's multicultt,uaiism, featuring 

music and food from around the world. 

In addition to the numemus events that took place to cornmernorate the sesquicentennial 

of the Famine,ll more concrete mernorial expressions have been constructed on the historic 

site, attempting to highlight both the Irish ernigrant experience and the generai history of 

Canadian immigration. in 1998 there was ihe mveilùig of a bilinguai pIaque rccopiPng chat 

Quebec was Canada's chief port of entry, receiving over four million immigrants between the 

beginning of the nineteenth cenhiry and the First World Wu. There has also been the 

installation of a large mernoriai next to the Irish cernetery. Designed by Lucienne Cornet and 

the Émile Gilbert et associés architectural firm, the memonal consists of a circle of Stones 

measuring thirty feet in diameter, bisected by a cross pathway. On this pathway are a series of 

l kev in  Walsh, The Reurescntation of the Past: Museurns and Heritage in the Post-Modern 
World (London: Routledge, l m ) ,  4. 

l l ~ h c s e  events and activities were held on designated days throughoat the summer and took 
place separately from the regular guided tour of the island. 



nisted iron sculptures in the shape of ship sa*. Around the perimeter of the circle are twelve 

interiinked glass panels standing at a height of ten feet. The names of those who are known to 

have died on the island fmm 1832 onwards can be read on the upper two thirds of each panel. 

Below, images of 1500 ships have b e n  etched in the glass, each representing an unnamed 

person buried at  rosse-ne. This new mernoria1 is an example of how art can remind tourists 

of the dire consequences of the Famine more imaghatively and provocatively than a ciramatic 

re-enactment. While reading the names in the glas, visiton are in a position where they look 

through the representation to catch a gIimpse of the 'real' artefact, the Irish cemetery. With 

great subtlety, Cornet and the Émile Giibert et associés architects have designed a memorial 

that conveys the magnitude of the üagedy whie drawing attention to the fact that we see the 

past through the lens that we constnict in the present. 

It is perhaps usefd to consider this evocative mernorial in relation to two books 

published by Parks Canada "to shed light on the ûagedy that took place at t rosse-!le in 

1~47.~12 A Reister of Deceased Persons at Sea and on Grosse be in 1847 lists the names of 

5424 emigmts who were buried on Grosse f1e in 1M7, as weU as emigraats who died at sea 

during the crossing of the North Atiantic or aboard ships in quarantine. André Charbonneau 

and André Sévigny's 1847. Grosse be: A Record of Dailv Events is a well-researched day-to- 

day account of whaî took place in 1847 on the island and serves as a usefui cornpanion piece to 

the Register, demonstrating that commemoration cm inspire vaiuable historical inquiries. 

However, the mernoria1 and these publications, though designed to put names and context Co 

those who died in 1847, take diierent approaches to communicating a sense of the past to the 

public. Charbo~eau and Sévigny are intent on constnicting historical accounts that c l a h  to 

objectively organize the availabie cvidence. The authors exphin (perhaps with James 

Mangan's The Vavas  of N a ~ d  and same of the more subjective readings of  rosse-!le's 
history that came to iight during the public hearings in mind) that "the human chaos of that 

deacüy Sammcr has given rise to so many legends, clichb and contradictory opinions that it is 

very difficult to determine the facts."ey have taken it upon themselves to uacover "the trne 

story" through "documentary research as weH as Çritical analysis and cornparison of the data 

collected" 13 

12~ndrc Charbonneau and André Sévigny, ~rc~sse-fie: a Record of Dailv Events, 2. 

1~Charbonneau and Sévigny, 2. 



W e  the creation of the new [ri& memorid also involved attention to historicai data, 

it is a representation designed to elicit a sense of the past and not a dispassionate mastery of its 

details. In October 1998, Irish President Mary McAleese, successor to Mary Robinson, 

anived at  rosse-!le after visiting Prince Edward Island, where eleven of her great 

grandmother's siblings emigrated, McAleese was moved to see a child's name identicai to her 

own etched on one of the memorial's giass panels: "1 cannot help wondering if this little girl 

might not have been a relative of my own chiIdren."l4 Mary McAleese was a four year old 

girl who died on board The Tanmch, departing from Liverpool on 26 May 1847. Six weeks 

later she was buried at ~msse-!le. Standing before a public mernorial to those who died after 

fleeing the Famine tends to lend itself to a more immediate and emotional understanding of 

the past than the private experience of reading a iist of names in a book. On the other hand, a 

mernoriai does not pmvide the attention to detaii and accuracy that a written historical 

narrative cm. At its best, and, indeed, these are examples of ~rosse-fle at its best, 

commemoration inspires a number of darerent appmaches to reveaI to the visitor  rosse-île's 
"true story." 

The activities, events, memorials, and schohrly publications that the commemoration 

has inspired since 1997 makes me revisit my initial reaction to the national historic site. 

Whereas the guided tour that 1 joined in 1997 mediated  rosse-!le's history into "a single, 

isolated and completed event,"15 flattening out the unique and varied historical terrain of the 

island, the additionai information and interpretations of the island's past now available to 

visitors have made the historical topography of the island more visible. Despite the fact 

remains that Park Canada has created an historic site that shifts focus between two competing 

historical themes, having rather crudely grafted the Irish story onto its original 

cornmernorative plan, ~msse-fle has developed into a more sophisticated historic site. 

It can be argued that the duality commemoration results in two superficiai historicai 

accounts rather than a focused and more comprehensive narrative: one half a contemplation of 

the history of Irish Famine-era ernigration; the other, a celekation of Canadian immigration 

through  rosse-!le. However, 1 have come to view the schizophrenic nature of the exhibition 

as an encouraging sip.  Whether Parks Canada realiy wanted to draw attention to the 

1 m e  Irish Times, 12 October LW, IreIand Section. 



interpretive contention that marked the experience of organizing the commemoratioa [and 

clearly it is in no huny to do so), its divided gaze cannot be ignored and has prevented the site 

frorn promoting a single hegemonic, jingoistic, or uncomplicated version of  rosse-!le's 
history- The process of organizing the commemoration has inevocably marked the site. It has 

aiso meant that Fârks Canada has agreed to share its role of purveyor of the island's history 

with representatives of the Irish community and experts in a wide variety of fields who 

interpret the island's artefacts. While, again, this has perhaps been an obstacle to fomiulathg a 

mifïed and concise way of exhibiting the island's history, it has led to a variety of methods of 

comrnunicating a number of different pasts. 

As part of a recent series of articles published by the Globe & Maii discussing Canadian 

heritage, Peter Seixas, the Chair of research into Canadian historical consciousness at the 

University of British Columbia, outlined the limitations of heritage as compared to history. 

According to Seixas, heritage stories cannot communkate "mdtiple causes, conflicting beiief 

systems and historical actors' difiering perspectives." He goes on to argue that "in a rapidly 

changing, fractured, mobile, multicultural, globalizing society" Canadians need more than 

heritage, which he defines as "one coherent story about 'what happened' in the past" It is hard 

ta refute his belief that "knowing what happened and what it means for us is more complex 

and more multi-layered than the paradigms of heritage can sustain." Indeed, heritage stories 

do take a form that limits detailcd and expansive consideration of historiographical issues. 

However, by insisting that heritage promotes an antiquated notion of nationaiism through 

outdated mythic narratives, Seixas ignores the possibility that heritage cm respond m its own 

ways to the needs of "pluralistic society's intensified concerus with the pasL"l6 The ment 

cornmernoration at Cirosse-he is one example of how public representatioas of the past cm be 

more complicated and multi-dimensional than some critics miagine. Whiie Parks Canada's 

original conception for the cornmernoration coniiirms Seixas's view of heritage, after public 

consuitation the national historic site was conceived quite difïerentiy. Park Canada will most 

iikely never "place the interpretive fïher in the foreegound of the account to convey 

something of the conditions in which knowledge is formulated and represented," but the very 

existence of the dud historical themes makes the question, "Which story sbould we tell?", 

integrai to the historic site's narrative-17 The histoncai message sent from p rosse-fle is 

16peter Seuas, "Kstory's Fractured Minor," The Globe and Maii (Tuesday, December 26, 
2000), A19. 
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irrevocably fractured; it is one site where two histories have been coasttucted to CO-exist and, 

unavoidably, to contend. 

Not only does the commemoration divide its attention between two distinct sets of 

historical circumstances, its presentation of the island's Irish history aiso raiscs the question of 

wbich story is being told. The 1909 cornmernorative event has becorne a central feature of 

 rosse-ho's present-day cornmemoration.~8 As weil as remembering the Famine, the island 

has become a site that commemorates the commemoration which it followed. Men ,  after 

severai years of consultation and deliberation, Parks Canada decided to reconfigure its 

commernoration to highlight the history of Irish Famine-era emiption and to rename the 

site,  rosse-ile and the Irish Memorial National Historic Site, Irish-Canadian individuals and 

organizatiom who had lobbied for the prominent inclusion of the island's Irish story generally 

considered it a signir~cant victory. With this rather cumbersome name, the island had been 

branded, at l es t  in part, Irish, which Parks Canada had initially chosen to overlook in its 

Develo~ment Proposal. However, the addition of the Irish Memorial to the site's officiai name 

raises questions about how the 1909 event has been used in the present-day exhibition, and, in 

h m ,  how the Gte has changed over the course of the twentieth century as a locus of an Irish 

past in Canada. 

As 1 have argued throughout much of this thesis, the historical meaning that is ascribed 

to a place can only be understood in terms of the context in which it was formulated. In other 

words, "a place has diiferent meanings for different ,pups in society at diierent times, and 

the identity of a place is not fued, but is composed of layers of different interpretations 

between people, their actions, the environment and social strnchue."19 How, then, has the 

mernorial erected by the AOH in 1909 become part of today's national historic site? In other 

words, for what reasons and to what various ends has the 1909 commemoration been 

commemorated? 

l7Richard A. Wilson, "Representing Human Rights Violations: Sociai Contexts and 
Subjectivities," in Human Ri~hts.  Culture and Context: A ~ ~ o l o e i c a l  Persuectives ed. 
Richard A. W h n  (London: Pluto Press, 1997). 152-53. 

l m c  covers of several of Parks Canada's brochures advertising the commemoration features 
the Celtic Cross Ioornhg high atop Tclcgraph Hill. 

l%oya Kneafsey, "A Landscape of Mernories: Heritage and Tourism in Mayo," 135, in 
Landscam. Heritane and Identitv: Case Stadies in Ethnonra~hv ed., Ullrich Kockel 
(Liverpool: Liverpool University Press, lm, 134-153. 



Without this private stewardship of the island by the AOH. and, in particalar, the 

erection of a Iarge Celtic Cross in 1909, Parks Canada's would have had a far easier time 

gaining approval for its original plan to use  rosse-!le to celebrate the history of nineteenth 

and twentieth century immigration. Even more than the site of the mriss graves, it was the 

existence of this Canadian artefact that added weight to the a r p e n t s  of Irish-Canadians 

lobbyists. W e  the granite cross is a looming physical reminder of the historical events of 

1847, Parks Canada primarily views kas  a monument constructed by Canadians deeming the 

island historically significant. And a monument is decidedly harder to ignore than a hisiory. 

During the public consultation process many Irish individuals and organizations effectively 

employed the argument that  rosse-fle had already k e n  designated historically ~ i ~ c a n t ,  as 

evidenced by the Celtic Cross, a concrete and irrefutabte manifestation of Canadian public 

history. 

Recognizing that it had iittle choice but to concede and include the Irish histary in the 

site plan, it is noteworthy that Parks Canada chose to name the historic site Gosse-île mrd the 

Irish Mernorial rather than, Say,  rosse-!le and the Irish Memonais, distinguishing between 

commemorative expressions at the bookends of the hventieth century; or even  rosse-fie und 
the Irish Cemetery, a more immediate syrnbol of Irish emiption during the Famine. By 

drawing attention to the 1909 mernorial Parks Canada appeased Irish-Canadian lobbyists 

without engaging wholeheartedly in a discussion of the contentious history of the Famine. Its 

decision to commemorate the commemoration had the effect of somewhat nentralizing the 

politicaI and emotionai potency of remembering 1847, evident throughout the pubüc hearings. 

This mediation of the original mediated historical message created an appropriate and 

cornfortable distance between the national historic site and the Famine. 

Despite Parks Canada's intention to make the island's Irish history as Canadian as 

possible under the circumstances by focusiag on the 1909 memonal, the response from Irish- 

Canadians to this decision has been generally favourable. In part, this is due to their 

recognition that however Park Canada may choose to present the irish characier of Grosse- 

fie, the national historic site has been branded Irish, an hducible affirmation of tbeir efforts 

to draw attention to this aspect of the island's history. The comection betwetn the island and 

the Irish who are burïed there has k e n  made through, what one critic of hecitagc calls, "the 

reliance on the aura of the objectu.m The Ceitic Cross has, almost a century after its 



construction, become the rnnemonic aid for those Irish-Canadians who, generations rernoved 

fmm any living memory of the Famine, require a touchstone to mess  a sense of the past 

The durability of the memorial as a focus for commemoration does not, however, 

necessarily mean that it has the same meaning as it did for those who participated in the 1909 

event, Just as "memory adjusts recail to current needs," the Irish-Canadians who today look to 

the monument as emblematic and siboificant are doing so in a variety of ways that are unique 

to their position in Canadian society?l Almost a decade ago, when many Irish-Canadians 

expressed their opposition to Parks Canada's Develonment Proposai, the identity politics of 

race, ethnicity, gender, and laquage had migrated from university campuses to mainstream 

Canadian society, and dernands for representation, or control over that representation, from 

various grmps of Canadians were on the rise.z As one of these groups, the Irish in Canada 

are not easily distinguishable from other Euro-Caucasian-Canadia; indeed, Irishness in 

Canadians often seerns far more like a remote quality than an identity. This, in part, explains 

why sa many Irish-Canadian lobbyists opposed Parks Canada's commemorative plans with 

such vehemence and persistence. Thou@ their readings of the island's history were by no 

means homogeneous, the debate over how to represent publicly  rosse-he's past presented an 

opportunity for Canadians of Irish-Cathoiic descent to assert themselves as an identifiable 

p u p  with a bistory that spans both sides of the Atlantic. 

Accessible ody by boat, foreign to the mundane affairs of cveryday üfe,  rosse-!le bas. 

in many ways, been desipated an island of IreIand: a small-scale simulation of the desolation 

native to Ireland during the Famine. For some Irish-Canadians the island has corne to 

represent Ireland itself, a Canadian site where the irish past is made palpable. A similar, but 

far more ominous, conception of heritage has been concocted by noveiist iuüan Barnes. In 

Eneland. Endand, Bames transiorms the Isle of Wight into the site of a massive heritage 

Z l~av id  Lo wenthai, " Past T h e ,  Resent Place: Landscape and Memory ," Geop-a~bical 
pevkw 65 (1975). 3 1. 

maorni Klein, No hm: Talchg Aim at the Brand Bullies (Toronto: Viitagc Canada, 20), 
lm- Klein's description of how corporations in the early 1990s recognized the profitabiility 
of branding themselves with the images and lan ge of identity poiitics is reminiscent of 
Park Canada's original proposa1 to tnrn Grosse- ra e into a site fmm which to celebrate the 
successes of immigration. One cm &y imgagine Parks Canada as a corporation and heritage 
as its product, transformhg expressions of public history into a brand-extension excetcise. 
Airbmsh out the death, disease and tronbling politics and b m d  this pubtic space as a symbol 
of diversity; outsource the business of operating the site, and reap the politicai rewards of the 
brand of history they are peddüng. 



centre where the quintessence of all that is considered truiy hglish is recreated. Drawn to 

this selective and reassuring version of the past that is fixed in the present, tourists flood the 

island to experience a worid more real than the one it attempts to depict. The novel's nanator 

explains that "now there is the representation - let me fracture that word, the re-presentation 

of the world."p Barnes' due, pst-modern vision of heriiage. which, like much good fiçtion, 

is at once faniastical and eeriiy plausible, highüghts how the process of describing the past is a 

way of addressing the present, and the extent to which historic sites can become powerfully 

emblematic as the locus of an imagined past. In an exaggerated sense, this rendering of this 

fictional heritage site is reminiscent of how  rosse-!le has been assigned such historic 

signaicance by Irish-Canadians over the course of the twentieth century. 

The ciifferences, however, between Banies's Isle of Wight and  rosse-!le are fat more 

pronounced than th& similarities. While Barnes's fictional site iilustrates how heritage cm be 

conducive to the formulation of emblernatic representatioas of the pst, often warped by the 

contemporaneous interests and biases of its participants, the commemorations at  rosse-he 
were more complex orchestrations that "accrued muftipte resonances."24 Unlike the IsIe of 

Wight, where a past was frozen in time (a common critique of heritage expressions), 

commemorations at  rosse-fie have taken a far more fluid form, respondiig to the various 

demands that the present makes on the pst. Just as the Celtic Cross was once a representation 

of the islandts past and is now considered one of the island's keystones, the new Irish 

memonal will eventually become part of the historied Iandscape of the island. This 

commemorative process means that tach readiag of the p s t  is assimilated into the next. 

To sustain this process, however, Parks Canada wili need a greater willingness to 

introduce various süategies to communicate the isIand's histories, othenvise the exhibition 

wiii never reflect fully the range of voices that contributed to orchestrathg and arranging the 

cornmernoration. Its messages must be reconfigured continuaily ta inchde a sophisticated 

discourse about what happened m the past and how we choose to nad that past Art, literature, 

and even commerce (if handled respoasiïly) can be used to revisit the site and contemplate the 

points at which the angles of our present political and social interests intersects with the teiIing 

of the past. Though 1 have argued that the very existence of two histoncal themes coexisting 

Pjulian Barnes, Endaad. Endand (London: koathan Cape, 1998). 55 

N ~ a v i d  Lowenthal, Jbsescd bv the Past The Heriîage Crusade and the S~oils of Histow 
(New York: The Free Press, 1996), 141, 



on a singie bistonc site is a useful problematic, 1 wodd üke to see more attention drawn to the 

two foci of the national historic site, and, in hirn, references made to the process by which the 

cornmernorative themes were decided upon, giving tourists an opporhinity to consider how we 

as a society choose to approach the ps t  in the public sphere. 
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